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A Committee of the Estate Planning, Trust and Probate Law Section 

is drafting a new California Statutory Will form. The Commission 

decided that it will submit a recommendation on this subject to the 

Legislature. This memorandum identifies the policy issues, reviews how 

other states deal with each issue, compares the existing statutory form 

with the form as revised by the State Bar Committee, and makes a staff 

recommendation concerning each issue. 

The staff recommended redraft of the statutory wills form is set 

out as Exhibit 1. The existing California statute is set out as 

Exhibit 2. The staff recommended revised statute is set out as Exhibit 

3. Statutes of other states are set out as Exhibits 5 (Maine Statutory 

Will), 6 (Michigan statutory will), and 7 (Wisconsin basic will). The 

State Bar Revision of the statutory form is set out as Exhibit 8. 

Weed for California Statutory Will: Weed for Revision of Form 

The California experience with the California Statutory Will forms 

has been summarized as follows: l 

Recent reports from California indicate that the 
statutory will forms are often improperly completed or are 
not properly executed. 2 This has led some probate 
specialists to conclude that the statutory forms should be 

1. Beyer, Statutory Will Methodologies Incorporated Forms va Fill-In 
Forms: Rivalry or Peaceful Coexistence? 94 Dickinson L. Rev. 285 
(1990) (footnotes in original renumbered). 

2. See Rice. Too Little Too Late, Cal. Law., June 19889, at 36 
(Alameda County Court Commissioner Barbara J. Miller stated that most 
statutory wills are not completed correctly; one-half of statutory 
wills offered for probate in Los Angeles County are rejected because 
they are improperly completed or not signed). 
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abolished. 3 They believe that "mistakes will continue as 
long as consumers are encouraged to execute their own wills 
without a lawyer's help.,,4 It appears, however, that most 
probate attorneys think the statutory forms are a good tool 
for consumers and thus should be retained. 5 

The staff has long been of the view that the existing California 

Statutory Will forms are so inflexible that they deprive a person who 

uses the form of the ability to make meaningful decisions concerning 

the disposition of the person's property. In addition, the apparent 

inability of many persons properly to complete the form leads us to 

agree with Alameda County Court Commissioner Barbara J. Miller that the 

public may be better off without the statutory will forms. 

Nevertheless, the S tate Bar sold 175,000 copies of the forms in the 

first year. And there is no doubt but that consumer organizations 

would strongly object to the discontinuance of the form. Most probate 

attorneys think the statutory form is a good idea. Accordingly, the 

only practical alternative available is to seek to provide a form that 

is more flexible (increased alternatives for disposition of property) 

and more likely to be admitted to probate. 

Overview of Revisions Under Consideration by Estate Planning. Trust and 
Probate Law Section 

In an attempt to simplify the forms as well as to give consumers a 

greater opportunity to individualize the statutory will form, the 

Estate Planning, Trust and Probate Law Section is revising the 

statutory forms. Michael V. Vollmer (Chair of the State Bar Committee 

working on this revision) has provided us with a copy of the most 

recent redraft of the statutory will form prepared by the committee 

(hereinafter referred to as "State Bar Revision"). The State Bar 

Revision would make a number of significant changes in existing law. 

3. Id. (Alameda County Court Commissioner Barbara J. Miller indicated 
that the public may be better off without statutory will option). 

4. Rice, supra note [2], at 36. 

5. Id. at 36-37. 
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These changes, which are discussed in some detail later in this 

memorandum, are: 

-Single form; elimination of the statutory will with 
trust. The Committee believes that the statutory will with 
trust "is too complex for consumers and has income tax and 
other problems associated with it. The advantages and 
disadvantages of family pot trusts should be carefully 
explained to consumers by an attorney." The staff agrees 
that the statutory will with trust should not be continued. 
We do not discuss this point further in this memorandum. We 
do not provide a form for the statutory will with trust in 
the revised statute recommended by the staff. 

-Identify family members. The State Bar Revision 
includes a new requirement that the maker of the statutory 
will list his or her spouse and "living" children. 

-Increased alternatives for disposition of property. 
The property disposition clauses are the key to the statutory 
will form. This memorandum includes a discussion of the 
disposition provisions used in the other states that have 
statutory will forms as well as the revised provisions in the 
State Bar Revision. 

-Special Provision for Minors. This is a new provision 
the State Bar Revision would add to the statutory will form 
to permit the maker of the will to defer distribution to a 
minor beyond age 18, but not later than age 25. 

-Improved wording of attestation clause. The State Bar 
Revision of the attestation clause is designed to make the 
statutory will truly "self proving." 

-Authorize the probate court to admit a "technically 
defective" statutory will to probate if the court determines 
that the execution requirements were substantially met. 

-Provision for important information in question and 
answer format at the beginning of the form. This material has 
been prepared by the State Bar Committee to replace the 
fairly brief informational statement that now appears at the 
beginning of the statutory will form. 

Uniform Statutory Will Act 

The California Commission on Uniform State Laws recently requested 

that the Law Revision Commission review the Uniform Statutory Will Act 

with a view to determining whether to recommend its enactment in 

California. The Uniform Act is prepared primarily for use by attorneys 

to assist them in providing will preparation services less expensively, 

more efficiently, and more effectively. The California statutory will 
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form, on the other hand, is designed primarily to help individuals who 

wish to use the forms themselves without hiring an attorney. 

Accordingly, the Uniform Act and the California Statutory Will 

serve different needs. The adoption of the Uniform Act would not avoid 

the need for the California Statutory Will form. Whether the Uniform 

Act should be adopted presents a completely different policy issue than 

the issue of whether the California Statutory Will form should be 

retained and whether it needs revision. For this reason, the staff 

recommends that the Commission not delay its work on the statutory will 

form. Work on the statutory will form should go forward, and sometime 

in the future the staff will prepare a memorandum on the Uniform Act. 

REVISION OF PROPKRTI DISPOSITION PROVISIONS 
TO PERMIT GIFTS OF SPECIFIC PROPERTY 

EXISTING CALIFORNIA STAT!J1'B 

Personal and Household Items 

The existing California Statutory Will form includes the following 

provision: 

2.1. PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. I give all my 
furniture, furnishings, household items, personal 
automobiles, and personal items to my spouse, if living; 
otherwise they shall be divided equally among my children who 
survive me. 

Scope of provision. The provision covers only the listed types of 

tangible personal property. It does not cover cash or other personal 

property (such as bank accounts, securities, bonds, notes, business 

interests) or real property. 

Spouse or child must survive to take. A careful reading of the 

provision reveals that the children take nothing if the spouse 

survives. If the spouse does not survive, the listed items are divided 

equally among the children who survive the maker of the will. If a 

child of the maker dies before the maker dies, the descendants of that 

child take nothing. There is no way the testator can change this 

scheme. 

By way of contrast, under the intestate succession rule (Prob. 

Code § 6402), descendants of a deceased child take by right of 
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representation. The intestate succession rule is that the property 

goes to "the issue of the decedent; if they are all of the same degree 

of kinship to the decedent they take equally, but if of unequal degree, 

then those of more remote degree take in the manner provided in Section 

240." 

Why must these items go to the testator's spouse if the spouse 

survives the testator? Why did the original drafters of the California 

Statutory Rule provide a rule that the surviving spouse takes in 

preference to the children, and that the children take only if the 

spouse does not survive? The testator (referred to as the "maker" in 

the State Bar Revision of the statutory form) cannot vary this rule. 

One reason comes immediately to mind. In the ordinary case, it is to 

be expected that a testator will want his or her spouse to take the 

household goods and personal items rather than giving all of them to 

the surviving children or a third party. The surviving spouse 

ordinarily will need these items to maintain the household after the 

death of the testator. Also, giving the surviving spouse these items 

avoids the need to determine whether and to what extent the particular 

item of property is community property. (The testator can only give by 

will his or her one-half of the community property.) Suppose the 

family automobile was purchased with community property (probably the 

case in the vast majority of cases where the statutory will is used)? 

How do we divide the automobile? It can, of course, be sold and the 

proceeds divided. Also, in many cases, notwithstanding the provision 

of the will giving these items to the surviving spouse, after the death 

of the testator, the surviving spouse will divide up the household 

goods and personal items he or she does not need among the children and 

grandchildren and perhaps will give certain items to friends of the 

maker. Perhaps the testator would want to give a particular item of 

the listed property (such as the automobile or particular item of 

jewelry) to one of the children or grandchildren or a friend, but this 

is not permitted by the existing form. 

Why must these itellS go to only the children who survive the 

testator if there is no surviving spouse? Why did the original 

drafters provide that only "surviving" children take? The issue of a 

deceased child takes none of the 'listed property under the existing 
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form. Why did the original drafters deviate from the intestate 

succession rule that gives the property to "the issue of the decedent" 

and allows the descendants of a deceased child to take? The 

explanation why the statutory will deviates from the intestate 

succession rule must be that the drafters of the original statute felt 

that the different rule was justified because of the particular types 

of property listed. Perhaps the thought was that it would be easier to 

divide up the household and personal items if only surviving children 

were involved and issue of deceased children (ordinarily grandchildren 

of the testator) were not included. It is interesting to note that the 

statutory will forms in the other states (Maine, Michigan, and 

Wisconsin) also provide that only surviving children take household and 

personal items. Perhaps this is because these other states drew their 

statutory forms from the California statute which was the first 

enacted. Nevertheless, the new State Bar Revision provision dealing 

with this provides for distribution to "my children (with any deceased 

child's share passing to the deceased child's descendants)." The staff 

is not persuaded that there is sufficient justification for departing 

from the intestate succession rule, and we would accept the change 

proposed by the State Bar Revision which permits the descendants of a 

deceased child to share in the distribution of personal items and 

household goods. 

Cash Gifts to Person or Charity 

The existing California statute includes the following provision: 

2.2. CASH GIFT TO A PERSON OR CHARITY. I make the 
following cash gift to the person or charity in the amount 
stated in words and figures in the box which I have completed 
and signed. If I fail to sign in the box, no gift is made. 
If the person mentioned does not survive me, or the charity 
designated does not accept the gift, then no gift is made. 
No death tax shall be paid from this gift. 

FULL NAME OF PERSON OR 
CHARITY TO RECEIVE CASH GIFT. 
(Name only one. Please 
print. ) 
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AMOUNT WRITTEN OUT: 
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This is the only provision of the existing California statute that 

permits a specific gift. The provision is very limited. The gift must 

be cash. Only one gift is permitted. The provision is not simple to 

execute. Moreover, there appears no reason to include the statement 

"If the person mentioned does not survive me, or the charity designated 

does not accept the gift, then no gift is made." This should be left 

to the general law governing wills, including but not limited to the 

antilapse statute. 

STATE BAR REVISION 

The State Bar Revision would permit four choices for distribution 

of household and personal items: 

3. Items 0 f Personal Property. I give all my furniture, 
furnishings, household items, clothing, jewelry, automobiles 
and personal items as follows (SELECT Q!'ll CHOICE ONLY BY 
SIGNING IN THE APPROPRIATE BOX): 

(a) Choice One: If I am now married, 
to my present spouse, if living; otherwise ,-______________ -, 
equally among my children (with any 
deceased child's share passing to the -!-______________ -I-

deceased child's descendants). 

(b) Choice Two: Nothing to my spouse -.---______ ---,-
(if I am married); all equally among my 
children (any deceased child's share shall -!-______________ -I-

pass to that child's descendants). 

(c) Choice Three: 
following person: 

All to the -,-______ -,-

(d) Choice Four: 
following persons who 
EACH PERSON'S NAME): 

Equally among the 
survive me (INSERT 

(Note that under Choice Three, survival is not required to take. 

However, survival is' required under· Choice Four •. Is this difference 

intentional or inadvertent? Note that "clothing" and "jewelry" have 

been added to the list found in existing law and that the State Bar 
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Revision list includes "automobiles," rather than "personal 

automobiles" as under existing law) 

The State Bar Revision gives more choices than the existing 

provision. For example, I can give all the household and personal 

items to a friend or equally to several friends. This is not permitted 

under the existing statute. 

useful if I am not married. 

This expansion of the choices may be 

The State Bar Revision also permits the testator to give the 

surviving spouse none of the household and personal i terns that are 

owned by the testator (the testator's one-half interest in the 

community property and the testator's separate property). None of the 

statutory will forms used in other states permit the testator to give 

all of the testator's share of the household and personal items to 

someone other than the surviving spouse. Should this alternative be 

included in the statutory will form? The staff doubts that this 

alternative will be used and its inclusion adds complexity to the form. 

The State Bar Revision also would revise the Cash Gifts provision 

to simplify the provision and to allow cash gifts up to four persons 

(instead of one as permitted under the existing form). The following 

is the revised provision: 

4. Cash Gifts. I make the following cash gifts in the 
amounts stated, and I sign my name in the box after esch 
gift. If I don't sign in the box, I do not make a gift. If 
a named person does not survive me, the gift to that person 
is void. No death tax shall be paid from these gifts. SIGN 
AFTER EACH GIFT. 

Name of Person or Charity Amount of 
Cash Gift 

You sign here 

This revision would increase the ability of the testator to make 

specific gifts of cash, since it permits four gifts of cash instead of 

only one as permitted by existing law. However, the revised provision 

does not permit the testator to give one child the automobile and 
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another a piece of jewelry and to give the remaining household and 

personal items to the surviving spouse. This we believe is a serious 

deficiency in the revised provision. 

Even taking into account the revisions that would be made by the 

State Bar Revision, the staff would prefer a scheme drawn from the 

schemes used in other states (discussed below). 

TIlE MAIlIIE SCHEME (Maine statute set out in Exhibit 5) 

The Maine statute includes the following provision: 

2.2 PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. I give all my 
furniture, furnishings, household items, personal 
automobiles, and personal items to my spouse, if living; 
otherwise they shall be equally divided among my children who 
survive me; except as specifically provided below: (specific 
distribution not valid without signature.) 

I leave the following specific items to the person(s) 
named: 

(name) (description of item) (signature) 

This is a useful provision. It permits me to give a specific gift 

to up to three individuals, with the balance of the household and 

personal items going as one would normally expect. However, the form 

does not provide much space for the description of the item. It is not 

clear whether the form limits specific gifts to only household and 

personal items. Does "specific items" include other tangible and 

intangible personal property? For example, it is not clear that I can 

give my stock in IBM to one of my children. In addition to the 

provision for gifts of "specific items," s separate provision of the 

Maine statute permits a gift of specific resl property. This provision 

is set out below. 

2.1 REAL PROPERTY. I give al1 my real property to my 
spouse, if living; otherwise it shal1 be equal1y divided 
among my children who survive me; except as specifical1y 
provided below: (specific distribution not valid without 
signature.) 
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I leave the following specific real property to the 
person(s) named: 

(name) (description of item) (signature) 

This provision, together wi th the one set out above, permits the 

testator using the Maine Statutory Will to make specific gifts of real 

property and of personal and household items and perhaps of other 

tangible and intangible personal property. Here again, there may be 

insufficient space on the form for an adequate description of the 

property. 

Another provision of the Maine Statutory Will permits cash gifts 

to charitable organizations or institutions. However, there is no 

clear provision in the Maine Statutory Will for a specific gift of a 

security, bond, mortgage, or personal property used in a trade or 

business or for a cash gift to an individual. 

THE MICHIGAN SCHEME (Michigan statute set out in EXhibit 6) 

The Michigan statute includes the following provision: 

2.2 PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. 

I may leave a separate list or statement either in my 
handwriting or signed by me at the end, regarding gifts of 
specific books, jewelry, clothing, automobiles, furniture, 
and other personal and household items. 

I give my spouse all my books, jewelry, clothing, 
automobiles, furniture, and other personal and household 
items not included on any such separate list or statement. 
If I am not married at the time I sign this will, or if my 
spouse dies before me, my personal representative shall 
distribute those items, as equally as possible among my 
children who survive me. If no children survive me, these 
items shall be distributed as set forth in paragraph 2.3. 

Any inheritance tax due shall be paid from the balance 
of my estate and not from these gifts. 

This is very similar to the Maine scheme except that the list of 

specific gifts is not contained in the text of the form; the list is a 

separate list that is in addition to the text of the statutory will. 

There is no limit on the number of gifts that can be made in the 
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specific list that follows the text of the statutory will. This scheme 

greatly simplifies the form and its execution and provides great 

flexibility in the disposition of the testator's property. 

The Michigan provision is consistent with a provision of the 

Uniform Probate Code: 

Section 2-513. [Separate Writing Identifying Bequest of 
Tangible Property.] 
Whether or not the provisions relating to holographic 

wills apply, a will may refer to a written statement or list 
to dispose of items of tangible personal property not 
otherwise specifically disposed of by the will, other than 
money, evidences of indebtedness, documents of title, and 
securi ties, and property used in trade or business. To be 
admissible under this section as evidence of the intended 
disposition, the writing must either be in the handwriting of 
the testator or be signed by him and must describe the items 
and the devisees wi th reasonable certainty. The writing may 
be referred to as one to be in existence at the time of the 
testator's death; it may be prepared before or after the 
execution of the will; it may be altered by the testator 
after its preparation; and it may be a writing which has no 
significance apart from its effect upon the dispositions made 
by the will. 

Coament 
As part of the broader policy of effectuating a 

testator's intent and of relaxing formalities of execution, 
this section permits a testator to refer in his will to a 
separate document disposing of certain tangible personality. 
The separate document may be prepared after execution of the 
will, so would not come within Section 2-510 on incorporation 
by reference. It may even be altered from time to time. It 
need only be either in the testator's handwriting or signed 
by him. The typical case would be a list of personal effects 
and the persons whom the testator desired to take specified 
items. 

The UPC provision is limited to items of tangible property not 

specifically disposed of by the regular will and does not extend to 

money, stock, bonds, mortgages, or property used in trade or business. 

The writing need not be in existence at the time the will is executed. 

It may be altered by the testator after its preparation. 

The staff has not made a search to determine how many states have 

adopted this UPC provision nor have we made an effort to determine 

whether the enactment of such a provision in other states has created 

problems. The existing California statute governing wills does not 

include this UPC provision. 
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The separate statement or list permits more space for a complete 

description of the specific property than would a space in the form 

itself. Like the Maine scheme, the Michigan form permits specific 

gifts only of household and personal items; the Michigan form permits 

specific gifts of "specific books, jewelry, clothing, automObiles, 

furniture, and other personal and household items." The Michigan 

statute does not permit me to give my stock in IBM to one of my 

children. 

The separate statement or list scheme is simple and should be easy 

to understand. However, the Commission has declined to adopt this 

scheme generally for wills. The question is whether such a scheme 

should be adopted for the statutory will. 

THK WISCONSIN SCBEMB (Wisconsin statute set out in Exhibit 7) 

The Wisconsin statute includes the following provision: 

2.1. PERSONAL, RECREATIONAL AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. 
Except as provided in paragraph 2.2, I give all my furniture, 
furnishings, household items, recreational equipment, 
personal automobiles and personal effects to my spouse, if 
living; otherwise they shall be divided equally among my 
children who survive me. 

2.2. GIFTS TO PERSONS OR CHARITIES. I make the 
following gifts to persons or charities in the cash amount 
stated in words ( .... Dollars) and figures ($ .... ) or of the 
property described. I SIGN IN EACH BOX USED. I WRITE THE 
WORDS "NOT USED" IN THE REMAINING BOXES. If I fail to sign 
opposite any gift, then no gift is made. If the person 
mentioned does not survive me or if the charity does not 
accept the gift, then no gift is made. 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO OR DESCRIPTION TESTATOR. 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name OF PROPERTY. 
only one. Please 
print. ) 
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FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO OR DESCRIPTION TESTATOR. 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name OF PROPERTY. 
only one. Please 
print. ) 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO OR DESCRIPTION TESTATOR. 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name OF PROPERTY. 
only one. Please 
print. ) 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO OR DESCRIPTION TESTATOR. 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name OF PROPERTY. 
only one. Please 
print.) 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO OR DESCRIPTION TESTATOR. 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name OF PROPERTY. 
only one. Please 
print. ) 

The Wisconsin provision allows the testator to make up to five 

gifts of specific property. The gifts may be cash, real property, or 

any type of personal property, whether tangible or intangible. The 

specific gift provisions are included within the text of the statutory 

will form, rather than on a separate sheet. Using the Wisconsin form, 

the testator using the statutory will can give the residence to one 

child, the car to another, shares of stock to another, and a keepsake 

to a nonre1ative. 
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STAFF RECOMMERDATIOK 

The staff prefers the scheme used in Wisconsin. The scheme gives 

the testator the ability to make specific gifts of all kinds of 

property. We believe that the form is simple to use and easy to 

understand. We believe that the ability to make specific gifts should 

apply to all types of property--real, tangible personal property, and 

intangible personal property. We can accept the limitation that 

permits only not more than five gifts of specific property. We have 

adopted the Wisconsin scheme in the staff recommended draft. 

The staff would not include the requirement that a person given a 

specific gift survive the maker of the will. We would leave this to 

the general antilapse provision. See Prob. Code § 6147. Generally 

speaking, under the antilapse statute, the issue of the deceased 

devisee take in place of a devisee who fails to survive the testator 

if the deceased devisee is kindred of the testator or the testator's 

spouse. This rule was adopted in the antilapse statute because it is 

thought to effectuate the likely intent of the testator. We see no 

reason to apply a contrary rule in the statutory will. 

We have some doubt whether it is desirable to include the 

provision of the State Bar Revision that permits the testator to give 

all of the household and personal items to the children or one or more 

friends in a case where the spouse of the testator survives the 

testator. We believe that the case where the testator will want to 

make this choice will be rare, but the testator may make the choice by 

mistake. The Commission should give some thought to whether the form 

should give the testator this option. 

Nevertheless, we have retained in the staff recommended form the 

four choices that would be given by the State Bar Revision with some 

revisions in language indicated below. Specifically, we recommend the 

following provisions: 

3. ITEMS OF PERSONAl PROPERTY. Except for the particular 
items listed in paragraph 4 below, I give all my furniture, 
furnishings, household items, clothing, jewelry, automobiles, 
and personal items as provided below. (SELECT Q.m; CHOICE 
ONlY BY SIGNING IN THE APPROPRIATE BOX.) 

Choice One: If my spouse survives 
me, to my spouse; otherwise to my 
descendants (my children and the 
descendants of any deceased child). 
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Choice Two: Nothing to my spouse (if ,-____________ __ 
I am married); al1 to my descendants (my 
children and the descendants of any +-______ ~ 
deceased child). 

Choice Three: Al1 to the fol1owing ,..-______ --, 
person: (INSERT NAME OF ONE PERSON ONLY.) 

Choice Four: 
following persons: 
NAME. ) 

Equally among the 
(INSERT EACH PERSON'S 

4. GIFTS OF CASH OR OF PARTICULAR PERSONAL PROPERTY OR REAL 
ESTATE. (OPTIONAL.) I make the following gifts of cash or 
of the property described, and I sign my name in the box 
after each gift. If I don't sign in the box, I do not make a 
gift. No death tax shall be paid from these gifts. (SIGN 
AFTER EACH GIFT.) 

FULL NAME OF PERSON 
OR CHARITY TO 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name 
only one. Please 
print.) 

FULL NAME OF PERSON 
OR CHARITY TO 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name 
only one. Please 
print. ) 

AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT 
OR DESCRIPTION OF 
PROPERTY. 

I
AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT 

OR DESCRIPTION OF 
: PROPERTY. 
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SIGN YOUR NAME 
IN THIS BOX 

FOR THIS GIFT. 



FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGN YOUR NAME 
OR CHARITY TO OR DESCRIPTION OF IN THIS BOX 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name PROPERTY. FOR THIS GIFT. 
only one. Please 
print. ) 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGN YOUR NAME 
OR CHARITY TO OR DESCRIPTION OF IN THIS BOX 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name PROPERTY. FOR THIS GIFT. 
only one. Please 
print. ) 

FUlL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGN YOUR NAME 
OR CHARITY TO OR DESCRIPTION IN THIS BOX 

RECEIVE GIFT. (Name OF PROPERTY. FOR THIS GIFT. 
only one. Please 
print. ) 

Choices 1 and 2 of paragraph 3 above provide for the distribution 

of property "to my descendants (my children and the descendants of any 

deceased child)." The meaning of this language in a case where none of 

the maker's children survive the maker is determined by existing 

Probate Code Section 6209. This section would be continued in 

substance in the revised statute, to read: 

§ 6257. Manner of distribution to "descendants" 
6257. Property to be distributed under a California 

Statutory Will to a person's descendants, or to "my 
descendants (my children and the descendants of any deceased 
child)," shall be divided into as many equal shares as there 
are (1) living descendants of the nearest degree of living 
descendants and (2) deceased descendants of that same degree 
who leave descendants. Each living descendant of the nearest 
degree shall receive one share. The share of each deceased 
descendant of that same degree shall be divided among his or 
her descendants in the same manner. 

COIIIIIent • 
former Section 

Section 6257 is 
6209 (repealed 

the same in 
California 

substance as 
Statutory Will 
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statute). The rule stated in Section 6257 is consistent with 
the general rule concerning taking by representation. See 
Section 240 (representation). 

DISPOSITIOB OF BALAftCE OF ESTATE 

EXISTING CALlFO!!IUA STAT!JIK 

The existing California Statutory Will form contains the following 

paragraph governing the disposition of the balance of the estate: 

2.3. ALL OTHER ASSETS (MY "RESIDUARY ESTATE"). I adopt 
only one Property Disposition Clause in this paragraph 2.3 by 
writing my signature in the box next to the title of the 
Property Disposition Clause I wish to adopt. I sign in only 
one box. I write the words "not used" in the remaining 
boxes. If I sign in more than one box or if I fail to sign 
in any box, the property will be distributed as if I did not 
make a will. 
PROPERTY DISPOSITION CLAUSES (Select one.) 

(a) TO MY SPOUSE IF LIVING: IF NOT ,---______ , 
LIVING TIlEN TO MY CHILDREN AND THE 
DESCENDANTS OF ANY DECEASED CHILD. 

(b) TO MY CHILDREN AND TIlE DESCENDANTS OF 
ANY DECEASED CHILD. I LEAVE NOTHING .----------, 
TO MY SPOUSE, IF LIVING. 

(c) TO BE DISTRIBUTED AS IF I DID NOT I 
HAVE A WILL. +. _______ + 

It is not surprising that the person completing the existing form 

will have difficulty understanding and complying with the complex 

directions for the disposition clauses relating to all other assets. 

STATE BAR REVISIOR 

The State Bar Revision revises the paragraph governing the 

disposition of the balance of the estate to read: 

5. Balance of My Assets, I give the balance of my other 
assets as provided below (SELECT ONE CHOICE ONLY BY SIGNING 
IN TIlE APPROPRIATE BOX). If I sign in more than one box or 
if I don' t sign in any box, the court will distribute my 
assets as if I did not make a will. 
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(a) Choice One: If I am now married, 
to my present spouse, if living; otherwise ,-________________ , 
equally among my children (with any 
deceased child's share passing to the +-________________ + 
deceased child's descendants). 

(b) Choice Two: Nothing to my spouse .-____________ ~ 
(if I am married); all equally among my 
children (any deceased child's share shall ~---------------t 
pass to that child's descendants). 

(c) Choice Three: Equally 
following persons who survive 
deceased person's share shall 
equally among the surviving 
shares) : 

among the 
me (any 

be added 
persons' 

Names of persons: ________________________ __ 

(d) Choice Four: To 
designated under California 
did not have a Will. 

those persons 
law as if I 

This revision gives one more important choice. Under Choice 

Three, the maker of the statutory will can give the remainder of his or 

her estate to a friend or friends or to only one or less than all of 

the maker's children or descendants of deceased children. This is a 

significant improvement in the existing form. However, the staff has 

several problems with Choice Three. We would delete the language "who 

survi ve me (any deceased person's share shall be added equally among 

the surviving persons' shares) ." The would eliminate the survival 

requirement so the antilapse statute would apply. Where the antilapse 

statute does not apply and the named person does not survive, the 

general statute governing a failed devise of a share of the residue 

would apply. See Prob. Code § 6148. We see no need to confuse the 

person using the form with unnecessary language dealing with this 

possibility. 

STAFF RECOMtmBDA7IOB 

The staff recommends the following provision to be used in the 

California Statutory Will to deal with the disposition of the remainder 

of the estate: 
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5. Balance of My Property. I give the balance of my 
property as provided below. (SELECT ONE CHOICE ONLY BY 
SIGNING IN THE APPROPRIATE BOX.) If I sign in more than one 
box or if I don't sign in any box, the court will distribute 
this property to my heirs at law as if I did not make a will. 

",C",h",o ... i ... c,.e---->On"""e : I f my s pous e survives 
me, to my spouse; otherwise, to my 
descendants (my children and the -1-_______ --+ 
descendants of any deceased child). 

Choice Two: Nothing to my spouse (if 
I am now married); all to my descendants 
(my children and the descendants of any -1-_______ --+ 
deceased child). 

Choice Three: 
following persons: 
NAME. ) 

Equally among the 
(INSERT EACH PERSON'S 

Choice Four: To those heirs at law ,..--_______ ---,-
designated under California law as if I 
did not have a will. 

SPECIAl. PROVISIONS FOR PRRSORS mmBR 25 

STATE BAR REVISIOB 

The State Bar Revision would add a new provision to the Statutory 

Will to give the maker the ability to delay distribution of property to 

a beneficiary until the beneficiary attains the age of 25. No similar 

provision is found in the existing statute. The State Bar Revision 

provision reads: 

6. Special Provisions for Persons Under 25. If a portion of 
my estate passes to a person under age 25, that portion shall 
be held as follows. Choice One applies if I don't sign in 
either box. (SELECT QNg CHOICE OBLY BY SIGNING IN THE 
APPROPRIATE BOX): 

Choice One: Outright to the person ,---_______ ---. 
(and if the person is under age 18, to the 
Guardian of the person's Property designed 
in paragraph 7 below) 
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Choice Two: To the persons named ,-____________ __ 
below in the order designated as custodian 
for the person until age __ (insert any -1-----__________ --1-
age between 18 and 25 j if you do not 
select an age, age 21 will apply) under 
the California Uniform Transfers to Minors 
Act (and if I don't name a custOdian, the 
court may designate one): 

Name of First Custodian to Serve 

Name of Second Custodian to Serve 

Name of Third Custodian to Serve 

The State Bar Committee states the following in explanation of 

this addition: 

[This provision] is an expansion of, and substitute for, the 
present "family pot trust". It expands the concept to 
"minors" who are not children (e.g., nieces and nephews). 
Since the Statutory Wills should normally be used only by 
makers with smaller estates, the California Uniform Transfers 
to Minors Act (CUTMA) was selected as a simple vehicle to 
allow many makers to deal with the problem. Many makers felt 
that age 18 or 21 was simply too young to give assets to 
children or nieces or nephews, and they asked that they be 
allowed the flexibility of deferring distribution of assets 
until ~ age between 18 and 25 (which is what the California 
version of CUTHA presently provides). 

The staff has serious concerns about this new provision. First, 

we do not believe that very many persons will understand it. This is a 

real problem since few persons who will use a Statutory Will form will 

have the benefit of legal counsel. Second, the provision is 

inconsistent with the statutory provision in the California Statutory 

Will statute dealing with the power of the executor. That provision, 

found in Section 6245 (mandatory clauses of all California statutory 

wills) reads: 
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(b) POWERS OF EXECUTOR. 

" " " " 
(2) The executor may distribute estste assets otherwise 

distributable to a minor beneficiary to (A) the guardian of 
the minor's person or estate, (B) any adult person with whom 
the minor resides or who has the care, custody, or control of 
the minor, or (C) a custodian, serving on behalf of the minor 
under the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act of any state or the 
Uniform Transfers to Minors Act of any stste. 

The executor is free of liability and is discharged from 
any further accountability for distributing assets in 
compliance with the provisions of this paragraph. 

STAFF RECOJIIIIE!U!ATIOII 

The staff agrees that many persons will want distribution to 

beneficiaries under age 25 deferred until the beneficiary reaches 25 or 

some lower age over age 18. However, we believe that the State Bar 

Revision provision should not be included in the Statutory Will form. 

Instead, we would revise the provision relating to the power of the 

executor under the Statutory Will to deal with this problem. 

Specifically, we would revise the provision set out above to read: 

(2) The executor may distribute estate assets otherwise 
distributable to a minor benefiCiary to (A) the guardian of 
the minor's person or estate, (B) any adult person with whom 
the minor resides or who has the care, custody, or control of 
the minor, or (C) a custodian seI'V!Rg--efl---geft.a.l-~--&f for the 
minor under the YR!i9~m-~i~~~~~~~~--&f-~e~a~e-~ 
-t;lle--YnH~-~l'aft&i'e-P&-~-&-~~-Ae~-~--any--&~~ Cal i fornia 
Uniform Transfers to Minors Act. Part 9 (commencing with 
section 3900). or any other state's Uniform Transfers to 
Minors Act or Uniform Gifts to Minors Act. The executor may 
distribute estate assets otherwise distributable to a 
beneficiary under age 25 to a custodian under the California 
Uniform Transfers to Minors Act. Part 9 (commencing with 
Section 3900). in which case the executor shall provide, in 
making the transfer pursuant to Section 3909. that the time 
for the transfer to the beneficiary of the custodial property 
so transferred is delayed until the beneficiary attains the 
age of 25 years. except that the executor in his or her 
discretion may provide. in making the transfer pursuant to 
Section 3909. that the time for transfer to the beneficiary 
of the custodial property so transferred is delayed only to 
an earlier time. not earlier than the time the beneficiary 
attains the age of 18 years. The executor is free of 
liabili ty and is discharged from any further accountability 
for distributing assets in compliance with the provisions of 
this paragraph. 
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This revision gives the executor the option of making a transfer 

to a custodian and delaying the direct distribution to the beneficiary 

until age 25. The executor can make this decision in light of the 

circumstances existing at the time of the testator's death and at a 

time when the executor is likely to have the advice of legal counsel. 

This appears to be a good solution to the problem and does not 

complicate the Statutory Will form. 

IMPROVED WORDING OF ATTKS~TION CLAUSE 

The State Bar Revision improves the wording of the Attestation 

clause to make the statutory will truly "self proving." The staff 

strongly urges the Commission to adopt the wording of the State Bar 

·Revision. 

The State Bar Revision revises the Notice to Witnesses regarding 

the execution procedure to read: 

(NOTICE TO WITNESSES: TWO (2) ADULTS MUST SIGN AS 
WITNESSES. EACH WITNESS MUST READ THE FOLLOWING CLAUSE 
BEFORE SIGNING. THE WITNESSES MUST NOT BE RELATED TO THE 
MAKER AND SHOULD NOT RECEIVE ASSETS UNDER THIS WILL.) 

The statement "THE WITNESSES MUST NOT BE RELATED TO THE MAKER" 

does not appear in the existing California Statutory Will statute and 

there is no such requirement in California law. The staff would omit 

the statement. 

AIlI'nSSION OF "TECHNICALLY DEFECTIVE" STATUTORY WILL TO PROBATE 

As previously indicated, it has been stated that one-half of 

statutory wills offered for probate in Los Angeles County are rejected 

because they are improperly completed or not signed. The Committee of 

the State Bar Section that prepared the revised draft of the California 

Statutory Will made the following recommendation: 

We recoounend that enabling legislation permi t the court to 
admit a "technically defective" Statutory Will to probate if 
it determines that execution requirements were substantially 
met. One reviewer suggested that the requirement of 
witnesses was an anachronism, and should be deleted 
entirely. Most other reviewers thought that witnesses 
(particularly on a Statutory Will form) must be required 
because of the greater possibility of fraud or undue 
influence being exerted. 
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Many of the law reform agencies of English commonwealth counties 

have considered this problem and made recommendations for admission of 

wills that fail to satisfy the technical requirements for execution of 

a will. See Exhibit 4 attached. To deal with this problem, the staff 

recommends the inclusion of the following provision in the statutory 

will statute: 

§ 6270 Validity of will where lack of full compliance with 
exeention requirements 
6270. Notwithstanding Section 6110, a document executed 

on a California Statutory Will form provided by Section 6275 
is valid as a will if all of the following requirements are 
satisfied: 

(a) The form is signed by the maker. 
(b) The court is satisfied that the maker knew and 

approved of the contents of the will and intended it to have 
testamentary effect. 

(c) The testamentary intent of the maker as reflected in 
the document is clear. 

CODID.ent. Section 6270 is a new provision. Since the 
great majority of statutory wills are executed by persons who 
do not have the advice of counsel, it is important that some 
provision be made to save statutory wills that otherwise 
would be invalid because of the failure to comply with the 
technical execution requirements. 

Under Section 6270, the court may find that a document 
executed on the California Statutory Will form to be a valid 
will even though not executed with the formalities required 
by Section 6110. For example, the witnesses might not be 
"present at the same time" to wi tness the signing of the 
will, or one of the witnesses to the will may not be 
competent to be a witness (see Section 6112), or there may be 
only one or no witnesses to the will. 

EFFECT OF ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS ON STATUTORY FORM 

Section 6225 provides: 

6225. (a) A California statutory will may be revoked and 
may be amended by codicil in the same manner as other wills. 

(b) Any additions to or deletions from the California 
statutory will on the face of the California statutory will 
form, other in accordance with the instructions, are 
ineffective and shall be disregarded. 

Subdivision (al of Section 6225 

Subdivision (a) of Section 6225, which adopts the general law 

applicable to wills, is unnecessary in view of proposed Section 6265 

which provides: 
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§ 6265. Application of general law 
6265. Except as specifically provided in this chapter, 

the general law of California relating to wills applies to a 
California Statutory Will. 

Com.ent. Section 6265 is the same in substance as 
former Section 6248 (repealed California Statutory Will 
statute) . The phrase "relating to wills" has been added to 
the language of former Section 6248. The section makes clear 
that, except as provided in this chapter, general California 
law relating to wills applies to a California Statutory 
Will. Thus, for example, Sections 6100 ("An individual 18 or 
more years of age who is of sound mind may make a will"), 
6110 (manner of execution of will), 6120 (acts constituting 
revocation), 6122 (effect of dissolution or annulment of 
marriage on will), 6123 (second will revoking first will, or 
subsequent will which revokes a prior will or part expressly 
or by inconsistency), 6124 (presumption of revocation), 6147 
(antilapse statute), and 6148 (failed devises) apply to a 
statutory will. This chapter may, however, provide a special 
rule that modifies a rule of the general law relating to 
wills. For example, Section 6270 permits the court to find 
valid a defectively executed will executed on a California 
Statutory Will form if the court is satisfied that the maker 
signed the will and knew and approved of the contents of the 
will and intended it to have testamentary effect. For 
another special rule applicable to a California Statutory 
Will, see Section 6259 (120-hour survival requirement) 

Subdivision (b) of Section 6225 

Subdivision (b) of Section 6225 provides that any additions to or 

deletions from the California statutory will on the face of the 

California statutory will form, other in accordance wi th the 

instructions, are ineffective and shall be disregarded. The staff 

believes that this is an is an undesirable rule that should not be 

continued. What if the intent of the testator in making the addition 

or deletion is clear and it would be inconsistent with the testator's 

clear intent to disregard the addition or deletion? What if it is 

clear that the testator did not intend the provision to apply without 

the addition or deletion, but the testator's intent in making the 

addition or deletion is unclear? 

The apparent assumption underlying the rule set forth in 

subdivision (b) of Section 6225 is that the addition or deletion was 

made by someone other than the testator. To avoid this possible fraud, 

the addition or· deletion is to be disregarded and the will is to be 
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given effect as if the addition or deletion had not been made. The 

problem the staff has with this assumption is that the staff believes 

it is far more likely that the testator will seek to modify the 

inflexible statutory will form to meet the testator's desire. It may 

be clear that the testator made the addition or deletion. Giving the 

will effect by disregarding the addition or deletion in this situation 

obviously defeats the testator's intent. The staff recommends a more 

flexible provision be substituted for subdivision (b) of Section 6225. 

The staff would include the following statement in bold face type 

in the Notice at the beginning of the statutory will form: 

Warning! Do not add or cross out any words on this form 
(except for filling in the blanks) because all or part 
of this will may not be valid if you do so. 

We would include this statement because we want to discourage the 

testator from making unauthorized revisions in the form. We would add 

the following provision to the statute to deal with the situation where 

the testator makes unauthorized 

statute: 

additions or deletions from the 

§ 6269. Additions or deletions made on face of will 
6269. Where an addition to or deletion from the 

California Statutory Will is made on the face of the 
California Statutory Will form, other than in accordance with 
the instructions, the addition or deletion shall be given 
effect only if the intent of the maker is clear. I f the 
intent is unclear, the court may ei ther determine that the 
addition or deletion is ineffective and shall be disregarded 
or may determine all or a portion of the California Statutory 
Will is invalid, whichever is more likely to be consistent 
with the intent of the maker. 

Comment. Section 6269 supersedes subdivision (b) of 
former Section 6225 (repealed California Statutory Will 
statute) which provided that an addition to or deletion from 
the California Statutory Will on the face of the California 
Statutory Will form, other than in accordance with the 
instructions, is ineffective and shall be disregarded. 
Section 6269 gives effect to the maker'S testamentary intent 
where the intent is clear. Thus, the court will give effect 
to the will with the addition or deletion where that is 
consistent with the clear intent of the maker. Or the court 
may ignore the addition or deletion, or may find all or a 
portion of the will invalid, whichever is more likely to be 
consistent with the intent of the maker. 
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PROVIDING INFORMATION TO PERSON EXEcorING THE FORPI 

The existing statutory will form contains a fairly brief statement 

at the beginning of the form that advises the person concerning various 

matters of importance in connection with the execution of the form. 

The State Bar Revision would substitute for this a fairly lengthy 

informational statement in the form of questions and answers. 

The staff believes that the substance of the brief statement now 

found at the beginning of the statutory will form should be retained 

but that it should include a reference to the Questions and Answers 

which would be found at the end of the statutory will packet. We fear 

that if too much information is included in front of the statutory will 

itself, the testator will not read any of it. We believe it is better 

to note the most important matters at the front of the statutory will 

packet and to refer the testator to the Questions and Answers for more 

detail and additional information. 

The State Bar Revision would print definitions at the beginning of 

the form. The staff recommends against this because the definitions 

will not be understandable to the average person. However, we would 

continue the present requirement that the definitions and full text of 

the disposition and mandatory clauses be printed following the text of 

the form. 

IDENTIFICATION OF FAMILY MEMBERS 

The existing California form does not require the testator to name 

immediate family members. The State Bar Revision form does. The 

reason is: "This may be important if the signer of the Will (hereafter 

"maker") decides to deliberately omit someone." 

The State Bar Revision form requires the listing of the spouse and 

the "living children" of the testator. We believe this information is 

readily available, and listing only living children is not sufficient 

since decedent's of deceased child share whenever the estate goes to 

children. To list only living children is likely to confuse the person 

using the will form: The person may believe that a "deceased child" 

for the purpose of the will is one living when the will was signed but 

who died before the testator. The person may believe that only living 

children will take under the will. The person may believe that he or 

she can disinherit a living child by not listing the child. 
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STAFF I1ECO!T!!Sl!DJ!D FORM AIm REVISED STATUTE 

A staff recommended draft of a revised Statutory Will form is set 

out as Exhibit 1. 

A staff recommended redraft of the statutory will statute is set 

out as Exhibit 3. The revised statute includes the provisions of 

existing law (after July 1, 1991) which provide a l20-hour requirement 

for a beneficiary (Chapter 710 of the Statutes of 1990) and provide 

that the estate does not pass under the in-law inheritance statute 

(Chapter 79 of the Statutes of 1990). The changes made in the language 

of the existing statute by the revised statute are indicated in the 

Comments to the sections of the revised statute. 

The existing California statute is set out as Exhibit 2. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 
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Memo 90-123 
Exhibit 1 

Staff Recommended Revised Statutory Will Fonn 

CALIFORNIA STATUTORY WILL 

NOTICE 

1. Any person age 18 or over and of sound mind may sign a will. 

Study L-3049 

2. There are several kinds of wills. If you choose to complete this form, you will have a California 
Statutory Will. If this will does not meet you wishes in any way, you should talk with a lawyer before 
using this form. 

3. The full text of statutory provisioBS (Defmitions and Rules of Construction, the Property Disposition 
Clauses, and the Mandatory Clauses) that apply to this California Statutory Will are contained in the 
California Probate Code and a copy is attached to this form. 

4. This will has no effect on jointly-held property, on retirement plan benefits, or on life insurance on 
your life if you have named a beneficiary who survives you. 

S. This will is not designed to reduce taxes. You may want to discuss the taxes with a tax advisor. 

6. This will treats adopted children the same as natural children. You should talk to a lawyer if you have 
step-children or foster children you have not adopted or if you have children born when you were not 
married. 

7. You should keep this wiD in your safe deposit box or other safe place. You should tell your family 
where the will is kept. 

8. You may revoke this will, and you may change it by making and signing a new will. Hyou marry or 
divorce after you sign this will, you should make and sign a new will. 

The Questions and Answers sheets attached to this form contain additional information to help you 
understand about wills and to help you to decide if this California Statutory WiD form meets your needs. 
You should read the Questions and Answers before you use this form. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Read the entire will form carefully before you begin fiDing in the blanks. If there is anything you do 
not understand, you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you. 

2. Complete the blanks on the will form. Follow the instructions on the form carefully. Warning! Do 
not add or cross out any words on the form (except for filling in the blanks) because all or part of this 
will may not be valid if you do so. 

3. Date and sign the will and have two witnesses sign it. You and the witnesses must read and follow the 
witnessing procedure described at the end of this will. 

castwlv3.pm3 1 



CALIFORNIA STATUTORY wn.L OF 

(Print Your Full Name.) 

1. WiD. This is my will. I revoke all prior wills and codicils. 

2. Household and Personal Items. Except for the particular items listed in paragraph 3 below, I give all my 
furniture, furnishings, household items, clothing, jewelry, automobiles and personal items as provided below. 
(Select ~ choice only by signing in the appropriate bolL) 

a. Choice One: If my spouse survives me, to my spouse; 
otherwise to my descendants (my children and the 
descendants of any deceased child). 

b. Choice Two: Nothing to my spouse (if I am married); all 
to my descendants (my children and the descendants of any 
deceased child). 

c. Choice Three: All to the following person: 

d. Choice Four: Equally among the following persons: 
(Insert each person's name.) 

3. Gifts of Cash or of Particular Personal Property or Real Estate. (Optional.) I make the following gifts 
of cash or of the property described, and I sign my name in the box after each gift. If I don't sign in the box, 
I do not make a gift. No death tax shall be paid from these gifts. (Sign after each gift.) 

Full Name of Person Amount of Cash Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In ThIs Box for This Gift 
(Name only one. Please Print.) 

Full Name of Person Amount of Cash Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In This Box for This Gift 
(Name only one. Please Print.) 
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Full Name of Person Amount of Cash Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In This Box for This Gift 
(Name only one. Please Print.) 

Full Name of Person Amount of Casb Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In Tbis Box for This Gift 
(Name only one. Please Print.) 

Full Name of Person Amount of Casb Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In This Box for This Gift 
(Name only one. Please Print.) 

4. Balance of My Property. I give the balance of my property as provided below. (Select SIB cboice only by 
signing in tbe appropriate bolL) If I sign in more than one box or ifl don 'I sign in any box, the court will distribute 
this property 10 my heirs at law as if I did not make a will. 

a. Choice One: If my spouse survives me, to my spouse; 
otberwise to my descendants (my children and the 
descendants of any deceased child). 

b. Choice Two: Nothing 10 my spouse (if! am married); all 
to my descendants (my children and the descendants of any 
deceased child). 

c. Choice Three: Equally among the following persons: 
(Insert eacb person's name.) 
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d. Choice Four: To those heirs at law designated under 
California law as if I did not have a will. 

5. Guardian. HI have a child under age 18 and the child does not have a living parent at my death, I nominate 
the following persons to serve in the order designated as gnardian of each of my children who requires one: (An 
individual can serve as Guardiau of tbe Person, or Guardiau of the Property, or of botb. A corporation can serve 
only as Guardian of tbe Property.) 

Name of First Guardian of the Person Name of First Guardian of the Property 

Name of Second Guardian of the Person Name of Second Guardian of the Property 

Name of Third Guardian of the Person Name of Third Guardian of the Property 

6. Executor. I nominate the following individuals or corporations to serve in the order designated as executor: 
(You may name one, two or three individuals or corporations to serve consecutively; if you don't name any, the 
court will appoint one for you.) 

Name of First Executor To Serve 

Name of Second Executor To Serve 

Name of Third Executor To Serve 

7. Bond. My signature in this box. means a bond is not required for any person named as executor or guardian. 
A bond will be required if I do not sign in this box. (Your estate must pay tor the bond if one is required.) 

No bond shall be required. 
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(Notice: you must sigu this will in the preseuce of two (2) adult witnesses. The witnesses must sign 
their names in your preseuce and in each other's presence. You must first read to them the following 
two sentences.) 

This is my will. I ask the persons who sign below to be my witnesses. 

Signed on _____ _ at _____ _ , California. 

(Date) (City) 

Signature of Maker of Will 

(NOTICE TO WITNESSES: Two (2) adults must sign as witnesses. Each witness must read the 
following clause before signing. The witnesses should not receive property under this will). 

Each of us declares under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the following is 
true and correct: 

(i) on the date written below the maker of this will declared to us that this instrument was the maker's 
will and requested us to act as witnesses to it; 

(ii) we understand this is the maker's will; 

(iii) the maker signed this will in our presence, all of us being present at the same time; 

(iv) we now, at the maker's request, and in the maker's and each other's presence, sign below as 
witnesses; 

(v) we believe the maker is of sound mind and memory; 

(vi) we believe that this will was not procured by duress, menace, fraud, or undue influence; 

(vii) the maker is age 18 or older; and 

(viii) each of us is now age 18 or older, is a competent witness, and resides at the address set forth after 
his or her name. 

Dated: _____ ,19 _ 

Signature IL-________ ----' Residence Address: 

Signature of Witness 
Print Name Here: 

Signature LI __________ ...J 

Residence Address: ________ _ 

Signature of Witness 
Print Name Here: 

AT LEAST TWO WITNESSES MUST SIGN 

A NOTARY IS NOT REQUIRED OR SUFFICIENT 
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DEFINITIONS AND RULES OF CONSTRUCTION 

(Statutory Provisions Found in California Probate Code) 

§ 6251. Descendants 
6251. "Descendants" means children, grandchildren, and their lineal 

descendants of aU generations, with the relationship of parent and child at 
each generation being determined as provided in California Probate Code 
Section 6152. A reference to "descendants" in the plural includes a 
single descendant where the context so requires. 

§ 6252. Executor 
6252. "Executor" means both the person designated as executor in a 

California Statutory WiD and any other person acting at any time as the 
executor or adminjstrator under a California Statutory WiD. 

§ 6253. Heirs at law 
6253. "Heirs at law" means those persons who would take under 

California Probate Code Sections 6401 and 6402 if the maker did not 
have a will. 

§ 6254. Maker 
6254. "Maker" means a person who makes a California Statutory 

Will. 

§ 6255. Person 
6255. ''Person'' includes individuals and institutions. 

§ 6256. Spouse 
6256. "Spouse" means the maker's husband or wife who is married to 

the maker both at the time the maker signs the California Statutory Will 
and at the time the maker dies. 

§ 6257. Manner of distribution to "descendants" 
6257. Property to be distributed under a California Statutory Will to a 

person's descendants, or to ''my descendants (my children and the 
descendants of any deceased child)," shall be divided into as many equal 
shares as there are (1) living descendants of the nearest degree of living 
descendants and (2) deceased descendants of that same degree who leave 
descendants. Each living descendant of the nearest degree shall receive 
one share. The share of each deceased descendant of that same degree 
shall be divided among his or her descendants in the same manner. 
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§ 6258. 120·hour survival requirement 
6258. A reference in a California Statutory Will to a penon who 

"survives me" or its equivalent means a person who survives the 
decedent by 120 hours. A penon who fails to survive the decedent by 
120 hours is deemed to have predeceased the decedent for the purpose of 
the California Statutory Will, and the beneficiaries are determined 
accordingly. If it cannot be established by clear and convincing evidence 
that a person who would otherwise be a beneficiary has survived the 
decedent by 120 hours, it is deemed !hat the person failed to survive for 
the required period. The requirement of this section that a person who 
survives the decedent must survive the decedent by 120 hours does not 
apply if the application of the 120-hour survival requirement would result 
in the escheat of property to the state. 

§ 6259. Masculine pronouns; singular and plural words 
6259. Masculine pronoUllll include the feminine, and plural and 

singular words include each other, where app! opriate. 

PROPERTY DISPOSmON CLAUSES 

§ 6276. Full text or clauses concerning disposition or 
household and personal items (paragraphs la to lei) 

6276. The following are the full texts of patagnphs 2a to 2d, 
inclusive, of the California Statutory Will: 

(a) Paragraph 2a (Choke One): If I am married and my spouse 
survives me, I give my spouse all my books, jewelry, clothing, 
automobiles, household furnishings and effects, and other tangible 
articles of a household or personal use. If my spouse does not survive 
me, I give these items to my descendants. If none of my descendants 
survives me, these items shall become part of the balance of my estate. 

(b) Paragraph 2b (Choice Two): I give all my boots, jewelry, 
clothing, automobiles, household furnishings and effects, and other 
tangible articles of a household or personal use to my descendants. If 
none of my descendants survives me, these items shall become part of the 
balance of my estate. 

(c) Paragraph 2c (Choice Three): I give all my books, jewelry, 
clothing, automobiles, household furnishings and effects, and other 
tangible articles of a household or personal use to the person named 
below. 

(d) Paragraph 2d (Choice Four): I give all my books, jewelry, 
clothing, automobiles, household furnishings and effects, and other 
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tangible articles of a household or personal use to the persons named 
below, to be divided among them in as nearly equal shares as practical in 
my executor's discretion. 

§ 6277. Full text of clauses concerning disposition of 
balance of assets (paragraphs 4a to 4d) 

6277 . The following are the full texts of paragraphs 4a to 4d, 
inclusive, of the California Statutory Will: 

(a) Paragraph 4a (Choice One): If I am married and my spouse 
survives me, I give my spouse the balance of my estate. If my spouse 
does not survive me, I give the balance to my descendants. If none of my 
descendants survives me, I give the balance to my heirs at law. 

(b) Paragraph 4b (Choice Two): I give the balance of my estate to 
my descendants. If none of my descendants survives me, I give the 
balance to my heirs at law. 

(c) Paragraph 4c (Choice Three): I give the balance of my estate to 
the persons named below, to be divided among them in equal shares. 

(d) Paragraph 4d (Choice Four): I give the balance of my estate to 
my heirs at law. 

MANDATORY CLAUSES 

§ 6278. Full Text of mandatory clauses 
6218. The mandatory clauses of the California Statutory Will are as 

follows: 
(a) Intestate Disposition. If I have not made an effective disposition 

of the balance of my estate, the executor shall distribute it to my heirs at 
law. 

(b) Executor's Powen. 
(1) The executor has all powers now or later conferred upon executors 

by California law. This includes all powers granted under the 
Independent Administration of Estates Act. This also includes the power 
to: (A) sell estate assets at public or private sale with or without notice, 
for cash or on credit terms, (B) lease estate assets without restriction as to 
duration, and (C) invest any surplus moneys of the estate in real or 
personal property, as the executor deems advisable. 

(2) The executor may distribute estate assets otherwise distributable to 
a minor beneficiary to (A) the guardian of the minor's person or estate, 
(B) any adult person with whom the minor resides and who has the care, 
custody, or control of the minor, or (C) a custodian for the minor under 
the California Uniform Transfers to Minors Act, Part 9 (commencing 
with section 3900), or any other state's Uniform Transfers to Minors Act 
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or Uniform Gifts to Minors Act. The executor may distribute estate 
property otherwise distributable to a beneficiary under age 25 to a 
custodian under the California Uniform Transfers to Minors Act, Part 9 
(commencing with Section 3900), in which case the executor shall 
provide, in making the transfer to the custodian pursuant to Section 3909, 
that the time for the transfer to the beneficiary of the custodial property 
80 transferred is delayed until the time the beneficiary attains 25 years of 
age, except that the executor shall have discretion to provide in the 
transfer to the custodian that Ihe time for the transfer to the beneficiary 
shall be delayed only to an earlier time not earlier than the time the 
beneficiary attains the age of 18 years. The executor is free of liability 
and is discharged from any furlher accountability for distributing assets 
pursuant to this paragraph. 

(3) On any distribution of assets from the estate, the executor shall 
bave the discretion to partition, allot, and distribute the assets (A) in kind, 
including undivided interests in an asset or in any part of it, or (B) partly 
in cash and partly in kind, or (C) entirely in cash. If a distribution is 
made to more than one beneficiary. Ihe executor shall have the discretion 
to distribute assets among them on a pro rata or non-pro rata basis. with 
the assets valued as of the date of distribution. 

(c) Guardian's Powers. A guardian of the person nominated in the 
California Statutory Will bas the same authority with respect to the 
person of the ward as a parent baving legal custody of a child would 
have. A guardian of the estate nominated in the California Statutory Will 
has all of the powers conferred by California law. All powers granted to 
guardians in this paragraph may be exercised without court authorization. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT Tms 
CALIFORNIA STATUTORY WILL 

The following information, in question and answer form, is 
not a part of the California Statutory Will. It is designed to 
help you understand about wills and to decide if this will 
meets your needs. 
1. What happens if I die without a will? If you die without 
a will, what you own (your "assets") in your name alone will 
be divided among your spouse, children, or other relatives 
according to state law. The court will appoint a relative to 
collect and distribute your assets. 
2. What can a will do for me? In a will you can designate 
who will receive your assets at your death. You can designate 
someone (called an "executor'') to appear before the court, 
collect your assets, pay your debts and taxes, and distribute 
your assets as you specify. You can nominate a guardian to 
raise your children who are under age 18. You can nominate a 
guardian to manage assets for your children until they reach 
age 18, or you can designate someone to manage the assets for 
your children until they reach age 25. 
3. Does a will avoid probate? No. Whether or not you die 
with a will, assets in your name alone usually go through the 
court probate process. The ~ourt's first job is to determine if 
your will is valid. 
4. What is community property? Can I give away my 
share in my will? If you are married and you or your spouse 
earned money during your marriage from work and wages, 
that money (and the assets bought with it) is community 
property. You will can only give away your one-half of 
community property. Your will cannot give away your 
spouse's one-half of community property. 
S. Does my will give away all of my assets? Do all assets 
go through probate? No. Money in a joint tenancy bank 
account automatically belongs to the other named owner 
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without probate. If your spouse or child is on the deed to your 
house as a joint tenant, the house automatically passes to him 
or her. Life insurance and retirement plan benefits may pass 
directly to the named beneficiary. A will does not necessarily 
control how these types of "non-probate" assets pass at your 
death. 
6. Are there different kinds of wills? Yes. There are 
handwritten wills, typewritten wills, attorney-prepared wills 
and statutory wills. All are valid if done precisely as the law 
requires. You should see a lawyer if you do not want to use 
this statutory will or if you do not understand this fonn. 
7. Who may use this will? This will is based on California 
law. It is designed for only California residents. You may use 
this fonn if your are single, married, or divorced. You must 
be age 18 or older and of sound mind. 
8. Are there any reasons why I should not use this 
Statutory Will? Yes. This is a simple will. It is not designed 
to reduce death or any other taxes. Talk: to a lawyer to do tax 
planning, particularly if (i) your assets will be worth more 
than $600,000 at your death, or (ii) you own business related 
assets, or (iii) you want to create a trust fund for your 
children's education or other pwposes, or (iv) you own assets 
in some other state, or (v) you want to disinherit your spouse 
or descendants, or (vi) you liave valuable interests in pension 
or profit sharing plans. You should ta1k. to a lawyer who 
knows about estate planning if this will does not meet your 
needs. This will treats most adopted children like natural 
children. You should ta1k. to a lawyer if you have step
children or foster children whom you have not adopted or if 
you have children born while you were not married. 
9. May I add or cross out any words on this will? No. If 
you do, the will may be invalid. You may only fill in the 
blanks. You may amend this will by a separate document 
(called a codicil). Talk to a lawyer if you want to do 
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something with your assets which is not allowed in this fonn. 
to. May I change my will? Yes. A will is not effective until 
you die. You may make and sign a new will. You may change 
your will at any time, but only by an amendment (called a 
codicil). You can give away or sell your assets before your 
death. Your will only affects what you own at death. 
11. Where should I keep my will? After you and the 
witnesses sign the will, keep your will in your safe deposit 
box or other safe place. You should tell trusted family 
members where your will is kept. 
12. When should I change my will? You should make and 
sign a new will if you marry or divorce after you sign this 
will. Divorce (dissolution of marriage) or annulment 
automatically cancels (a) all property stated to pass to a 
fonner husband or wife under this will, and (b) designation of 
a fonner spouse as executor or guardian. You should sign a 
new will when you have more children, or if your spouse or a 
child dies. You may want to change your will if there is a 
large change in the value of your assets. 
13. What can I do in do not understand something in this 
will? If there is anything in this will you do not understand, 
ask a lawyer to explain it to you. 
14. What is an executor? An "executor" is the person you 
name to collect your assets, pay your debts and taxes, and 
distribute your assets as the court directs. It may be a person 
or it may be a qualified bank or corporation. 
15. What is a guardian? Do I need to designate one? If 
you have children under age 18, you should designate a 
guardian of their "persons" to raise them. You may also want 
to designate a guardian of their "estates" to manage their 
assets for them until they reach age 18. At age 18, they 
receive their assets outright. However, this will pennits your 
executor to transfer the assets to a "custodian" and to direct 
that the custodian hold the assets until your children reach a 
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higher age, but not later than the time they reach age 25. 
16. Shou1d I require a bond? You may require that a 
guardian or executor provide a "bond". A bond is a form of 
insurance to replace assets that may be mismanaged or stolen 
by the guardian or executor. The cost of the bond is paid from 
the assets of your estate. 
18. What is a trust? A trust is a long-term arrangement 
where a manager (called a "trustee'') invests and manages 
assets for someone (called a "beneficiary") who may be 
young, or irmnature, or elderly, or who has a problem or 
disability. A trust may be created in a will or outside of a will. 
The trustee invests and manages the assets for the beneficiary 
under the terms you specify. Trusts are too complicated to be 
used in this simple will. You should see a lawyer if you want 
to establish a trust. 
19. Should I ask people ifthey are willing to serve before I 
designate them as an executor or guardian? Probably yes. 
Some people and entities may not consent to serve or may not 
be qualified to act. 
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CHAPTER 6. CAI·U'ORBIA STATUTORY WILL 

Article 1. Definitions and Rules of Construction 

§ 6200. Definitions and rules of construction that govern this chapter 

6200. Unless the provision or context clearly requires otherwise, 

these definitions and rules of construction govern the construction of 

this chapter. 

Comment. Section 6200 continues Section 6200 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6200 of Repealed Code 
Section 6200 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued the substance of the introductory clause of former 
Probate Code Section 56 (repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6201. Testator 

6201. "Testator" means a person choosing to adopt a California 

statutory will. 

Comment. Section 6201 continues Section 6201 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6201 of Repealed Code 
Section 6201 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued subdivision (a) of former Probate Code Section 56 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6202. Spouse 

6202. "Spouse" means the testator's husband or wife at the time 

the testator signs a California statutory will. 

Comment. Section 6202 continues Section 6202 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
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execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). As to the effect of termination of the marriage by 
dissolution or annulment after execution of the will, see Section 6226. 

Background on Section 6202 of Repealed Code 
Section 6202 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued subdivision (b) of former Probate Code Section 56 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6203. Executor 

6203. "Executor" means both the person so designated in a 

California statutory will and any other person acting at any time as 

the executor or administrator under a California statutory will. 

COIIIleD.t. Section 6203 continues Section 6203 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6203 of Repealed Code 
Section 6203 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued subdivision (c) of former Probate Code Section 56 
(repesled by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6204. Trustee 

6204. "Trustee" means both the person so designated in a 

California statutory will and any other person acting at any time as 

the trustee under a California statutory will. 

Comment. Section 6204 continues Section 6204 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6204 of Repealed Code 
Section 6204 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued subdivision (d) of former Probate Code Section 56 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6205. Descendants 

6205. "Descendants" means children, grandchildren, and their 

lineal descendants of all generations, with the relationship of parent 

and child at each generation being determined as provided in Section 

6152. A reference to "descendants" in the plural includes a single 

descendant where the context so requires. 
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Comment. Section 6205 continues Section 6205 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section applies the rules of 
construction of wills for determining the parent-child relationship. 
This makes the construction of a California statutory will consistent 
with the construction of wills generally. This section applies to 
every California statutory will, including those executed before 
January 1, 1985. See Section 6247. As to the application of any 
amendments made after that date, see Section 3. 

Background on Section 6205 of Repealed Code 
Section 6205 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55 and was 

amended by 1984 Cal. Stat. ch. 892 § 33, 1985 Cal. Stat. ch. 359 § 5, 
and 1985 Cal. Stat. ch. 982 § 18. The section continued subdivision 
(e) of former Probate Code Section 56 (repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 
842 § 18). The 1984 amendment revised Section 6205 to refer to the 
definitions of "parent" and "child" under Sections 26 and 54. The 
second sentence of Section 6205 (which was added by the 1984 amendment) 
continued subdivision (b) of former Probate Code Section 6206 (repealed 
by 1984 Cal. Stat. ch. 892 § 34). As to the 1984 amendment, see 
Recommendation Relating to Revision of Wills and Intestate Succession 
Law. 17 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 537 (1984). The 1985 amendment 
substituted the reference to Section 6152 (rules of construction for 
wills) for the former reference to the definitions of child and parent 
in Sections 26 and 54. Formerly Section 6205 applied the intestate 
succession rules for determining the parent-child relationship (see 
former Sections 6408, 6408.5) because Sections 26 and 54 incorporated 
those rules. As to the 1985 amendment, see Communication Concerning 
Assembly Bill 196, 18 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 367, 374 (1986). 

§ 6206. References to Uniform Gifts to Minors Act 

6206. A reference in a California statutory will to the "Uniform 

Gifts to Minors Act of any state" includes both the Uniform Gifts to 

Minors Act of any state and the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act of any 

state. 

COIIIIIeIlt. Section 6206 continues Section 6206 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section applies to every California 
statutory will, including those executed before January 1, 1985. See 
Section 6247. As to the application of any amendments made after that 
date, see Section 3. 

Background on Section 6206 of Repealed Code 
Section 6206 was added by 1984 Cal. Stat. ch. 892 § 35. The 

section was added in recognition that the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act 
(1966) had been superseded by the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act 
(1986). See also Sections 6245, 6246. See Communication of Law 
Revision Commission Concerning Assembly Bill 2290, 18 Cal. L. Revision 
Comm'n Reports 77, 88 (1986). See also Recommendation Relating to 
Revision of Wills and Intestate Succession Law. 17 Cal. L. Revision 
Comm'n Reports 537 (1984). 

§ 6207. "'asculine prono,ms; singular and plural words 

6207. Masculine pronouns include the feminine, and plural and 

singular words include each other, where appropriate. 
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C-ent. Section 6207 continues Section 6207 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for uae 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6207 of Repealed Code 
Section 6207 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued subdivision (g) of former Probate Code Section 56 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6208. Use of "shall" or ~" in statutory will 

6208. (a) If a California statutory will states that a person 

shall perform an act, the person is required to perform that act. 

(b) If a California statutory will states that a person may do an 

act, the person's decision to do or not to do the act shall be made in 

the exercise of the person's fiduciary powers. 

Co ct. Section 6208 continues Section 6208 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6208 of Repealed Code 
Section 6208 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued the substance of subdivision (h) of former Probate 
Code Section 56 (repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6209. ",",er of distribgtion to "descendants" 

6209. Whenever a distribution under a California statutory will 

is to be made to a person's descendants, the property shall be divided 

into as many equal shares as there are then living descendants of the 

nearest degree of living descendants and deceased descendants of that 

same degree who leave descendants then living; and each living 

descendant of the nearest degree shall receive one share and the share 

of each deceased descendant of that same degree shall be divided among 

his or her descendants in the same manner. 

Co_to Section 6209 continues Section 6209 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. The rule stated in Section 6209 is 
consistent with the general rule concerning taking by representation. 
See Section 240 (representation). Section 6209 does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
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execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6209 of Repealed Code 
Section 6209 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

Section continued the substance of subdivision (1) of former Probate 
Code Section 56 (repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6210. Person 

6210. "Person" includes individuals and institutions. 

COBIIent. Section 6210 continues Section 6210 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January I, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6210 of Repealed Code 
Section 6210 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued subdivision (j) of former Probate Code Section 56 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6211. UO-hour survival requirement 

6211. A reference in a California statutory will to a person "if 

living" or who "survives me" means a person who survives the decedent 

by 120 hours. A person who fails to survive the decedent by 120 hours 

is deemed to have predeceased the decedent for the purpose of the 

California statutory will, and the beneficiaries are determined 

accordingly. If it cannot be established by clear and convincing 

evidence that a person who would otherwise be a beneficiary has 

survived the decedent by 120 hours, it is deemed that the person failed 

to survive for the required period. The requirement of this section 

that a person who survives the decedent must survive the decedent by 

120 hours does not apply if the application of the l20-hour survival 

requirement would result in the escheat of property to the state. 

Conment. Section 6211 was added to the new Probate Code by 1990 
Cal. Stat. ch. [SB 17751 § 15 to provide a l20-hour survival rule for 
the beneficiary of a statutory will. Section 6211 is the same in 
substance as Section 6403 (requirement that heir survive decedent by 
120 hours). Section 6211 does not apply if the testator died before 
the operative date of the section. See Section 6247. See also Section 
230 (petition to determine for the purposes of Section 6211 whether one 
person survived another). For background on this section, see 
Recommendation Relating to Survival Requirement for Beneficiary of 
Statutory Will, 20 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 549 (1990). 
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Article 2. General Provisions 

§ 6220, Persons wbo may execute statutory will 

6220. Any individual of sound mind and over the age of 18 may 

execute a California statutory will under the provisions of this 

chapter. 

Coament. Section 6220 continues Section 6220 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. An emancipated minor is considered as 
being over the age of majority for the purpose of making or revoking a 
will. See Civil Code § 63. Section 6220 does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior lsw). 

Background on Section 6220 of Repealed Code 
Section 6220 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued the substance of former Probate Code Section 56.1 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6221. Execution procedure 

6221. A California statutory will shall be executed only as 

follows: 

(a) The testator shall complete the appropriate blanks and shall 

sign the will. 

(b) Each witness shall observe the testator's signing and each 

witness shall sign his or her name in the presence of the testator. 

Coament. Section 6221 continues Section 6221 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6221 of Repealed Code 
Section 6221 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued the substance of a portion of former Probate Code 
Section 56.2 (repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6221.5, Execution of attestation clause 

6221.5. The execution of the attestation clause provided in the 

California statutory will by two or more witnesses satisfies Section 

8220. 

Coament. Section 6221. 5 continues Section 6221.5 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
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application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6221.5 of Repealed Code 
Section 6221.5 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55 and was 

amended by 1988 Cal. Stat. ch. 1199 § 76.5. The section continued the 
last sentence of former Probate Code Section 56.2 (repealed by 1983 
Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). The 1988 amendment corrected a 
cross-reference to another section. As to the 1988 amendment, see 
Comments to Conforming Revisions and Repeals. 19 Cal. L. Revision 
Comm'n Reports 1031, 1090 (1988). 

§ 6222. Types of statutory wills; contents 

6222. (a) There are two California statutory wills; 

(1) A California statutory will. 

(2) A California statutory will with trust. 

(b) Each California statutory will includes all of the following; 

(1) The contents of the appropriate California statutory will 

form, including the notice set out in Section 6240 or 6241. 

(2) By reference, the full texts of each of the following: 

(A) The definitions and rules of construction set forth in Article 

1 (commencing with Section 6200). 

(B) The clause set forth in Section 6242. 

(c) The property disposition clause adopted by the testator. 

(d) The mandatory clauses set forth in Section 6245 and, if 

applicable, 6246. 

COIIIIIleIlt. Section 6222 continues Section 6222 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6222 of Repealed Code 
Section 6222 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued the substance of former Probate Code Section 56.3 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6223. Selection of more than one or no property disposition clause 

6223. If more than one property disposition clause appearing in 

paragraph 2.3 of a California statutory will form is selected, or if 

none is selected, the property of a testator who signs a California 

statutory will shall be distributed to the testator's heirs as if the 

testator did not make a will. 
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C __ t. Section 6223 continues Section 6223 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January I, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6223 of Repealed Code 
Section 6223 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued former Probate Code Section 56.4 (repealed by 1983 
Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6224. Titles of clauses disregarded 

6224. Only the texts of the property disposition clauses and the 

mandatory clauses shall be considered in determining their meaning. 

Their titles shall be disregarded. 

c-ent. Section 6224 continues Section 6224 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before Janusry I, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6224 of Repealed Code 
Section 6224 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued former Probate Code Section 56.5 (repealed by 1983 
Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6225. Reyocation or nmemillent of statutory will 

6225. (a) A California statutory will may be revoked and may be 

amended by codicil in the same manner as other wills. 

(b) Any additions to or deletions from the California statutory 

will on the face of the California statutory will form, other than in 

accordance with the instructions, are ineffective and shall be 

disregarded. 

CODIlent. Section 6225 continues Section 6225 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January I, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6225 of Repealed Code 
Section 6225 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued former Probate Code Section 56.6 (repealed by 1983 
Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 
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§ 6226. Effect of dissolution or annulment of testator's marriage 

6226. (a) If after executing a California statutory will the 

testator's marriage is dissolved or annulled, the dissolution or 

annulment revokes any disposition of property made by the will to the 

former spouse and any nomination of the former spouse as executor, 

trustee, or guardian made by the will. If 

nomination is revoked solely by this section, 

testator's remarriage to the former spouse. 

any disposition 

it is revived by 

(b) In case of revocation by dissolution or annulment: 

or 

the 

(1) Property prevented from passing to a former spouse because of 

the revocation passes as if the former spouse failed to survive the 

testator. 

(2) Provisions nominating the former spouse as executor, trustee, 

or guardian shall be interpreted as if the former spouse failed to 

survive the testator. 

(c) For purposes of this section, dissolution or annulment means 

any dissolution or annulment that would exclude the spouse as a 

surviving spouse within the meaning of Section 78. A decree of legal 

separation which does not terminate the status of husband and wife is 

not a dissolution for purposes of this section. 

(d) This section applies to any California statutory will, without 

regard to the time when the will was executed, but this section does 

not apply to any case where the final judgment of dissolution or 

annulment of marriage occurs before January 1, 1985; and, if the final 

judgment of dissolution or annulment of marriage occurs before January 

1, 1985, the case is governed by the law that applied prior to January 

1, 1985. 

Comment. Section 6226 continues Section 6226 of the repealed 
Probate Code without substantive change. 

Background on Section 6226 of Repealed Code 
Section 6226 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55 and was 

amended by 1984 Cal. Stat. ch. 892 § 36. Section 6226 was a new 
provision drawn from and consistent with Section 6122. See the Comment 
to Section 6122. The 1984 amendment revised subdivision (d) so that 
Section 6226 did not apply to a case where the final judgment of 
dissolution or annulment of marriage occurred before January 1, 1985. 
This made Section 6226 consistent with subdivision (f) of Section 
6122. See COmmunication of Law Revision Commission Concerning Assembly 
Bill 2290, 18 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 77, 88 (1986). As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. 
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Article 3. Form and Full Text of Clauses 

§ 6240. California statutory will form 

6240. The following is the California statutory will form: 

CALIFORNIA STATUTORY WILL 

NOTICE TO THE PERSON WHO SIGNS THIS WILL: 
1. IT ~AY BE IN YOUR BEST II\"TEREST TO CONSULT WITH 

A CAUFOfu"lA LAWYER BECAUSE THIS STATUTORY WILL 
HAS SERIOUS LEGAL EFFECfS ON YOUR FAMILY AND 
PROPERTY. 

2. THIS WILL DOES NOT DISPOSE OF PROPERTY WHICH 
PASSES 01\" YOUR DEATH TO ANY PERSON BY OPERATIOI\" 
OF LAW OR BY ANY CONTRACf. FOR EXAMPLE, THE WILL 
DOES NOT DISPOSE OF JOINT TENANCY ASSETS OR YOUR 
SPOUSE·S SHARE OF COMMUNITY PROPERTY, AND IT WILL 
NOT NORMALLY APPLY TO PROCEEDS OF LIFE INSURANCE 
ON YOUR LIFE OR YOUR RETIREMENT PLAN BENEFITS. 

3. THIS WILL IS NOT DESIGNED TO REDUCE DEATH 
TAXES OR ANY OTHER TAXES. YOU SHOULD DISCUSS THE 
TAX RESULTS OF YOUR DECISIONS WITH A COMPETENT 
TAX ADVISOR 

4. YOU CANNOT CHANGE, DELETE, OR ADD WORDS TO 
THE FACE OF THIS CALIFORNIA STATUTORY WILL. IF YOU 
DO, THE CHANGE OR THE DELETED OR ADDED WORDS 
WILL BE DISREGARDED AND THIS WILL MAY BE GIVEN 
EFFECf AS IF THE CHANGE, DELETION, OR ADDITION HAD . 
NOT BEEN MADE. YOU MAY REVOKE THIS CALIFORNIA 
STATUTORY WILL AND YOU MAY AMEND IT BY CODICIL. 

5. IF THERE IS ANYTHING IN THIS WILL THAT YOU DO 
NOT UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD ASK A LAWYER TO 
EXPLAIl\" IT TO YOU. 

6. THE FULL TEXT OF THIS CALIFORNIA STATUTORY 
WILL, THE DEFINITIONS AND RULES OF CONSTRUCfION, 
THE PROPERTY DISPOSmON CLAUSES, AND THE 
MANDATORY CLAUSES FOLLOW THE END OF THIS WILL 
AND ARE CO"lTAINED IN THE PROBATE CODE OF 
CALIFORNIA. 

7. THE WITNESSES TO THIS WILL SHOULD NOT BE 
PEOPLE WHO MAY RECEIVE PROPERTY UNDER THIS WILL. 
YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY READ AND FOLLOW THE 
WITNESSING PROCEDURE DESCRIBED AT THE END OF THIS 
WILL. ALL OF THE WITNESSES MUST WATCH YOU SIGN THIS 
WILL. 

B. YOU SHOULD KEEP THIS WILL IN YOUR SAFE·DEPOSIT 
BOX OR OTHER SAFE PLACE. 

9. THIS WILL TREATS MOST ADOPTED CHILDREN AS IF 
THEY ARE NATURAL CHILDREN. 
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10. IF YOU MARRY OR DIVORCE AFI'ER YOU SIGN THIS 
WILL, YOU SHOULD MAKE AND SIGN A NEW WILL. 

11. IF YOU HAVE CHILDREN UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE, 
YOU MAY WISH TO USE THE CALIFORNIA SfATUTORY WILL 
WITH TRUSf OR ANOTHER TYPE OF WILL. 

[A printed form for a California statutory will shall set forth the 
above notice in 10-point boldface type.] 

CAUFORNIA SfATUTORY WILL OF 

(Insert Your Name) 

Article 1. Declaration 

This is my will and I revoke any prior wills and codicils. 

Article 2. Disposition of My Property 

2.1. PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. I give all my 
furniture, furnishings, household items, personal automobiles and 
personal items to my spouse, if living; otherwise they shall be divided 
equally among my children who survive me. 

2.2. CASH GIFT TO A PERSON OR CHARITY. I make the 
following cash gift to the person or charity in the amount stated in 
words and figures in the box which I have completed and signed. IT 
I fail to sign in the box, no gift is made. IT the person mentioned does 
not survive me, or the charity designated does not accept the gift, 
then no gift is made. No death tax shall be paid from this gift. 

FULL NAME OF PERSON OR AMOUNT OF GIFT 
CHARITY TO RECEIVE CASH .$ 
GIFT (Name only one. Please 
print.) AMOUNT WRITTEN 

OUT: 
Dollars 

Signature of Testator 

2.3. ALL OTHER ASSETS -(MY "RESIDUARY EsrATE"). I adopt 
only one PrOpel ty Disposition Clause in this paragraph 2.3 by writing 
my signature in the box next to the title of the Property Disposition 
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Clause I wish to adopt. I sign in only one box. I write the words "not 
used" in the remaining boxes. If I sign in more than one box or if I 
fail to sign in any box, the property will be distributed as if I did not 
make a will. 

PROPERTY DlSPOSmON CLAUSES (Select one.) 

(a) TO MY SPOUSE IF LIV
ING; IF NOT LIVING, 
THE:'II TO MY CHILDREl\ 
AND 
THE DESCENDANTS OF 
ANY DECEASED CHILD. 

(h) TO MY CHILDREN AND 
THE DESCENDANTS OF 
ANY DECEASED 
CHILD. I LEAVE NOTH
ING TO MY SPOUSE, IF 
LIVING. __________ L-________________ ~ 

(c) TO BE DISTRIBUTED AS 
IF I DID NOT HAVE A 
WILL. 

Article 3. Nominations of Executor and Guardian 

3.1. EXECUTOR (Name at least one.) 
I nominate the person or institution named in the first box of this 

paragraph 3.1 to serve as executor of this will. If that person or 
institution does not serve, then I nominate the others to serve in the 
order I list them in the other boxes. 

FIRST EXECUTOR. ______ '--________ _ 

SECOND EXECUTOR. __ <-I _________ _ 
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TIlIRD EXECUTOR. 

3.2. GUARDIAN (If.you have a child under 18 years of age, you 
should name at least one guardian of the child's person and at least 
one guardian of the child's property. The guardian of the child's 
person and the guardian of the child's pro~ may, but need not, 
be the same. An individual can serve as guardian of either the person 
or the property, or. as guardian of both. An institution can serve only ~.' 
as guardian of the property.) 1 

If a guardian is needed for any child of mine, then I nominate the ' 
individual ~ed in the first box of this paragraph 3.2 to serve as 
guardian of the person of that child, and I nominate the individual 
or institution named in the second box of this paragraph 3.2 to serve 
as guardian of the property of that child. If that persOn or institution 
does not serve, then I nominate the others to serve in the order I list 
them in the other boxes. 

FIRST GUARDIAN OF TIlE I 
PERSON. ____________ L-________________ ~ 

FIRST GUARDIAN OF TIlE 
PROPERTY. 

SECOND GUARDIAN OF TIlE 
PERSON. ____________ _ 

SECOND GUARDIAN OF TIlE 
PROPERTY. 

THIRD GUARDIAN OF TIlE 
PERSON. __________ __ 
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THIRD GUARDIAN OF THE 
PROPERlY. 

3.3. BOND. \lv signature in this box means that a bond is not 
required for an~· ifldividual named in this will as executor or 
guardian. If I do not sign in this box. then a bond is required for each 
of those persons as set forth in the Probate Code. (The bona provides 
a fund to pay those who do not receive the share of your estate to 
which they are entitled, including your creditors, because of 
improper performance of duties by the executor or guardian. Bond 
premiums are paid out of your estate.) 

I sign my name to this California Statutory Wili 
on at _____ ~ ~ ____ _ 

Date ~tate 

Signature of Testator 

STATEMEKT OF WITNESSES (You must use two adult 
witnesses and three would be preferable.) 

Each of us declares under penalty of perjury under the laws of 
California that the testator signed this California statntory will in our 
presence, all of us being present at the same time, and we now, at 
the testator's request, in the testator's presence, and in the presence 
of each other, sign below as witnesses, declaring that the testator 
appears to be of sound mind and under no duress, fraud, or undue 
influence. 

Signature 
Print Name 
Here: ________ _ 

Signature 
Print Kame 
Here: _______ __ 

Signature 

Residence Address: 

Residence Address: 

Residence Address: 
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COllllllent. Section 6240 continues Section 6240 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6240 of Repealed Code 
Section 6240 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued the substance of former Probate Code Section 56.7 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). The language in 
parentheses in paragraph 3.3 concerning bond was new. 

§ 6241. California statutory will with trust form 

form: 

6241. The following is the California statutory will with trust 

CALIFORNIA STATUTORY WILL WITH TRUST 

[Text of Will Form Omitted] 

COIIIIIent. Section 6241 continues Section 6241 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). 

Background on Section 6241 of Repealed Code 
Section 6241 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued the substance of former Probate Code Section 56.8 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). The language in 
parentheses in paragraph 3.4 concerning bond was new. 

§ 6242. Full text of paragraph 2.1 of all California statutory wills 

6242. The following is the full text of paragraph 2.1 of both 

California statutory will forms appearing in this chapter: 

If my spouse survives me, I give my spouse all my books, jewelry, 

clothing, personal automobiles, household furnishings and effects, and 

other tangible articles of a household or personal use. If my spouse 

does not survive me, the executor shall distribute those items among my 

children who survive me, and shall distribute those items in as nearly 

equal shares as feasible in the executor's discretion. If none of my 

children survive me, the items described in this paragraph shall become 

part of the residuary estate. 

Comaent. Section 6242 continues Section 6242 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
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application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). See also Sections 230-234 (proceeding to determine 
survival) • 

Background on Section 6242 of Repealed Code 
Section 6242 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section was the same as former Probate Code Section 56.9 (repealed by 
1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6243. Full text of property disposition clauses of California 

statutory will form 

6243. The following are the full texts of the property 

disposi tion clauses referred to in paragraph 2.3 of the CaU fomia 

statutory will form set forth in Section 6240: 

(a) TO MY SPOUSE IF LIVING; IF NOT LIVING, THEN TO MY CHILDREN AND 

THE DESCENDANTS OF ANY DECEASED CHILD. 

If my spouse survives me, then I give all my residuary estate to 

my spouse. If my spouse does not survive me, then I give all my 

residuary estate to my descendants who survive me. 

(b) TO MY CHILDREN AND THE DESCENDANTS OF ANY DECEASED CHILD. I 

LEAVE BOTHING TO MY SPOUSE, IF LIVING. 

I give all my residuary estate to my descendants who survive me. 

I leave nothing to my spouse, even if my spouse survives me. 

(c) TO BE DISTRIBUTED AS IF I DID NOT HAVE A WILL: 

The executor shall distribute my residuary estate to my heirs at 

law, their identities and respective shares to be determined according 

to the laws of the State of California in effect on the date of my 

death relating to intestate succession of property not acquired from a 

predeceased spouse. 

COJIIII.ent. Section 6243 continues Section 6243 of the repealed 
Probate Code with the addition of language in subdivision (c) that 
provides for the distribution of the residuary estate according to the 
laws relating to intestate succession "of property not acquired from a 
predeceased spouse." This revision restores the substance of the 
language found in the provision when it was enacted as Probate Code 
Section 56.10 by 1982 Cal. Stat. ch. 1401, § 1 (later repealed by 1983 
Cal. Stat. ch. 842). 

Section 6243 applies to every California statutory will, including 
those executed before January 1, 1985. See Section 6247. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Sections 230-234 (proceeding to determine survival). 

Background on Section 6243 of Repealed Code 
Section 6243 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued the substance of former Probate Code Section 56.10 
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(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18) except that the provision in 
the last paragraph of former Section 56.10 adopting the laws relating 
to the succession of separate property not acquired from a parent, 
grandparent, or predeceased spouse was replaced by a reference to the 
law relating to intestate succession. This change permitted community 
property and quasi-communi ty property to be governed by the intestate 
succession rules applicable to that property and was based on the 
assumption that the special provisions relating to succesaion of 
property acquired from ancestors would not be continued. 

§ 6244. Full text of property disposition clauses of California 

statutory will with trust form 

6244. The following are the full texts of the property 

disposition clauses referred to in paragraph 2.3 of the California 

statutory will with trust form set forth in Section 6241: 

(a) TO MY SPOUSE IF LIVING; 

PROVIDE FOR THE SUPPORT AND 

IF NOT LIVING, THEN IN ONE 

EDUCATION OF MY CHILDREN 

TRUST TO 

AND THE 

DESCENDANTS OF ANY DECEASED CHILD UNTIL I HAVE NO LIVING CHILD UNDER 21 

YEARS OF AGE. 

(I) If my spouse survives me, then I give all my residuary estate 

to my spouse. 

(2) If my spouse does not survive me and if any child of mine 

under 21 years of age survives me, then I give all my residuary estate 

to the trustee, in trust, on the following terms: 

(A) As long as any child of mine under 21 years of age is living, 

the trustee shall distribute from time to time to or for the benefit of 

any one or more of my children and the descendants of any deceased 

child (the beneficiaries) of any age as much, or all, of the (i) 

principal or (ii) net income of the trust, or (iii) both, as the 

trustee deems necessary for their health, support, maintenance, and 

education. Any undistributed income shall be accumulated and added to 

the principal. "Education" includes, but is not limited to, college, 

graduate, postgraduate, and vocational studies, and reasonably related 

living expenses. Consistent with the trustee's fiduciary duties, the 

trustee may distribute trust income or principal in equal or unequal 

shares and to anyone or more of the beneficiaries to the exclusion of 

other beneficiaries. In deciding on distributions, the trustee may 

take into account, so far as known to the trustee, the beneficiaries' 

other income, outside resources, or sources of support, including the 
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capacity for gainful employment of a beneficiary who has completed his 

or her education. 

(B) The trust shall terminate when there is no living child of 

mine under 21 years of age. The trustee shall distribute any remaining 

principal and accumulated net income of the trust to my descendants who 

are then living. 

(3) If my spouse does not survive me and if no child of mine under 

21 years of age survives me, then I give all my residuary estate to my 

descendants who survive me. 

(b) TO MY CHILDREN AND THE DESCENDANTS OF ANY DECEASED CHILD IN 

ONE TRUST TO PROVIDE FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND EDUCATION UNTIL I HAVE NO 

LIVING CHILD UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE. I LEAVE NOTHING TO MY SPOUSE, IF 

LIVING. 

(1) I give all my residuary estate to the trustee, in trust, on 

the following terms: 

(A) As long as any child of mine under 21 years of age is liVing, 

the trustee shall distribute from time to time to or for the benefit of 

any one or more of my children and the descendants of any deceased 

child (the beneficiaries) of any age as much or all, of the (i) 

principal, or (it) net income a f the trust, or (iii) both, as the 

trustee deems necessary for their health, support, maintenance, and 

education. Any undistributed income shall be accumulated and added to 

the principal. "Education" includes, but is not limited to, college, 

graduate, postgraduate, and vocational studies, and reasonably related 

living expenses. Consistent wi th the trustee' s fiduciary duties, the 

trustee may distribute trust income or principal in equal or unequal 

shares and to any one or more of the beneficiaries to the exclusion of 

other beneficiaries. In deciding on distributions, the trustee may 

take into account, so far as known to the trustee, the beneficiaries' 

other income, outside resources, or sources of support, including the 

capacity for gainful employment of a beneficiary who has completed his 

or her education. 

(B) The trust shall terminate when there is no living child of 

mine under 21 years of age. The trustee shall distribute any remaining 

principal and accumulated net income of the trust to my descendants who 

are then living. 
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(2) If no child of mine under 21 years of age survives me, then I 

give all my residuary estate to my descendants who survive me. 

(3) I leave nothing to my spouse, even if my spouse survives me. 

COIIIIIent. Section 6244 continues Section 6244 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section does not apply if the 
testator died before January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See 
also Section 6247 (inclusion of clauses as existing on date of 
execution of will; statutory will executed on form prepared for use 
under prior law). See also Sections 230-234 (proceeding to determine 
survival). 

Background on Section 6244 of Repealed Code 
Section 6244 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55. The 

section continued former Probate Code Section 56.11 (repealed by 1983 
Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). 

§ 6245. Mandatory clauses of all California statutory wills 

6245. The mandatory clauses of all California statutory wills are 

as follows: 

(a) INTESTATE DISPOSITION. If the testator has not made an 

effective disposition of the residuary estate, the executor shall 

distribute it to the testator's heirs at law, their identities and 

respective shares to be determined according to the laws of the State 

of California in effect on the date of the testator's death relating to 

intestate succession of property not acquired from a predeceased spouse. 

(b) POWERS OF EXECUTOR. (1) In addi tion to any powers now or 

hereafter conferred upon executors by law, including all powers granted 

under the Independent Administration of Estates Act, the executor shall 

have the power to: (A) sell estate assets at public or private sale, 

for cash or on credit terms, (B) lease estate assets without 

restriction as to duration, and (C) invest any surplus moneys of the 

estate in real or personal property, as the executor deems advisable. 

(2) The executor may distribute estate assets otherwise 

distributable to a minor beneficiary to (A) the guardian of the minor's 

person or estate, (B) any adult person with whom the minor resides and 

who has the care, custody, or control of the minor, or (C) a custodian, 

serving on behalf of the minor under the Uniform Gifts to Minors Act of 

any state or the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act of any state. 

The executor is free of liability and is discharged from any 

further accountability for distributing assets in compliance with the 

provisiOns of this paragraph. 
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(3) On any distribution of assets from the estate, the executor 

shall have the discretion to partition, allot, and distribute the 

assets (A) in kind, including undivided interests in an asset or in any 

part of it, or (B) partly in cash and partly in kind, or (C) entirely 

in cash. If a distribution is being made to more than one beneficiary, 

the executor shall have the discretion to distribute assets among them 

on a pro rata or non-pro rata basis, with the assets valued as of the 

date of distribution. 

(c) POWERS OF GUARDIAN. A guardian of the person nominated in the 

California statutory will shall have the same authority with respect to 

the person of the ward as a parent having legal custody of a child 

would have. A guardian of the estate nominated in a California 

statutory will shall have all of the powers conferred by law. All 

powers granted to guardians in this paragraph may be exercised without 

court authorization. 

Comment. Section 6245 continues Section 6245 of the repealed 
Probate Code with the addition of language in subdivision (a) that 
provides for the distribution of the residuary estate according to the 
laws relating to intestate succession "of property not acquired from a 
predeceased spouse." This revision restores the substance of the 
language found in the provision when it was enacted as Probate Code 
Section 56.12 by 1982 Cal. Stat. ch. 1401 § 1 (later repealed by 1983 
Cal. Stat. ch. 842). 

This section applies to every California statutory will, including 
those executed before January I, 1985. See Section 6247. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. 

Background on Section 6245 of Repealed Code 
Section 6245 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55 and was 

amended by 1984 Cal. Stat. ch. 243 § 9.2. The section continued the 
substance of former Probate Code Section 56.12 (repealed by 1983 Cal. 
Stat. ch. 842 § 18) except that the provision of the former law 
adopting the laws relating to the succession of separate property not 
acquired from a parent, grandparent, or predeceased spouse was replaced 
by a reference to the law relating to intestate succession. The reason 
for this change is stated in the Comment to Section 6243. The 1984 
amendment added a reference to the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act of 
any state. See Recommendation Relating to Uniform Transfers to Minors 
Act, 17 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 601 (1984). See also 
Recommendation Relating to Revision of Wills and Intestate Succession 
Law, 17 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 537 (1984). 

§ 6246. Additional mandatory clauses for Californis statutory will with 

trust form 

6246. In addition to the mandatory clauses contsined in Section 

6245, the California ststutory will with trust form shall also 

incorporate the following mandatory clauses: 
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(a> INEFFECTIVE DISPOSITION. If, at the termination of any trust 

created in the California statutory will with trust, there is no 

effective disposition of the remaining trust assets, then the trustee 

shall distribute those assets to the testator's then living heirs at 

law, their identitiea and respective shares to be determined as though 

the testator had died on the date of the trust's termination and 

according to the laws of the State of California then in effect 

relating to intestate succession of property not acquired from a 

predeceased spouse. 

(b) POWERS OF TRUSTEE. (1) In addition to any powers now or 

hereafter conferred upon trustees by law, the trustee shall have all 

the powers listed in Article 2 (commencing with Section 16220) of 

Chapter 2 of Part 4 of Division 9 of the Probate Code. The trustee 

may exercise those powers without court authorization. 

(2) In addition to the powers granted in the foregoing paragraph, 

the trustee may: 

(A) Hire and pay from the trust the fees of investment advisers, 

accountants, tax advisers, agents, attorneys, and other assistants for 

the administration of the trust and for the management of any trust 

asset and for any litigation affecting the trust. 

(B) On any distribution of assets from the trust, the trustee 

shall have the discretion to partition, allot, and distribute the 

assets (i) in kind, including undivided interests in an asset or in any 

part of it, or (ii) partly in cash and partly in kind, or (iii) 

entirely in cssh. If a distribution is being made to more than one 

beneficiary, the trustee shall have the discretion to distribute assets 

among them on a pro rata or non-pro rata basis, with the assets valued 

as of the date of distribution. 

(C) The trustee may, upon termination of the trust, distribute 

assets to a custodian for a minor beneficiary under the Uniform Gifts 

to Minors Act of any state or the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act of 

any state. 

(3) The trustee is free of liability and is discharged from any 

further accountability for distributing assets in compliance with the 

provisions of this paragraph. 

(c) TRUST ADMINISTRATIVE PROVISIONS. The following provisions 
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shall apply to any trust created by a California statutory will with 

trust: 

(1) The interests of trust beneficiaries are not transferable by 

voluntary or involuntary assignment or by operation of law and shall be 

free from the claims of creditors and from attachment, execution, 

bankruptcy, or other legal process to the fullest extent permissible by 

law. 

(2) The trustee is entitled to reasonable compensation for 

ordinary and extraordinary services, and for all services in connection 

with the complete or partial termination of any trust created by this 

will. 

(3) All persons who have any interest in a trust under a 

California statutory will with trust are bound by all discretionary 

determinations the trustee makes in good faith under the authority 

granted in the California statutory will with trust. 

CODIIIent. Section 6246 continues Section 6246 of the repealed 
Probate Code with the addition of language in subdivision (a) that 
provides for the distribution of the residuary estate according to the 
laws relating to intestate succession "of property not acquired from a 
predeceased spouse." This revision restores the substance of the 
language found in the provision when it was enacted as Probate Code 
Section 56.13 by 1982 Cal. Stat. ch. 1401 § 1 (later repealed by 1983 
Cal. Stat. ch. 842). 

This section applies to every California statutory will, including 
those executed before January 1, 1985. See Section 6247. As to the 
application of any amendments made after that date, see Section 3. 

Background on Section 6246 of Repealed Code 
Section 6246 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55 and was 

amended by 1984 Cal. Stat. ch. 243 § 9.3 and 1987 Cal. Stat. ch. 923 § 
85.3. The section continued former Probate Code Section 56.13 
(repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18) with technical revisions. 
The provision of former law adopting the law relating to succession of 
separate property not acqui red from a parent, grandparent, or 
predeceased spouse was replaced by a reference to the law relating to 
intestate succession. The reason for this change is stated in the 
Comment to Section 6243. The 1984 amendment added a reference to the 
Uniform Transfers to Minors Act of any state. Concerning the 1984 
amendment, see Recommendation Relating to Uniform Transfers to Minors 
Act, 17 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 601 (1984). See also 
Recommendation Relating. to Revision of Wills and Intestate Succession 
Law. 17 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 537 (1984). The 1987 amendment 
corrected a cross-reference in subdivision (b). As to the 1987 
amendment, see Communication from California Law Reyision Commission 
Concerning Assembly Bill 708. 19 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 545, 
559 (1988). 
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§ 6247. Will includes only texts of clauses as they exist when will 

executed 

6247. (a) Except as specifically provided in this chapter, a 

California statutory will shall include only the texts of the property 

disposition clauses and the mandatory clauses as they exist on the day 

the California statutory will is executed. 

(b) Sections 6205, 6206, aR~ 6226, [6243, 6245. and 62461 apply to 

every California statutory will, including those executed before 

January 1, 1985. Section 6211 applies to every California statutory 

will, including those executed before July 1, 1991, except that Section 

6211 does not apply if the testator died before July I, 1991. 

(c) Notwithstanding Section 6222 and except as provided in 

subdivision (b), a California statutory will is governed by the law 

that applied prior to January 1, 1985, if the California statutory will 

is executed on or after January 1, 1985, on a form that (1) was 

prepared for use under former Sections 56 to 56.14, inclusive, repealed 

by Chapter 842 of the Statutes of 1983, and (2) satisfied the 

requirements of law that applied prior to January 1, 1985. 

(d) A California statutory will does not fail to satisfy the 

requirement of subdivision (a) merely because the will is executed on a 

form that incorporates the mandatory clauses of Section 6246 that refer 

to former Section 1120.2, repealed by Chapter 820 of the Statutes of 

1986. If the will incorporates the mandatory clauses with a reference 

to former Section 1120.2, the trustee has the powers listed in Article 

2 (commencing with Section 16220) of Chapter 2 of Part 4 of Division 9. 

Comment. Section 6247 as enacted by Chapter 79 of the Statutes of 
1990 continued the substance of Section 6247 of the repealed Probate 
Code with the addition of references in subdivision (b) to Sections 
6243, 6245, and 6246. Those sections had been revised in the new 
Probate Code to restore the substance of the language found in the 
provisions when they were enacted by 1982 Cal. Stat. ch. 1401, § 1 
(later repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842). The amendment to Section 
6247 made by SB 1775 inadvertently chaptered out the revision that 
added the references to Sections 6243, 6245, and 6246 in Section 6247 
as enacted by the bill that enacted the new Probate Code. 

The 1990 amendment to Section 6247 (made by 1990 Cal. Stat. ch. 
[SB 1775] § 16) added the second sentence to subdivision (b). See 
Section 6211 (l20-hour survival requirement). For background on the 
1990 amendment, see Recommendation Relating to Survival Requirement for 
Beneficiary of Statutory Will, 20 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 549 
(1990). 
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Subdivision (c) validates California statutory wills executed on 
or after January 1, 1985, on a form prepared for use under the prior 
law; such wills are governed by the prior law except as provided in 
subdivision (b). Subdivision (d) makes clear that a California 
statutory will executed on a form which incorporates a reference to 
former Section 1120.2 of the repealed Probate Code is not invalid for 
that reason. Section 6247 does not apply if the testator died before 
January 1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the application of any 
amendments made after that date, see Section 3. See also Section 
6226(d) (effect of marriage dissolution or annulment on disposition and 
nomination provisions). 

Background on Section 6247 of Repealed Code 
Section 6247 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55 and was 

amended by 1984 Cal. Stat. ch. 892 § 37 and 1987 Cal. Stat. ch. 923 § 
85.7. Subdivision (a) continued the substance of former Probate Code 
Section 56.14 (repealed by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 18). The 1984 
amendment added subdivisions (b) and (c). See Communication of Law 
Revision Commission Concerning Assembly Bill 2290. 18 Cal. L. Revision 
Comm'n Reports 77, 88-89 (1986). See also Recommendation Relating to 
Revision of Wills and Intestate Succession Law. 17 Cal. L. Revision 
Comm 'n Reports 537 (1984). The 1987 amendment added subdivision (d). 
See Communication from California Law Revision Commission Concerning 
Assembly Bill 708. 19 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 545, 559 (1988). 

§ 6248. Application of general law 

6248. Except as specifically provided in this chapter, the 

general law of California applies to a California statutory will. 

COIIIIIent. Section 6248 continues Section 6248 of the repealed 
Probate Code without change. This section makes clear that, except as 
provided in this chapter, general law applies to a California statutory 
will. Section 6248 does not apply if the testator died before January 
1, 1985. See Section 6103. As to the application of any amendments 
made after that date, see Section 3. See also Section 6247 (inclusion 
of clauses as existing on date of execution of will; statutory will 
executed on form prepared for use under prior law). 

Background on Section 6248 of Repealed Code 
Section 6248 was added by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 842 § 55 and was 

amended by 1984 Cal. Stat. ch. 892 § 38. The section was drawn from 
Section 2 of 1982 Cal. Stat. ch. 1401. The 1984 amendment revised the 
language of the section to make clear that, except as provided in this 
chapter, general law applies to a California statutory will. See 
Reco_endaHon Relating to Revision of Wills and Intestate Succession 
Law, 17 Cal. L. Revision Comm'n Reports 537 (1984). 
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CHAPrKR 6.5. CALIFOmA STATUTORY WILL 
(Added to Part 1 of Division 6 of the Probate Code) 

COlIIIDent. This chapter provides a new California Statutory Will 
form that supersedes the form formerly provided by repealed Chapter 6 
(commencing with Section 6200). Although the former statute is 
repealed, forms that complied with its requirements may still be used. 
See Section 6200. 

Article 1. Definitions and Rules of Construction 

§ 6250. Definitions and rules of cOnstruction that govern this chapter 

6250. Unless the provision or context clearly requires otherwise, 

these definitions and rules of constrUction govern the construction of 

this chapter. 

Comment. Section 6250 is the same as former Section 6200 
(repealed California Statutory Will statute). 

§ 6251. Descendants 

6251. "Descendants" means children, grandchildren, and their 

lineal descendants of all generations, with the relationship of parent 

and child at each generation being determined as provided in California 

Probate Code Section 6152. A reference to "descendants" in the plural 

includes a single descendant where the context so requires. 

Comment. Section 6251 is the same as former Section 6205 
(repealed California Statutory Will statute). This section applies the 
rules of construction of wills for determining the parent-child 
relationship. This makes the construction of a California Statutory 
Will consistent with the construction of wills generally. 

§ 6252. Executor 

6252. "Executor" means both the person designated as executor in 

a California Statutory Will and any other person acting at any time as 

the executor or administrator under a California Statutory Will. 

Comment. Section 6252 is the same in substance as former Section 
6203 (repealed California Statutory Will statute). 

§ 6253. Heirs at law 

6253. "Heirs at law" means those persons who would take under 

California Probate Code Sections 6401 and 6402 if the maker did not 

have a will. 

Comment. Section 6253 is a new provision. The section is 
consistent with the provisions of the former California Statutory Will 
statute that provided that property that the will did not otherwise 
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dispose of is to be taken by those who would take by intestate 
succession of property not acquired from a predeceased spouse. See 
former Probate Code Section 6243(c), 6245(a), and 6246(a) (enacted by 
1990 Cal. Stat. ch. 79). Section 6402.5 is not applicable to 
disposition under a California Statutory Will because the California 
Statutory Will disposition clauses provide that property is to taken by 
"heirs at law" and that term is defined in Section 6253 to exclude 
Section 6402.5. 

§ 6254. Malter 

6254. "Maker" means a person who makes a California Statutory 

Will. 

COIIIIIent. Section 6254 supersedes former Section 6201 (repealed 
California Statutory Will statute) which defined "testator." This 
chapter use the word "maker" instead of "testator" which was used in 
the repealed statute. This substitution recognizes a person signing a 
California Statutory Will may not be familiar with the technical term 
"testator" but will understand "maker" to mean the person disposing of 
property using a California Statutory Will. 

§ 6255. Person 

6255. "Person" includes individuals and institutions. 

Comment. Section 6255 is the same as former Section 6210 
(repealed California Statutory Will statute). 

§ 6256. Spouse 

6256. "Spouse" means the maker's husband or wife who is married 

to the maker both at the time the maker signs the California Statutory 

Will and at the time the maker dies. 

COIIIIIent. Section 6256 is the same in substance as former Section 
6202 (repealed California Statutory Will statute). The language of the 
former section has been rephrased to make clear that the spouse must be 
married to the maker both at the time the will is signed and at the 
time the maker dies. This language is consistent with the rule stated 
in Section 6122 (effect of dissolution or annulment of marriage on will) 

§ 6257. Manner of distribution to Rdescendants" 

6257. Property to be distributed under a California Statutory 

Will to a person's descendants, or to "my descendants (my children and 

the descendants of any deceased child)," shall be divided into as many 

equal shares as there are (1) living descendants of the nearest degree 

of living descendants and (2) deceased descendants of that same degree 

who leave descendants. Each living descendant of the nearest degree 

shall receive one share. The share of each deceased descendant of that 
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same degree shall be divided among his or her descendants in the same 

manner. 

Comment. Section 6257 is the same in substance as former Section 
6209 (repealed California Statutory Will statute). The rule stated in 
Section 6257 is consistent with the general rule concerning taking by 
representation. See Section 240 (representation). 

§ 6258. 120 hour survivsl requirement 

6258. A reference in a California Statutory Will to a person who 

"survives me" or its equivalent means a person who survives the 

decedent by 120 hours. A person who fails to survive the decedent by 

120 hours is deemed to have predeceased the decedent for the purpose of 

the California Statutory Will, and the beneficiaries are determined 

accordingly. If it cannot be established by clear and convincing 

evidence that a person who would otherwise be a beneficiary has 

survived the decedent by 120 hours, it is deemed that the person failed 

to survive for the required period. The requirement of this section 

that a person who survives the decedent must survive the decedent by 

120 hours does not apply if the application of the l20-hour survival 

requirement would result in the escheat of property to the state. 

Comment. Section 6258 is the same as former Section 6211 
(repealed Cslifornia Statutory Will statute) (enacted by 1990 Csl. 
Stat. ch. 710 § 15). The section is comparable to Section 6403 
(requirement that heir survive decedent by 120 hours). See also 
Section 230 (petition to determine for the purposes of Section 6258 
whether one person survived another). 

§ 6259. Masculine pronouns: singular and plursl words 

6259. Masculine pronouns include the feminine, and plural and 

singular words include each other, where appropriate. 

Comment. Section 6259 is the same as former Section 6207 
(repealed California Statutory Will statute). 

§ 6260. Use of "shall" or "may" in statutorY will 

6260. (a) If a California Statutory Will states that a person 

shall perform an act, the person is required to perform that act. 

(b) If a California Statutory Will states that a person may do an 

act, the person's decision to do or not to do the act shall be made in 

the exercise of the person's fiduciary powers. 

Comment. Section 6260 is the same as former Section 6208 
(repealed California Statutory Will statute). 
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Article 2. General Provisions 

§ 6265. Application of general law 

6265. Except as specifically provided in this chapter, the 

general law of California relating to wills applies to a California 

Statutory Will. 

Caa.eot. Section 6265 is the same in substance as former Section 
6248 (repealed California Statutory Will statute). The phrase 
"relating to wills" has been added to the language of former Section 
6248. The section makes clear that, except as provided in this 
chapter, general California law relating to wills applies to a 
California Statutory Will. Thus, for example, Sections 6100 ("An 
individual 18 or more years of age who is of sound mind may make a 
will"), 6110 (manner of execution of will), 6120 (acts constituting 
revocation), 6122 (effect of dissolution or annulment of marriage on 
will), 6123 (second will revoking first will, or subsequent will which 
revokes a prior will or part expressly or by inconsistency) " 6124 
(presumption of revocation), 6147 (antilapse statute), and 6148 (failed 
devises) apply to a statutory will. This chapter may, however, provide 
a special rule that modifies a rule of the general law relating to 
wills. For example, Section 6270 permits the court to find valid a 
defectively executed will executed on a California Statutory Will form 
if the court is satisfied that the maker signed the will and knew and 
approved of the contents of the will and intended it to have 
testamentary effect. For another special rule applicable to a 
California Statutory Will, see Section 6258 (120-hour survival 
requirement) 

§ 6266. Content of California Statutory Will 

6266. A California Statutory Will includes all of the following: 

(a) The contents of the California Statutory Will form, set out in 

Section 6275, including the notice and instructions. 

(b) By reference, the full texts of each of the following: 

(I} The definitions and rules of construction set forth in Article 

1 (commencing with Section 6250). 

(2) The property disposition clauses adopted by the maker 

(Sections 6276, 6277, and 6278). 

(3) The mandatory clauses set forth in Section 6279. 

Caa.ent. Section 6266 is a new provision drawn from former 
Section 6222 (repealed California Statutory Will statute). See also 
Sections 6285 and 6286 (material that must be provided when printed 
form is provided for use by person who does not have the advice of an 
attorney) • 
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§ 6267. Selection of more than one or no property disposition clause 

6267. (a) If more than one of the property disposition choices 

appearing in paragraph 2 of a California Statutory Will form are 

selected, or if none of the choices in paragraph 2 is selected, by the 

maker of a California Statutory Will, the property governed by that 

paragraph shall become a part of the balance of the maker's estate. 

(b) If more than one of the property disposition choices appearing 

in paragraph 4 of a California Statutory Will form are selected, or if 

none of the choices in paragraph 4 is selected, by the maker of a 

California Statutory Will, the property governed by that paragraph 

shall be distributed to the maker's heirs at law as if the maker did 

not make a will. 

Comment. Section 6267 is drawn from former Section 6223 (repealed 
California Statutory Will statute). See Section 6253 (defining ''heirs 
at law") and the Comment to that section. 

§ 6268. Titles of clauses disregarded 

6268. Only the texts of the property disposition clauses and the 

mandatory clauses shall be considered in determining their meaning. 

Their titles shall be disregarded. 

Comment. Section 6268 is the same as former Section 6224 
(repealed California Statutory Will statute). 

Note. Is Section 6268 necessary? 

§ 6269. Additions or deletions made on face of will 

6269. Where an addition to or deletion from the California 

Statutory Will is made on the face of the California Statutory Will 

form, other than in accordance with the instructions, the addition or 

deletion shall be given effect only where that would effectuate the 

clear intent of the maker. If the intent is unclear, the court either 

may determine that the addition or deletion is ineffective and shall be 

disregarded or may determine that all or a portion of the California 

Statutory Will is invalid, whichever is more likely to be consistent 

with the intent of the maker. 

Comment. Section 6269 supersedes subdivision (b) of former 
Section 6225 (repealed California Statutory Will statute) which 
provided that an addition to or deletion from the California Statutory 
Will on the face of the California Statutory Will form, other than in 
accordance with the instructions, is ineffective and shall be 
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disregarded. Section 6269 gives effect to the maker's testamentary 
intent where the intent is clear. Thus, the court will give effect to 
the will with the addition or deletion where that is consistent with 
the clear intent of the maker. Or the court may ignore the addition or 
deletion, or may find all or a portion of the will invalid, whichever 
is more likely to be consistent with the intent of the maker. 

§ 6270 Validity of will where lack of full compliance with execution 

requirements 

6270. Notwithstanding Sections 6110, a document executed on a 

California Statutory Will form provided by Section 6275 is valid as a 

will if all of the following requirements are satisfied: 

(a) The form is signed by the maker. 

(b) The court is satisfied that the maker knew and approved of the 

contents of the will and intended it to have testamentary effect. 

(c) The testamentary intent of the maker as reflected in the 

document is clear. 

Comment. Section 6270 is a new provision. Since the great 
majority of statutory wills are executed by persons who do not have the 
advice of legal counsel, it is important that some provision be made to 
save statutory wills that otherwise would be invalid because of the 
failure to comply with the technical execution requirements. Under 
Section 6270, the court may find a California Statutory Will form to be 
a valid will even though the form was not executed with the formalities 
required by Section 6110. For example, the witnesses might not be 
"present at the same time" to witness the signing of the will, or one 
of the witnesses to the will may not be competent to be a witness (see 
Section 6112), or there may be only one or no witnesses to the will. 

Article 3. Form and Full Text of Clauses 

§ 6275. California Statutory Will form 

6275. The following is the California Statutory Will form: 
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CALIFORNIA STATUTORY WILL 

NOTICE 

1. Any person age 18 or over and of sound mind may sign a will. 

2. There are several kinds of wiUs. If you choose to complete this form, you will have a California 
Statutory Will. If this will does not meet you wishes in any way, you should talk with a lawyer before 
using this form. 

3. The full text of statutory provisions (Definitions and Rules of Construction, the Property Disposition 
Clauses, and the Mandatory Clauses) that apply to this California Statutory Will are contained in the 
California Probate Code and a copy is attached to this form. 

4. This will has no effect on joinUy·held property, on retirement plan benefits, or on life insurance on 
your life if you have named a beneficiary wbo survives you. 

S. This will is not designed to reduce taxes. You may want to discuss the taxes with a tax advisor. 

6. This will treats adopted children the same as natural children. You should talk to a lawyer if you bave 
step-cbildren or foster cbildren you have not adopted or if you bave children born wben you were not 
married. 

7. You sbould keep tbis will in your safe deposit box or other safe place. You should tell your family 
where the will is kept. 

8. You may revoke this will, and you may change it by making and signing a new will. If you marry or 
divorce after you sign this will, you sbould make and sign a new will. 

The Questions and Answers sbeets attacbed to tbis form contain additional information to help you 
understand about wills and to belp you to decide if this California Statutory Will form meets your needs. 
You should read tbe Questions and Answers before you use this form. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Read the entire will form carefully before you begin filling in tbe blanks. If tbere is anything you do 
not understand, you sbould ask a lawyer to explain it to you. 

2. Complete the blanks on the will form. Follow tbe instrnctions on the form carefully. Wanting! Do 
not add or cross out any words on the form (except for filling in the blanks) because all or part oftbis 
will may not be valid if you do so. 

3. Date and sign the will and have two witnesses sign it. Yon and the witnesses must read and follow the 
witnessing procedure described at the end of this will. 
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CALIFORNIA STATUTORY WILL OF 

(Print Your Full Name.) 

1. Will. This is my will. I revoke all prior wills and codicils. 

2. Household aod Personal Items. Except for the particular items listed in paragraph 3 below, I give all my 
furniture, furnishings, household items, clothing, jewelry, automobiles and personal items as provided below. 
(Select Wlt choice only by signing in the appropriate box.) 

a. Choice OM: H my spouse survives me, to my spouse; 
otherwise to my descendants (my children and the 
descendants of any deceased child). 

b. Choice Two: Nothing to my spouse (if I am married); all 
to my descendants (my children and the descendants of any 
deceased child). 

c. Choice Three: All to the following person: 

d. Cboice Four: Equally among the following persons: 
(Insert each person's name.) 

3. Gifts of Cash or of Particular Personal Property or Real Estate. (Optional.) I make the following gifts 
of cash or of the property described, and I sign my name in the box after each gift. If I don't sign in the box, 
I do not make a gift. No death tax shall be paid from these gifts. (Sign after each gjft.) 

Fun Name of Person AnNIunt of Cash Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In This Box lor Tbis Gift 
(Name only one. Please Priot.) 

Full Name of Person Amount of Cash Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In This Box for This Gift 
(Name only one. Please Print.) 
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FuU Name of Person Amount of Cash Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In This Box for This Gift 
(Name only one. Please Print.) 

FuU Name of Person Amount of Cash Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In This Box for This Gift 
(Name only one. Please Print.) 

Full Name of Person Amount of Cash Gift Sign Your Name 
or Charity to Receive Gift or Description of Property In This Box for This Gift 
(Name only one. Please Print.) 

, 

4. Balance of My Property. I give !he balance of my property as provided below. (Select !HIlI choice only by 
signing in the appropriate bOLl IfI sign in more than one box or ifl don't sign in any box, the court will distribute 
this property to my heirs at law as if I did not make a will. 

a. Choice One: If my spouse survives me, to my spouse; 
otherwise to my descendants (my children and the 
descendants of any deceased child). 

b. Choice Two: Nothing to my spouse (if I am married); all 
to my descendants (my children and the descendants of any 
deceased child). 

c. Choice Three: Equally among the following persons: 
(Insert each person's name.) 
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d. Choice Four: To those heirs at law designated under 
California law as if I did not have a will. 

5. Guardian. If I have a child under age 18 and the child does not have allYing parent at my death, I nominate 
the following persons to serve in the order designated as guardian of each of my children who requires one: (An 
individual can serve as Guardian of tbe Person, or Guardian of the Property, or of both. A corporation can serve 
oo1yas Guardian of tbe Property.) 

Name of First Guardian of the Person Name of First Guardian of the Property 

Name of Second Guardian of the Person Name of Second Guardian of the Property 

Name of Thitd Guardian of the Person Name of Third Guardian of the Property 

6. Executor. I nominate the following individuals or corporations to serve in the order designated as executor: 
(You may name one, two or three individuals or corporations to serve consecutively; if you don't name any, the 
court will appoint one for you.) 

Name of First Executor To Serve 

Name of Second Executor To Serve 

Name ofThitd Executor To Serve 

7. Bond. My signature in this box means a bond is not required for any person named as executor or guardian. 
A bond will be required if I do not sign in this box. (Your estate must pay for tbe bond if one is required.) 

No bond shall be required. 

-11-
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(Notice: you must sign this will in the presence of two (2) adult witnesses. The witnesses must sign 
their names in your presence and in each other's presence. You must first read to them the lollowing 
two sentences.) 

This is my will. I ask the persons who sign below to be my witnesses. 

Signed on _____ _ at ______ _ , California. 

(Date) (City) 

Signature of Maker of Will 

(NOTICE TO WITNESSES: Two (2) adults must sign as witnesses. Each witness must read the 
loUowing clause before signing. The witnesses should not receive property under this will). 

Each of us declares under penalty of peIjury under the laws of the State of California that the following is 
true and correct: 

(i) on the date written below the maker of this will declared to us that this instrument was the maker's 
will and requested us to act as witnesses to it; 

(ii) we understand this is the maker's will; 

(iii) the maker signed this will in our presence, all of us being present at the same time; 

(iv) we now, at the maker's request, and in the maker's and each other's presence, sign below as 
wimesses; 

(v) we believe the maker is of sound mind and memory; 

(vi) we believe that this will was not procured by duress, menace, fraud, or undue influence; 

(vii) the maker is age 18 or older; and 

(viii) each of us is now age 18 or older, is a competent witness, and resides at the address set forth after 
his or her name. 

Dated: _____ ,19 _ 

Signature IL--____ ----:-____ -' 
Signature of Witness 

Print Name Here: 

Signature LI ___________ --' 

Signature of Witness 

Print Name Here: 

Residence Address: 

Residence Address: 

AT LEAST TWO WITNESSES MUST SIGN 

A NOTARY IS NOT REQUIRED OR SUFF1CIENT 

-12-
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Comment. Section 6275 supersedes former Section 6240 (repealed 
California Statutory Will statute). However, forms that comply with 
the requirements of the former statute may continue to be used. See 
Section 6200. 

§ 6276. Full text of clauses concerning disposition of household 

and personal items 

6276. The following are the full texts of paragraphs 2a to 2d, 

inclusive, of the California Statutory Will: 

(a) Paragraph 2a (Choice One): If I am married and my spouse 

survives me, I give my spouse all my books, jewelry, clothing, 

automobiles, household furnishings and effects, and other tangible 

articles of a household or personal use. If my spouse does not survive 

me, I give these items to my descendants. If none of my descendants 

survives me, these items shall become part of the balance of my estate. 

(b) Paragraph 2b (Choice Two): I give all my books, jewelry, 

clothing, automobiles, household furnishings and effects, and other 

tangible articles of a household or personal use to my descendants. If 

none of my descendants survives me, these items shall become part of 

the balance of my estate. 

(c) Paragraph 2c (Choice Three): I give all my books, jewelry, 

clothing, automObiles, household furnishings and effects, and other 

tangible articles of a household or personal use to the person named 

below. 

(d) Paragraph 2d (Choice Four): I give all my books, jewelry, 

clothing, automobiles, household furnishings and effects, and other 

tangible articles of a household or personal use to the persons named 

below, to be divided among them in as nearly equal shares as practical 

in my executor's discretion. 

Comment. Section 6276 is a new provision that sets out the full 
text of the choices provided in paragraph 2 of the California Statutory 
Will form (Section 6275). See also Sections 6147 (antilapse statute), 
6148 (failed devises). 

§ 6277. Full text of clauses concerning disposition of balance of 

assets 

6277. The following are the full texts of paragraphs 4a to 4d, 

inclusive, of the California Statutory Will: 
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(a) Paragraph 4a (Choice One): If I am married and my spouse 

survives me, I give my spouse the balance of my estate. If my spouse 

does not survive me, I give the balance to my descendants. If none of 

my descendants survives me, I give the balance to my heirs at law. 

(b) Paragraph 4b (Choice Two): I give the balance of my estate to 

my descendants. If none of my descendants survives me, I give the 

balance to my heirs at law. 

(c) Paragraph 4c (Choice Three): I give the balance of my estate 

to the persons named below, to be divided among them in equal shares. 

(d) Paragraph 4d (Choice Four): I give the balance of my estate 

to my heirs at law. 

CODIIIent. Section 6277 is a new provision that sets out the full 
text of the choices provided in paragraph 4 of the California Statutory 
Will form (Section 6275). See also Section 6253 (meaning of "heirs at 
law") • 

§ 6279. Full Text of mandatory clauses 

6279. The mandatory clauses of the California Statutory Will are 

as follows: 

(a) INTESTATE DISPOSITION. If I have not made an effective 

disposition of the balance of my estate, the executor shall distribute 

it to my heirs at law. 

(b) EXECUTOR'S POWERS. 

(1) The executor hss all powers now or later conferred upon 

executors by California law. This includes all powers granted under 

the Independent Administration of Estates Act. This also includes the 

power to: (A) sell estate assets at public or private sale with or 

without notice, for cash or on credit terms, (B) lease estate assets 

without restriction as to duration, and (C) invest any surplus moneys 

of the estate in real or personal property, as the executor deems 

advisable. 

(2) The executor may distribute estate assets otherwise 

distributable to a minor beneficiary to (A) the guardian of the minor's 

person or estate, (5) any adult person with Whom the minor resides and 

who has the care, custody, or control of the minor, or (C) a custodian 

for the minor under the California Uniform Transfers to Minors Act, 

Part 9 (commencing with section 3900), or any other state's Uniform 

Transfers to Minors Act or Uniform Gifts to Minors Act. The executor 
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may distribute estate property otherwise distributable to a beneficiary 

under age 25 to a custodian under the California Uniform Transfers to 

Minors Act, Part 9 (commencing with Section 3900), in which case the 

executor shall provide, in making the transfer to the custodian 

pursuant to Section 3909, that the time for the transfer to the 

beneficiary of the custodial property so transferred is delayed until 

the time the beneficiary attains 25 years of age, except that the 

executor shall have discretion to provide in the transfer to the 

custodian that the time for the transfer to the beneficiary shall be 

delayed only to an earlier time not earlier than the time the 

beneficiary attains the age of 18 years. The executor is free of 

liability and is discharged from any further accountability for 

distributing assets pursuant to this paragraph. 

(3) On any distribution of assets from the estate, the executor 

shall have the discretion to partition, allot, and distribute the 

assets (A) in kind, including undivided interests in an asset or in any 

part of it, or (B) partly in cash and partly in kind, or (C) entirely 

in cash. If a distribution is made to more than one beneficiary, the 

executor shall have the discretion to distribute assets among them on a 

pro rata or non-pro rata basis, with the assets valued as of the date 

of distribution. 

(c) GUARDIAN'S POWERS. A guardian of the person nominated in the 

California Statutory Will has the same authority with respect to the 

person of the ward as a parent having legal custody of a child would 

have. A guardian of the estate nominated in the California Statutory 

Will has all of the powers conferred by California law. All powers 

granted to guardians in this paragraph may be exercised without court 

authoriza tion. 

Comment. Section 6279 is a new provision that sets out the full 
text of the mandatory clauses of the California Statutory Will form 
(Section 6275). See also Section 6253 (meaning of "heirs at law"). 
The second sentence of subdivision (b)(2) was not found in former law. 

Article 4. Requirements for Printed Form of California Statutory Will 

§ 6285. Requirements for printed form 

6285. (a) A printed form of a California Statutory Will under 

this chapter that is sold or otherwise distributed for use by a person 

who does not have the advice of legal counsel shall set out the 

following the order indicated: 
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(1) The full text of the California Statutory Will form as 

prescribed in Section 6275, including the Notice and Instructions. 

(2) The full text of the definitions and rules of construction set 

forth in Sections 6251 to 6259, inclusive. 

(3) Sections 6276, 6277, 6278, and 6279. 

(4) The information set out in Section 6286. This information is 

not a part of the California Statutory Will. 

(b) The portion of the material described in subdivision (a) that 

is set out in all capital letters in this chapter shall be printed in 

bold face type in the printed form. 

Comment. Section 6285 is new. 

§ 6286. Information to be attached to printed form 

6286. A printed form of a California Statutory Will under this 

chapter that is sold or otherwise distributed for use by a person who 

does not have the advice of legal counsel shall have the following 

information attached to the printed form: 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT THIS CALIFORNIA STATUTORY WILL 

The following information, in question and answer form, is NOT a 

part of the California Statutory Will. It is designed to help you 

understand about wills and to decide if this will meets your needs. 

1. WHAT HAPPENS IF I DIE WITHOUT A WILL? If you die without a will, 

what you own (your "assets") in your name alone will be divided among 

your spouse, children, or other relatives according to state law. The 

court will appoint a relative to collect and distribute your assets. 

2. WHAT CAN A WILL DO FOR ME? In a will you can designate who will 

receive your assets at your death. You can designate someone (called 

an "executor") to appear before the court, collect your assets, pay 

your debts and taxes, and distribute your assets as you speci fy. You 

can nominate a guardian to raise your children who are under age 18. 

You can nominate a guardian to manage assets for your children until 

they reach age 18, or you can designate someone to manage the assets 

for your children until they reach age 25. 

3. DOES A WILL AVOID PROBATE? No. Whether or not you die with a 

will, assets in your name alone usually go through the court probate 

process. The court's first job is to determine if your will is valid. 
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4. WHAT IS COMMUNITY PROPERTY? CAN I GIVE AWAY MY SHARE IN MY WILL? 

If you are married and you or your spouse earned money during your 

marriage from work and wages, that money (and the assets bought with 

it) is communi ty property. You will can only give away your one-half 

of community property. Your will cannot give away your spouse's 

one-half of community property. 

5. DOES MY WILL GIVE AWAY ALL OF MY ASSETS? DO ALL ASSETS GO THROUGH 

PROBATE? No. Money in a joint tenancy bank account automatically 

belongs to the other named owner without probate. If your spouse or 

child is on the deed to your house as a joint tenant, the house 

automatically passes to him or her. Life insurance and retirement plan 

benefits may pass directly to the named beneficiary. A will does NOT 

necessarily control how these types of "non-probate" assets pass at 

your death. 

6. ARE THERE DIFFERENT KINDS OF WILLS? Yes. There are handwritten 

wills, typewritten willS, attorney-prepared wills and statutory wills. 

All are valid if done precisely as the law requires. You should see a 

lawyer if you do not want to use this statutory will or if you do not 

understand this form. 

7. WHO MAY USE THIS WILL? This will is based on California law. It 

is designed for only California residents. You may use this form if 

your are single, married, or divorced. You must be age 18 or older and 

of sound mind. 

8. ARE THERE ANY REASONS WHY I SHOULD NOT USE THIS STATUTORY WILL? 

Yes. This is a simple will. It is NOT designed to reduce death or any 

other taxes. Talk to a lawyer to do tax planning, particularly if (i) 

your assets will be worth more than $600,000 at your death, or (ii) you 

own business related assets, or (iii) you want to create a trust fund 

for your children's education or other purposes, or (iv) you own assets 

in some other state, or (v) you want to disinherit your spouse or 

descendants, or (vi) you have valuable interests in pension or profit 

sharing plans. You should talk to a lawyer who knows about estate 

planning if this will does not meet your needs. This will treats most 

adopted children like natural children. You should talk to a lawyer if 

you have step-children or foster children whom you have not adopted or 

if you have children born while you were not married. 
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9. MAY I ADD OR CROSS OUT ANY WORDS ON THIS WILL? No. If you do, the 

will may be invalid. You may only fill in the blanks. You may amend 

this will by a separate document (called a codicil). Talk to a lawyer 

if you want to do something with your assets which is not allowed in 

this form. 

10. MAY I CHANGE MY WILL? Yes. A will is not effective until you 

die. You may make and sign a new will. You may change your will at 

any time, but only by an amendment (called a codicil). You can give 

away or sell your assets before your death. Your will only affects 

what you own at death. 

11. WHERE SHOULD I KEEP MY WILL? After you and the witnesses sign the 

will, keep your will in your aafe deposit box or other safe place. You 

should tell trusted family members where your will is kept. 

12. WHEN SHOULD I CHANGE MY WILL? You should make and sign a new will 

if you marry or divorce after you sign this will. Divorce (dissolution 

of marriage) or annulment automatically cancels (a) all property stated 

to pass to a former husband or wife under this will, and (b) 

designation of a former spouse as executor or guardian. You should 

sign a new will when you have more children, or if your spouse or a 

child dies. You may want to change your will if there is a large 

change in the value of your assets. 

13. WHAT CAN I DO IF I DO NOT UNDERSTAND SOMETHING IN THIS WILL? If 

there is anything in this will you do not understand, ask a lawyer to 

explain it to you. 

14. WHAT IS AN EXECUTOR? An "executor" is the person you name to 

collect your assets, pay your debts and taxes, and distribute your 

assets as the court directs. It may be a person or it may be a 

qualified bank or corporation. 

15. WHAT IS A GUARDIAN? DO I NEED TO DESIGNATE ONE? If you have 

children under age 18, you should designate a guardian of their 

"persons" to raise them. You may also want to designate guardian of 

their "estates" to manage their assets for them until they reach age 

18. At age 18, they receive their assets outright. However, this will 

permits your executor to transfer the assets to a "custodian" and to 

direct that the custodian hold the assets until your children reach a 

higher age, but not later than the time they reach age 25. 
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16. SHOULD I REQUIRE A BOND? You may require that a guardian or 

executor provide a "bond". A bond is a form of insurance to replace 

assets that may be mismanaged or stolen by the guardian or executor. 

The cost of the bond is paid from the assets of your estate. 

18. WHAT IS A TRUST? A trust is a long-term arrangement where a 

manager (called a "trustee") invests and manages assets for someone 

(called a "beneficisry") who may be young, or immature, or elderly, or 

who has a problem or disability. A trust may be created in a will or 

outside of a will. The trustee invests and manages the assets for the 

beneficiary under the terms you specify. Trusts are too complicated to 

be used in this simple will. You should see a lawyer if you want to 

establish a trust. 

19. SHOULD I ASK PEOPLE IF THEY ARE WILLING TO SERVE BEFORE I 

DESIGNATE THEM AS AN EXECUTOR OR GUARDIAN OR CUSTODIAN? Probably yes. 

Some people and entities may NOT consent to serve or may not be 

qualified to act. 

Comment. Section 6286 is new. 
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COItFORMIKG AMEIroMKIJ'fS. ADDITIOKS. AIm REPEALS 

§ 22l (amended). Application of Uniform Simultaneous Death Act 

SEC. Section 221 of the Probate Code, as enacted by Chapter 79 of 

the Statutes of 1990, is amended to read: 

221. (a) This chapter does not apply in any case where Section 

103, 6146, 62** ~, or 6403 applies. 

(b) This chapter does not apply in the case of a trust, deed, or 

contract of insurance, or any other situation, where (1) provision is 

made dealing explicitly with simultaneous deaths or deaths in a common 

disaster or otherwise providing for distribution of property different 

from the provisions of this chapter or (2) proviSion is made requiring 

one person to survive another for a stated period in order to take 

property or providing for a presumption as to survivorship that results 

in a distribution of property different from that provided by this 

chapter. 

Coament. Section 221 is amended to substitute a 
Section 6258 for the former reference to Section 6211. 
replaced former Section 6211. 

§ 230 (amended). Proceedings to determine survival 

reference to 
Section 6258 

SEC. • Section 230 of the Probate Code, as enacted by Chapter 79 

of the Statutes of 1990, is amended to read: 

230. A petition may be filed under this chapter for any one or 

more of the following purposes: 

(a) To determine for the purposes of Section 103, 220, 222, 223, 

224, 6146, 6147, 62**T-~42,-~~r 6258. 6276, 6277, or 6403, or 

other provision of this code whether one person survived another. 

(b) To determine for the purposes of Section 1389.4 of the Civil 

Code whether issue of an appointee survived the donee. 

(c) To determine for the purposes of Section 24606 of the 

Education Code whether a person has survived in order to receive 

benefits payable under the system. 

(d) To determine for the purposes of Section 21371 of the 

Government Code whether a person has survived in order to receive money 

payable under the system. 

(e) To determine for the purposes of a case governed by former 

Sections 296 to 296.8, inclusive, repealed by Chapter 842 of the 

Statutes of 1983, whether persons have died other than simultaneously. 
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COllllllellt. Section 230 is amended to substitute a reference to 
Sections 6258, 6276, and 6277 for the former reference to Sections 
6211, 6242, 6243, and 6244. The substitution reflects the repeal of 
the old California Statutory Will statute and the enactment of a new 
California Statutory Will statute. See Section 6200 (repealed 
California Statutory Will statute) and Sections 6250-6286 (new 
California Statutory Will statute). 

§ 6113 (_ended). Choice of law as to validity of execution of will 

SEC. • Section 6113 of the Probate Code, as enacted by Chapter 79 

of the Statutes of 1990, is amended to read: 

6113. A written will is valid if its execution complies with any 

of the following: 

(a) The will is executed in compliance with Section 6110 or 6111 

or SB.a!l~ei'~--( eeBl!ReBe4.Bg--¥i-~--seet4-flfr-fia99~ Chapter 6.5 (commencing 

with Section 6250) or Chapter 11 (commencing with Section 6380). 

(b) The execution of the will complies with the law at the time of 

execution of the place where the will is executed. 

(c) The execution of the will complies with the law of the place 

where at the time of execution or at the time of death the testator is 

domiciled, has a place of abode, or is a national. 

COIIIIIent. Section 6113 is amended to substitute a reference to 
Chapter 6.5 (commencing with Section 6250) for the former reference to 
Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 6200). Chapter 6.5 replaced Chapter 
6. See also Sections 6200 (forms provided by former Chapter 6 may 
continue to be used after its repeal and are as valid as if former 
Chapter 6 had not been repealed) and 6270 (validity of statutory will 
where lack of full compliance with execution requirements). 

§§ 6200-6248 (repealed) California Statutory Will 

SEC. Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 6200) of Part 1 of 

Division 6 of the Probate Code enacted by Chapter 79 of the Statutes of 

1990 is repealed. 

COIIIIIIeIlt. Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 6200) is superseded 
by the new California Statutory Will statute (Sections 6250-6286). 
However, a form that complied with the repealed chapter may continue to 
be used after the repeal takes effect. See Section 6200 (added by the 
act that repealed former Chapter 6) and the Comment to that section. 

§ 6200 (added). Use of form provided by repealed California Statutory 

Will statute 

SEC. • Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 6200) is added to Part 
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1 of Division 6 of the Probate Code enacted by Chapter 79 of the 

Statutes of 1990, to read: 

6200. A California Statutory Will executed before, on, or after 

the repeal of Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 6200) by the act that 

enacted this section, using a form that complied with the requirements 

of that chapter, including Section 6247 of that chapter, is as valid as 

if Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 6200) had not been repealed by, 

and Sections 221, 230, and 6113 amended by, the act that enacted this 

section. 

Comment. Section 6200 permits continued use of the form provided 
by the former statute, even when used after the repeal of the former 
statute. See also former Section 6247. Accordingly, after the repeal 
of the provisions formerly found in this chapter takes effect, either 
the form set forth in former Section 6240 or 6241, to the extent 
permitted under former Section 6247, may continue to be used. This 
avoids the need to discard existing printed forms and protects the 
unwary person who uses a printed form prepared pursuant to the former 
provisions of this chapter. However, it is anticipated that the new 
form provided by Chapter 6.5 (commencing with Section 6250) will soon 
replace the older forms. Section 6200 is drawn from Civil Code Section 
2450 (use of statutory short form power of attorney provided in 
repealed statute). 
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PROVISIONS OF EXISTING STATUTE THAT ARK NOT CONTIIOED 

§ 6201 (not continued). Testator 

6201. "Testator" means a person choosing to adopt a California 

statutory will. 

Comment. Section 6201 is omitted as unnecessary. The word 
"testator" is no longer used in the California Statutory Will form or 
in the statute. The word "maker" (defined in Section 6256) is used in 
place of the word "testator." 

§ 6204 (not continued). Trustee 

6204. "Trustee" means both the person so designated in a 

California statutory will and any other person acting at any time as 

the trustee under a California statutory will. 

Comment. Section 6204 is omitted as unnecessary. The word is no 
longer used in the California Statutory Will form. The former 
statutory form that provided for a trust has not been continued. 

§ 6206 (not continued). References to UnifOrm Gifts to Minors Act 

6206. A reference in a California statutory will to the "Uniform 

Gifts to Minors Act of any state" includes both the Uniform Gifts to 

Minors Act of any state and the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act of any 

state. 

Comment. Section 6206 has been omitted as unnecessary in view of 
Section 6279(b)(2). 

§ 6220 (not continued). Persons who may execute statutory will 

6220. Any individual of sound mind and over the age of 18 may 

execute a California statutory will under the provisions of this 

chapter. 

Comment. Section 6220 has been omitted as unnecessary in view of 
Section 6265 (general law applicable to wills applies to statutory 
will). Also, the language of Section 6220, which requires the 
individual to be "over" the age of 18 to "execute" the will, di ffers 
without reason from the language used in Section 6110 (the provision 
governing wills generally) which permits an individual "18 or more 
years of age" to "make" a will. 

§ 6221 (not continued). Execution procedure 

6221. A California statutory will shall be executed only as 
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follows: 

(a) The testator shall complete the appropriate blanks and shall 

sign the will. 

(b) Each witness shall observe the testa tor's signing and each 

witness shall sign his or her name in the presence of the testator. 

Comment. Section 6221 has been omitted as unnecessary in view of 
Section 6265 (general law applicable to wills applies to statutory 
will). See Section 6110 (manner of execution of will). The California 
Statutory Will form itself contains instructions for completing the 
form. See also Sections 6267 (selection of more than one or no 
property disposition clause). 6269 (additions or deletions made on face 
of will) 6270 (validity of will where lack of full compliance with 
execution requirements). 

§ 6221.5 (not continued). Execution of attestation clause 

6221.5. The execution of the attestation clause provided in the 

California statutory will by two or more witnesses satisfies Section 

8220. 

Comment. Section 6221.5 has been omitted as unnecessary in view 
of Section 6265 (general law applicable to wills applies to statutory 
will). See Section 6110 (manner of execution of will). See also the 
self-proving attestation clause that is a part of the California 
Statutory Will form provided by Section 6275. 

§ 6226 (not continued). Effect of dissolution or annulment of 

testator's marriage 

6226. (a) If after executing a California statutory will the 

testator's marriage is dissolved or annulled, the dissolution or 

annulment revokes any disposition of property made by the will to the 

former spouse and any nomination of the former spouse as executor, 

trustee, or guardian made by the will. If any disposition or 

nomination is revoked solely by this section, it is revived by the 

testator's remarriage to the former spouse. 

(b) In case of revocation by dissolution or annulment: 

(1) Property prevented from passing to a former spouse because of 

the revocation passes as if the former spouse failed to survive the 

testator. 

(2) Provisions nominating the former spouse as executor, trustee, 

or guardian shall be interpreted as if the former spouse failed to 

survive the testator. 
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(c) For purposes of this section, dissolution or annulment means 

any dissolution or annulment that would exclude the spouse as a 

surviving spouse within the meaning of Section 78. A decree of legal 

separation which does not terminate the status of husband and wife is 

not a dissolution for purposes of this section. 

(d) This section applies to any California statutory will, without 

regard to the time when the will was executed, but this section does 

not apply to any case where the final judgment of dissolution or 

annulment of marriage occurs before January I, 1985; and, if the final 

judgment of dissolution or annulment of marriage occurs before January 

I, 1985, the case is governed by the law that applied prior to January 

I, 1985. 

Comment. Section 6226 has been omitted as unnecessary in view of 
Section 6265 (general law applicable to wills applies to statutory 
will). See also Section 6258 (definition of "spouse"), 6122 (effect of 
dissolution or annulment of testator's marriage). 

Other Omitted Provisions 

The statutory form for a California Statutory Will With Trust is 

omitted, since this option is not to be available under the new 

scheme. Also omitted sre the full text of the clauses relating to the 

California Statutory Will With Trust. 
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Memo 90-123 Exhibit 4 

EXTRACT FROM 

Report on the Making and Revocation of Wills 

jd320 

09/05/90 

Law Reform Commission of British Columbia (1981), pages 40 54 

(b) Substantial Compliance 
Current law requires the fonnalities stipulated by the Wills Act for the 

execution of wills to be strictly followed. Failure to observe the formalities 
stipulated by that Act renders a will invalid even if the mistake was entirely 
hannless. Our courts have taken this strict approach for two reasons. First, the 
testator is dead and cannot assist in ascertaining the validity of the will. 
Second, even if the will is declared invalid, on the resulting intestacy a 
distribution is provided for under the Estate Administration Act. 

The 1974 English case of Re Beadle84 is an example of a document to 
which probate was refused on the sole ground that it failed to meet the 
requisite formalities. The testatrix had dictated her wishes to a friend. who 
transcribed them onto one piece of paper. The testatrix then signed the top 
comer of the paper and the husband of her friend signed as a witness. The 
purported will was placed in an envelope and both acquaintances signed the 
envelope. R. W. Goff, 1. beld that although there was no doubt at all that the 
paper contained the testatrix's true testamentary wishes, and that she fully 
understood its effect. probate of the will had to be refused on a strict 
interpretation of the statute and the authorities. 

Responses to the strict compliance rules have taken at least three dif
ferent forms. as legislatures, the courts. and law reform advocates have 
suggested methods to prevent the harsh results which come from the strict 
application of formal requirements. Soon after the introduction in 1837 of the 
provision which required that a will be signed at its ·'end. " Parliament relaxed 
it. This was accomplished by deeming a will to be signed at its foot orend even 
though it was signed in anyone of a number of different places. 8S This 
modification is part of the Wills Act of this Province. 86 

The judicial response has been to uphold the rule on the one hand, and on 
the other to be permissive in allowing various activities to meet the require
ments of the statute. For example. even the slightest of "indications" by an ill 
testator has been held to constitute an acknowledgement of his signature 
permitting witnesses to attest. In another case the term "presence" was 
extended to include a testator who did not see the witnesses sign the will but 
could have done so if he had cared to look. 

Courts have also had to rule on the validity of a will where the parties 
have used the proper procedure but have executed the wrong documents. For 
example. spouses occasionally sign each other's will by accident. If the 
mistake is not noticed until after the death of one spouse. then the court is 
faced with three options. It may refuse to admit the will to probate. admit part 
of the spouse's will to probate, deleting references to that spouse, or admit the 
executed will to probate and correct the document by inserting the proper 

'" SuprQ n. 18. 
,~ The Wills Act Amendment Act. [852 1.5 Vicl. c. 24. 
16 WWl Ael. R.S.B.C. 1979. c. 434, s. 6. 
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names. Courts in all of the western Canadian provinces have chosen the third 
option and have rectified and replaced the wording contained in the will" 

Thirdly, advocates of law reform have recently criticized the rule requir
ing strict compliance with the Wills Act, 1837. In the United Kingdom the 
Law Reform Committee has suggested that attacks on form may have ulterior 
motives:88 

A further relevant point is that it seems that the validity of wills in general, and of 
their attestation in particular, is ohen challenged for reasons which have no 
connection with the question whether the will represents the testator's true 
intentions. In other words. the challenger is not concerned to give effect to what 
the testator wanted; he dislikes the provisions of the will-no doubt because it 
deprives him of benefits which he would have had under an earlier will or under 
the rule of intestate succession-and wants [0 upset it by any means (hat lie to 
hand. It has been suggested that the present attestation rules lend themselves to 
behaviour of this kind. 

In the United States several writers have suggested that a will which does 
nO! conform with the formalities of the Wills Act might still be validated. For 
example. one commentator has concluded:'· 

Th.Ll some fonns of expression are prima facie valid does not. hO","'ever. require 
that all other forms of expression be held invalid. Even though many other forms 
of testamentary transfer are presemly allowed under trust, contract. or other 
theory. many indications of testamentary intent. not articulated in traditional legal 
forms. are denied validity solely because of their failure to meet the fonnal 
requirements of a will. notwithstanding total absence of question as to their being 
[rue expressions of testamentary desire. Many of these expressions it is suggested, 
could reasonably be validated. so long as the basic elements of a "'alid testa
ment-tesramentary intent, dispositive scheme, and lack of influence-could be 
proved by dear and convincing evidence. 

In a 1975 article which has attracted much attention. another American 
scholar, John Langbein. called for the introduction of the doctrine of "sub
stantial compliance" to the law of wills. Professor Langbein has expressed the 
view that: 90 

The rule of literal compliance with the \Vills Act is a snare for (he ignorant and the 
i1I~advi~d. a needless hangover from a time when the law of proof was in its 
infancy. In the three centuries since the first Wills A('l we have developed (he 
means to adjudicate whether fannal defects are hannless to the statutory purpose. 
We are reminded "that legal technicality is a disease. not of the old age, but of the 
infancy of societies:' The rule of literal compliance has outlived whatever utility 
it may have had. The rime for the substantial compliance doctrine has come. 

Since this call for substantial compliance was published, Professor Langbein 
reports that he has received only favourable response. He advises that he has 
yet to meet a scholar in the field of trust and estate law who has expressed 
disagreement on the merits of a substantial compliance doctrine. 91 In another 
recently published article Professor Langbein reiterated his view that courts in 
the United States should adopt a substantial compliance doctrine and admit 
wills to probate despite technical defects 92 

~. See Re8rano.er.' 1952)4 D.L R. 688 per Wilsoll J. (S.C.S.C. I and b~' tlte sameJucige.ReDucK lunreponed! but 
;::i1ed ini 1953131 B.CR. -U4. In Saskatd1c\l.an. see Rt'BohrKhe ..... sKI Em,ltt!. I J967) 6OW.W.R. 635 IS.a~.k.. SUI[ Cu per 
Malter 1. In Alberta. ~n: Re K~OlI. (19.59) 27 W.W.R. 382. a decislOn of the Albena Distric1 court m~(lh.-jng spouses 
<!;';e(:LU1ng each other's \I.·ilh .. "ihe British CQlumbia de':l~ions Iwve been oommen1ed on b~ Dr. G. Kenlledy: ('un:' and 
Cormrumr. (1953) 31 Can. S. Re~· .. 185 and 444. The Aumaliatl State of QueensJatld recend~' proposed to amelld their 
succession Iav.· by inclw.:Jing specific pTovisioll pennitting a cou[1 to insert the: necessary C"OfTectmg latlguag.e III a will 
instead of merel~' deletin;i! ceTtam IIo'Ords. (Working .P-.t.per on a Bill to Consolidate atld Amc:1ld the Law of SucceHion and 
the Admimstration of E~tates. {1975) sectlOn J 1 . P(M't'r ore OUri to Recr~f'Y Wills.) 

j! Supra n. 47. 
"" Gaubatt. John . ... ·otes Toward a Tru/~' Modem Wills Al·t, (19771 31 L'. of :Miaml L. Re>.'. 497 at 560 . 
. ¥, LUflgbem. S .... bsramwl ComplJance Wilh The Wills Ad. (1975, 88 Harv. Re'·. ~9 at 531. 
; Correspondence. 10hn Langbein to Law Reform Commls~ion. April. 1979 
" LangbeiD. The Cr"mbling of 1m- Wills Ad. l19791. 65 .4...8 A.I. I 19:?-1 195. 
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The adoption of a rule of substantial compliance has been proposed for 
Queensland. The Law Reform Commission of Queensland in their Repon No. 
22 suggested the enactment of the following provision: 

The coun may admit 10 probate a testamentary instrument executed in substantial 
compliance with the fonnalities prescribed by this section if the court is satisfied 
that the instrument expressed the testamentary intention of the testator. 

In some respects even this reform has a fairly limited scope. A doctrine of 
"'substantial compliance" presumes that the testator or witnesses attempted a 
standard form will , but erred in its execution in some technical aspect. In most 
cases in which an executor propounding a will would rely on a doctrine of 
"substantial compliance" the will would closely resemble a standard form 
will. 

A proposal merely to abolish strict compliance with the Wills Act raises 
difficult questions concerning when a defect is a mere technical failure to fully 
comply with the Act, and when it is a result of the panies completely ignoring 
formal requirements altogether. Does a will attested by only one witness 
"substantially comply" with the present Wills Act? A proposal for reform 
which concentrates on an attempted compliance with technical rules leaves 
open cases where, because the document in issue in no way resembles a 
standard form will, the coun must refuse it probate even though convinced 
that the document truly represents the testator's last wishes. 

It has been suggested that it is only necessary to relax those requirements 
which have been found to give the most problems to testators. 9J This is. in our 
view, tantamount to a type of "ad hoc" substantial compliance doctrine. It 
does not address the fundamental problem posed by an undue reliance on 
formalities without regard to the purposes which they serve. Moreover, one 
might argue that such an approach is inconsistent. If formalities fulfill a 
valuable function. then it is inevitable that documents which fail to comply 
with the Wills Act will be refused probate. However, a proposal to relax cenain 
formalities is. in effect, an acknowledgement that in some cases, insisting on 
strict compliance can cause hardship. If, for example, the justification for two 
witnesses is that it helps prevent fraud, reducing the requirement to one 
witness is an acknowledgement that the protection offered by the original 
formality was not as imponant as the hardship in an individual case. From this 
point, it is only a small step to adopt a dispensing power in which that 
determination can be made on a case by case basis. 

(c) A Dispensing POIver 

(i) Generally 
Several jurisdictions have either enacted, or considered enacting, a 

provision giving a court the discretion to admit documents to probate, even 
though the Wills Act formalities have not been observed. Such a power may, 
but need not be, framed in terms of "substantial compliance." We shall 
examine individually the dispensing powers enacted in, or proposed for, a 
number of jurisdictions. 

(ii) Canada: The Indian ActO. 
Sections 42 to 50 of The Illdian Act vest broad powers in the Minister of 

Indian Affairs and Nonhern Development to regulate the manner in which the 
propeny of an Indian resident on a reserve9' devolves upon death. Section 45 
of the Act provides: 

~J Set!. e." .. The Law Reform Committee. 22nd Report_ [980. W.E Ornmtllfl. FOn1Wfmes and WllIs_' A Pita/or 
CauJi01l (19801 54 Al.Ist. L.J. 45. 

~ R.S.C. 1970. c. 1·6. See A.G. Can. and Ref'S ~'. CalWrd. (19751 J W.W.R. I ~S.C.C) In whkh lhe ~le\·ant 
seclioos of this Act were held to be mrra l·iN's. 
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45. (]) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to prevent or prohibit an 
Indian from devising Of bequeathing his property by will. 

(2) The Minister may accept as a will any written instrument signed by an 
Indian in wnich he indicates his wishes or intention with respect [0 the disposition 
of his properly upon his death. 

0) No will executed by an Indian is of any legal force or effect as a 
disposlion of property until the Minister has approved the will or a court has 
granted probate thereof pursuant to this Act. 

The discretion vested in the Minister under section 45 (2) operates in precisely 
the same fashion as a dispensing power would in practice. The Minister may, 
but is not required to, accept an informal will for probate. His discretion is 
limited by two threshold requirements: there must be a written instrument and 
it must be signed by the testator. 

In response to our query concerning depanmental practice under this 
section. we were advised that the Minister generally approves any testamen
tary document in writing. It need not be handwritten by the testator. Unwit
nessed wills are rare, and only four have been submitted for the Minister's 
approval in the last four years. Witnessed holograph wills appear to be fairly 
common. On the whole. it would appear that informal wills have caused few 
problems. " 

Iiii) South Australia 
On the recommendation of the Law Reform Commission of South 

Australia. the Supreme Court in that jurisdiction has been given the power to 
admit a document to probate even though it may not have been executed with 
all of the formalities required by the Wills Act. In 1975, the governing statute 
was amended to prov ide that: 

A document purporting (0 embody the testamentary intentIons of a deceased 
person shall. notwithstanding that it has not been executed with the formalities 
required by this Act. be deemed to be a will of the deceased person if the Supreme 
Court. upon application for admission of the document to probate as the last will 
of the deceased. is satisfied that there can be no reasonable doubt that the deceased 
intended the document to constitute his will. 
As far as we are aware. only one reported case deals with the South 

Australian Supreme Court's power to admit defective WIlls to probate under 
this dispensing power.·7 In the 1977 case of Re Graham." detailed considera
tion was given to the South Australian provision. The facts of the case are 
simple. On April 4, 1977. an estate administration officer for Bagot's Execu
tor and Trustee called on the recentlv widowed Mrs. Graham to discuss her 
late husband's estate. While he was ai her home. the trust officer also received 
and recorded Mrs. Graham's instructions for her own will. He then returned to 
his office, had a will prepared in accordance with the instructions and returned 
to Mrs. Graham's house the following dav. As there was no one at home. 
instructions for execution were noted on the document and he left it there to be 
signed by Mrs. Graham. 

Mrs. Graham subsequently signed the will and then gave it to her nephew 
and requested that he "get it witnessed." The nephew lOok the will to two 
neighbours who signed as witnesses in his presence but not in Mrs. Graham's 
presence. The will was returned to Mrs. Graham by the nephew. On May 18. 
1977 Mrs. Graham died leaving approximately $10.000 to her nephew in the 
impugned will. The procedure adopted did not meet the statutory require
ments for execution, as the deceased had not signed the will in the presence of 
either witness, nor had the witnesses signed in Mrs. Graham's presence . 

..., Leuer from P.M. Tellier. Deputy rvhnisler. 10 IDe CommisslOO. FebruaJ~-16. 1981. 
.: LetCer dated 2nd JarJuary. 1\.179. frQ1l1 the Chairman. law Reform Committee of SUlllh Allstralia_ 
". Re Gra-h,.II'11. 11978) 20 S.A.5.R. 200. per Jacobs J. 
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When the document was presented for probate, Jacobs J. stated:9' 

Upon Ihese facts. I have nol the slightesl doubt that the deceased intended the 
documenl which is before me [0 constitute her wi II. Accordingly. if the words of s. 
12(2) of the Wills Act are to be given their plain and natural meaning. there is no 
reason at aU wh,,' the document should nol be deemed to be the will of the 
deceased, and ad"mitted to probate as such. notwithstanding that it has nol been 
executed with the formalities required by the Act. 

The court in admitting the will to probate was of the opinion that the section 
should be given a broad and remedial interpretation, Jacobs J., who had 
assisted the South Australian Law Reform Commission in formulating its 
proposal that the court be granted such a power, concluded: J00 

But if there is one proposition that may be staled with reasonable confidence. it is 
that s. 12(2) is remedia! in intent, thal is to say, that its purpose is to avoid the 
hardship and injustice which has so often arisen from a strict applicalion of the 
fonnal requiremems of a valid will, as dictated by s. 8 of the Act. This conclusion 
is, I think, clearly justified upon a re"'iew of the legislative history of the relevam 
sections of the Act. and the cases. 

(i .. ) {srael 
Since 1965, the Israeli Succession Law has contained a remedial provi

sion enabling the courts to admit to probate a technically defective will. It 
provides: WI 

Where the court has no doubt as to the genuineness of a will. it may grant probate 
thereof nOlwilhstanding any defect with regard to the signalure of the testator orof 
the witnesses. the date of rhe will. the procedure set out in sections 20 to 23 or the 
capacity ot the wimes!!>es. 

No comprehensive studies are yet available on the Israeli experience with this 
provision. We are advised that there are few reported cases concerning the 
application of this section. 10' 

The following comments are an approximate translation of remarks 
contained in the 1952 official draft Succession Law: 

The purpose of the requirements of the Act concerning the fonn of a will is to 
verify Ihe wishes of the testator and to safeguard against forgeries and frauds. The 
detail s of form do nOl serve as a perfect or sole guardian against mischiefs and they 
should not be considered as being of overriding importance or absolute value. The 
courts should therefore be granted some discretion to alleviate rigid compliance 
with formal requirements as long as the genuineness of Ihe will is beyond doubt. 
Our proposal is inspired by the general tendency to get rid of ex.tensive formalism 
and prefer substance 10 form. 

Jewish Law dictates on the one hand strict compliance with certain formulae. 
on the other hand it developed the concept of "Mitzvah to carry oul rhe wishes of 
the deceased". No such provision has been found in foreign law. 

The leading Israeli case on the application of this provision is the 1977 
decision, Briel v, The Attorney-General. 103 In this case, the District Court had 
refused to grant probate even though it had no doubt as to the genuineness of 
the will. The will was in breach of the succession law because it did not contain 
the date on which it was made, The Supreme Court allowed an appeal from the 
District Court's decision and made the following comments on the scope of 
the statute: JJJ4 

9Q Ibid. 
100 Ibid. 
IDI Section 25 of tile Israeli Succession Law 5725·1965. 
100 Letter (rom Dr. F.S. Pcrles. AIlvocate of Tel-Avw. Jaffa. Israel dated Oocernbc:r 18th. 1979. 
10] Israel CA. 869:7:5. ]2 P.D. 98. 
l{)oj Since none of the cascs interpretin!l section 25 have bc:en officially lraJIslated from the Hebrew, this venion is nol 

atlthoriwive. Tile: C'OfIcept of "mitzvah" is not readily translatable. 11 is literall)' a rclisious obligation. althoogh In some 
C'OfIlellt<i it may denote only a moral obli~alion or ~n merely a ~ncral obligat:lon to assist ochers. We are advised that the 
"mitzvah" to carry out the wishes of a deceased penon is a RIigioliS obligation: in effecl a romnUU1d from God. 
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The question of all questions regarding the scope and operation of section 25 is 
always the "genuineness of the will." The coun has to be first convinced. beyond 
all doubt. thai it is indeed faced with a genuine will. Were it so convinced. the 
!formail defects should not prevent it from granting probate of the will. \Vere it not 
convinced, even one defect requires it to abstain from granting probate. 
It was already decided that a will which has no formal defect is presumed to be 
genuine and the one alleging invalidity carries the burden of proOf . The 
presumption does not apply to a will which contains a formal defect and the one 
seeking grant of probate carries the burden of proving the genuineness of the will. 
In each and every case in which this Coun has refused to grant probate to a will for 
formal defects. doubt existed as to the genuineness of the will and it is insignifi
.. :",nt whether the doubt was raised for the formal deflX't itse] f . . ',,)r for one of the 
matters dealt with in Art. B . 
Even the absence of a date {of making the wiJ I J might in cenain c.."ases raise a doubt 
as to the genuineness of the will as, for example, in a case of several 
contlicting wills. 
The legislator's "guide-line"' in the Law of Wills is the Mitzvah to carry out the 
wish of the deceased: \¥here the intent of the testator IS expressed in a will. and no 
doubt exists as [0 the genuineness at the will. then his intentions should be 
ascertained 1 Sec. 54 (a)} in order to uphold the wishes of the deceased and not to 
frustrate them merely for a fonnal defect. 

[t should be noted. however. that that case also sets out certain threshold 
requirements which must exist before section 25 can be invoked in aid of a 
defective will. The court stated: 10' 

The discretion granted to the Court by Section 25 is a very wide one. and if there is 
no doubt as to the veracity of the will, there are rhree things only that cannot be 
remedied by Section 25: The testator. two witnesses. and a document in writing. 

In contrast. in one case the Supreme Court allowed an appeal from the 
confirmation of a will whose two pages were typed by different typewriters. It 
was held that that raised sufficient doubt as to exclude the operation of section 
25.'06 In other cases section 25 has received an even stricter interpretation. In 
commenting on one such case. one of our correspondents stated:'O? 

In Civil Appeal 679176 the deceased had instructed his banker to open a joint 
account in the names of himself and another person. who was now the appellant. 
This uppeliant wanted the instruction to the bank to be construed as a kind of will, 
and he tried to rely on Section 25. The Supreme Court. dismissing (he appeal. 
ruled that Section 25 comes to remedy defects in a will which was lawfully made. 
but does not create a new way to make a wi II. 

Israeli experience with the provision has therefore been mixed. [n 
particular. it does not yet appear to have been finally established whether 
section 25 can be called in aid only in respect of wills where there has been at 
least some attempt to comply with the Wills Act formalities. A[though any 
legal analysis of the Israeli law is somewhat difficult owing to the lack of 
source material and the necessity of relying on the opinions of our correspon
dents. it would appear that Civil Appeal 679176 is not necessarily inconsistent 
with Briel v. The Attorney-General. as in the former case the threshold 
requirements set out in Briel were not satisfied because the instructions to the 
bank were unwitnessed. 

Qualitative assessments of section 25 vary. One commentator suggested 
that the majority of applications are rejected owing to the requirement that the 
genuineness of the will must be established before the coun can exercise its 
discretion. "" Less pessimistic are the comments of an Israeli judge who wrote 

1"5 Translation of case supplied by Dr. F. S. Perlc:~, 5upTO n. 102. 
11)'1 Supra fl. 102. 
I'" Ibid 

.• Lettertrom Profes~ Urid Reichmao, Tei·A~·h· Cnivcnmy toProf~~sor; langbc:irl.luly 26. 1979. cop~·Orl faleat 
Law Reform Commission 0{ I3ritiMi Columbia. 
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to us in response to an inquiry whether the provision had made the law less 
certain and impeded the administration of estates. He stated: 

[TJhe law is. definitely not "less certain" . The provision~ of s. 25 do not tend 
to "increase litigation, expense and delay," On the very contrary it has been my 
experience that Advocates are gnlduaUy attaching less and less importance to 
defects in the form of a wilt since they aTe aware of the Court's approach, and wiU 
not oppose probate merely on grounds of such defects. J am, therefore, of opinion 
that s. 25 actually prevents a great deal of unnecessary litigation and saves time 
and expense in cases before the Court. lis effect is [0 limit the battleground to 
issues 'Which would be the foremost ifno! the only ones. i.e. to the question: Is the 
\l..ill a true expression of the lestator"s intent? 
Court statistics do not reveal the frequency of invocation of 50. 25 in applications 
before the Court. Every contested will comes before a District Court Judge. The 
reasons for opposing a will are not always based on adequate legal grounds for 
such opposition. Dissatisfied parties will often file an opposition on the most 
slender legal grounds. sometimes even only with a viC\\' to extracting some 
benefits from the beneficiares by moral pressure. In such cases every possible 
point w ill be taken and no trifling deviation from prescribed procedure will be 
overlooked. However. when the case comes up for hearing all unwarranted pleas 
as to form melt away mostly even before the Court pronounces on them. Section 
25 is like a sword. Its very presence suffices and it has rarely to be unsheathed. 

On balance. the Israeli experience is encouraging. 

(v) Manitoba 

Subsequent to the release of our Working P3per No. 28. in which we 
proposed the enactment of a dispensing power in British Columbia. the Law 
Reform Commission of Manitoba released a Report on the Wills Act and the 
Doctrine of Substantial Compliance. 109 They recommended that: 

1. A remedial provision should be introduced in "The Wifls Act"' allowing 
the probate courtS m Manitoba to admit a document to probate despite a defect in 
form. if it is proved on the balance of probabilities. that the document embodies 
the testamentary intent of the deceased person. 

2. The provision should be worded so as to apply to defects in execution, 
al!eration and revocation. 

3. A funher section should be enacted to allow the probate coun to save a 
gift to a beneficiary who has signed for the testator or as a witness 10 a will, where 
the court is satisfied that no improper or undue influence was employed. 

This proposal is limited to defects in a "document." It is likely that it was 
intended that "document" be restricted to written embodiments oftestamen
tary intent. although the possibility that "document" might be read to include 
means of storing information as diverse as videotape or floppy disk was not 
considered. 

This recommendation if implemented would vest a very broad discretion 
in the court. The only threshold requirement is apparently that the testamen
tary wishes must be in the form of a "document." The exercise of the power is. 
moreover. not contingent upon substantial compliance. 

(vi) England 
In a consultative document released in 1977 the English Law Reform 

Committee solicited comment on the possibility of introducing a "general 
dispensing power" into the English Wills Act."o However, in their 22nd 
report. issued in 1980. that option was rejected: '" 

While the idea of a dispensing pov-.-er has attractions. mosl of us \VCre more 
impressed by the argument against it. namely that by making it less cenain 
whether or not an informally executed will is capable of being admitted to 

1m Sepilember 8. 1980. Report ,,"c. 43 
110 The La-w Reform Committee. COllsultatiVi: CJroc\Jment on The Making and Rewx:atlon of Wills. 1977 a1 6. 
III Ma~' 1980. Cmnd. 7902 at 3. For a<:ntique of lheir recommendations, jU Th~ Makillg wuJ Rtl'l'}CQrion qfWills-l. 

(]QS1J 12.5 Sot. J. 263. 
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probate, it could lead to litigation. ex.pense and delay. often in cases where it could 
least be afforded. for it is tne home-made wills which most often go wrong . 

. We think that an attempt to cure the tiny minority of cases wnere things go 
wrong in Ihis way might create more problems than it would solve and we have 
therefore conel uded that a general dispensing po",er sholl ld not be mtroduced into 
our law of succession. 

The English Committee went on to advocate certain limited reforms designed 
to relax the execution requirements contained in the English Wills Act. 

3. A DISPENSING POWER FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA 

(a) Issues Bearing on the Introduction ofa Dispensing Power 
Ii) Will the Provision Result in a Multiplicitv of Forms of Wills , 

An argument can be made that the problems associated with testamen
tary documents which existed in England prior to the formalities imposed in 
1837 would be revived by the introduction of a remedial power. The Wills Act. 
1837 was designed to reduce the volume of estate-related litigation and to 
provide a means of readily identifying a document as a will. In fact. the South 
Australian provision has been criticized as being so broadly drafted as to 
extend to every citizen the right to make a privileged will.'" 

A number of our correspondents expressed some concern that the intro
duction of a dispensing power would result in a certain amount of confusion 
about the form a will must take to be valid. One correspondent noted: 

The Wills Act formalities have introduced the necessary setf-discipline into the 
making of wills. if I may put it that way. My fear is [hat the proposals ... will 
lead to the dissipation of that self-discipline. the belief that one can do il one's self 
will grow apace. and the volume of litigation will grow also. When I tnink of the 
serious altitudes of those groups to which I speak about wilt-making. and their 
desires "to get it right", and I compare that altitude with the eas], and ambiguous 
\'rav in which Ihev write letters to their relatives and their friends. I find mv 
concern put in a n·utshell. . 

This is perhaps the most difficult argument to overcome for proponents 
of a dispensing power. It can be met partially by imposing mandatory thresh
old reqUIrements. as in Israel. or by imposing an onerous burden of proof. The 
South Australian provision requires that the court be satisfied beyond a 
reasonable doubt that the document was intended bv the testator to be his will. 
In the Graham case referred to previously. Jacobs' J. was of the opinion that 
this requirement imposed some limits on the permissible form. but was loathe 
to specify them. He felt that the greater the departure from the requirements of 
the statute. then the harder it would be for the court to reach the required 
degree of satisfaction. 

Whether this objection is practical is open to question. Even where a 
court may exercISe a dispensing power. a premium is still placed upon 
executing a will in the traditional form. Such a document is instantly recogniz
able as a will and would generally be admitted to probate without the need for 
proof in solemn form. For this reason we expect that the vast majority of wills 
will continue to be executed in the traditional form. Both the South Australian 
and Israeli experience bear this out. The Manitoba Law Reform Commission 
noted: ll :; 

It IS argued that introduction of such a proVision would discourage the use of the 
proper formalities tnereby impairing performance of all the valuable functions. It 
is ... ubmiued that this argument is flawed. The pro ... ·ision recommended is a 
remedial provision. It will be used only at final stages to save a will which is 
Jefectively ex.ecuted. re"'oked or altered. The doctrine is not applicable at initial 

II: Palle Simon N.L . Informal Wi/l.f· From 501,li.".5 ro C:ri~e/I'. I 1976) -\del. L Rev 31!2 
II' Report on The Wills ACI and tile Doctnne ot 511bs(Untlal Comph~n~e. I"'W. No .. 1.3 at 1<)·20 
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stages of execution. Reliance on it at that stage would mean subjecting an estate to 
needless litigation, A remedial pro .... ision should not discourage or in any way 
affect the use of formalities. 

Iii) Will rhe Resulr be Increased Lirigation Due to the Possibility of 
Numerous Contending Testamentary Documents? 

At the time of the introduction of the South Australian provision. a 
prediction was made that the floodgates of litigation would be opened. This 
has not in fact occurred in Australia and only one case involving the remedial 
provision has been reported. Our Israeli correspondents have also indicated 
that there has not been a significant increase in the number of contested wills. 
In fact, one of our correspondents expressed the view that litigation has been 
reduced due to the unprofitability of taking technical formal objections. 

It is undeniable that a dispensing power does increase the possibility that 
competing testamentary instruments may be produced for probate. However, 
we are not convinced that such conflicts will arise often enough to constitute a 
serious drawback. Moreover, where a personal representative is faced with a 
number of documents which could be construed as having testamentary 
effect, and concludes that he should not propound any particular document, it 
is open to him or to a person who alleges that the rejected document is valid as 
a will, to issue a citation to propound an alleged will under Rule 61 (45) of the 
1976 Rules of Court. That rule provides: 

(45) (a) Where there is or may be a document which may be alleged to be a will 
of a deceased person. a citation to propound the document as a will may be issued 
by any person interested, 
(b) The cnalion shall be in Fonn 76 and shaH be supported by affida .... it and shall 
be directed to the executor and any other person named in the document. 
[c) An ans"'er shaH be in Form 7i, 

Where an answer is entered to such a citation. the validity of the document will 
be litigated. 

There appears to be no authority. however, concerning the effect of a 
grant of probate made in default of an answer by those cited. The sanction 
contemplated by the rule itself is the issuance of probate without regard to the 
document in respect of which the citation issued. Upon the issuance of such 
probate, the executor is entitled to act upon the grant unless and until it is 
revoked u ,> Even if a person who failed to answer a citation is able to satisfy 
what would probably be the onerous burden of displacing the prior will. it is 
like! y that any claims he may raise against the executor or benefIciaries under 
the first will would be defeated by laches, estoppel, or the defence of change 
of position. In any event the whole question of the effect of the revocation of a 
grant of letters probat~ at the instance of a person who fails to propound a will 
when cited to do so is one which can also arise under the current law, and the 
enactment of a remedial provision does not therefore give rise to any new 
problems. 

On balance we feel that the remedies available to an executor who 
questions the effect of any document, and the protection offered to him by law, 
strike an adequate balance between the flexibility offered by a dispensing 
power and the executor's need to have some basis upon which to assess his 
position. As one of our correspondents noted: 

The obvious argument against the proposal is that it would encourage both 
fraud and liligation. As I said above. I do not think the opportunity for fraud would 
be any greater than it is at present, J think the fact that in the case of suspicious 
circumstances the onus of proving that the testator knew and approved of the 

II· See Kerr .... McLeI1l1GIJ'I. (1875) 9 N.s. R. 502 (C.A.). II was regarded a~ a jlJd,gmeM in rt'm in Indn .... Bank of 
Montreal, (1876) 38 1l.C.Q.B. ]75; ~ Book .... Book. (1887) 15 O.R. 119 
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contents of the will is on the propounder is as great, if not a greater protection 
against fraud. than are the present fonnatities. it is true that there may be more 
litigation. But it will also be true thal the testator's intention will be less often 
defeated. and tflat is a result worth paying for. 

(iii) Will the Pro>ision Result in Undue 
Dela" in the Administration of Estates.' 

Such a delay might arise, for example, where beneficiaries must await 
the result of a contested probate action before receiving their interests under 
the intestacy. If another will is in existence. distribution must await the court's 
decision on the validity of a faulty will executed after a formally valid will. 

On the other hand, such a delay can be justified on the grounds that it 
would provide an opportunity to give effect to the testator's intentions. 
Distribution of estates in British Columbia is already postponed for six 
months in order to permit applications to be made under the Wills Variation 
Act. The granting of a dispensing power to the court would not likely extend 
this period significantly. if at all. Even if it does, we think that the execution of 
the testator's actual intent is a more important consideration. 

Ii,.) Are There Other Superior Methods 
of Accomplishing the Same Ends? 

The granting of a dispensing power to the Supreme Court is not the only 
method of giving effect to the imperfectly expressed wishes of a testator. As 
we pointed out earlier. one could adopt the approach of reducing the number 
and type of formalities required. In addition, Professor Langbein has called on 
courts in the United States to develop their own "doctrine of substantial 
compliance" apart from legislation. J" It is likely that Canadian courts would 
be very reluctant to develop such a doctrine without authorizing legislation. 
\Ve have already outlined our objections to both these courses. Merely 
amending the formalities or relaxing the ruie of strict compliance would not 
remedy the injustice created by the rejection of a document which although it 
Joes not meet the new formalities. nevertheless expresses the testator's true 
intent. 

(,.) Will a Dispensing Power Prevent the 
Frustration of Testamentarv Intent? 

The primary argument advanced in favour of a dispensing power is that it 
allows the court to give effect to a testator's wishes when it is certain that the 
document is meant to be the last will of the deceased. The failure of a testator 
to comply with the requirements of the Wills Act occasionally leads to a court 
expressing regret that it must reject a will on a technical point. since the court 
also linds that the document represented the true wishes of the testator. A 
dispensing power would provide the court with a back-stop to prevent the sort 
of injustice which can occur when a genuine will must be rejected. 

We feel that no policy ground save that of convenience is served by 
rejecting a will which undoubtedly expresses the testator's true intent, and on 
balance find the argument based on convenience unconvincing. Although a 
study of probate procedure is beyond the scope of this paper, it is perfectly 
possible to devise a scheme which will make the task of a person propounding 
a faulty will easier. Under the current Supreme Court Rules, for example. an 
executor or administrator with or without will annexed is already obliged 
under Rule 61 (3) to swear an affidavit in form 66.67 or 68. The latter two 

:,' L~ngbeln. The Crumblm~ otlhe Wills Ac-I. 5upra 11. ~:! 
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forms require the deponent to set out either his belief that the document 
represents the last will of the deceased, or alternatively that despite a diligent 
search, no will was found. It would not be a large step for him to also have to 
set out the circumstances in which the will came to be defectively executed. 
AlternatiVely. the rules could provide that certain types of informal wills (e.g. 
holograph wills) should be admitted as a matter of course upon conditions. 
Such conditions might include the filing of affidavits concerning the genuine
ness of the handwriting. Later in this chapter we shall canvass a number of 
possible approaches to probating technically defective wills. 

(vi) Will Uncertainty be Increased or Reduced? 
As Professor Langbein points out, it is difficult to predict when the 

equities of a particular case will induce a court to try to avoid formal 
requirements. He notes that the strict compliance rule has achieved, what is in 
many respects. the worst of both worlds. When it is enforced unjust harshness 
may result, and when it is not. it may be as a result of judicial artifice.'" The 
Israeli experience suggests that a dispensing power may reduce uncertainty by 
clarifying the issues between parties to a dispute. Many attacks on form are 
motivated not by any suspicion that the will does not represent the testator's 
true intent, but rather because the person challenging the will does not like its 
substantive provisions. The existence of a dispensing power forces the parties 
to litigate the real issues between them. and thereby simplifies proceedings. 

(b) The Scope of a Remedial Power 
An essential element of any decision to provide the court with ajurisdic

tion to admit wills to probate under a dispensing power is the scope of the 
power which the court may exercise. Must there be an attempted compliance 
with the Wills Act? A court could be restricted to remedying those wills 
executed under circumstances in which the testator had substantially com
plied with the Act. Thus a signature in the wrong position would not neces
sarily lead to the invalidity of the will. 

In Professor Langbein's view the courts should as a matter of law require 
only substantial compliance with formal requirements. This presumes some 
attempt to comply with the requisite forms. The exact nature of any attempts to 
comply with formal requirements which would satisfy the "substantial com· 
pliance" doctrine is a question for argument. It would appear that Israeli law 
adopts this limited scope for its dispensing power; at least one court having 
held that there must have been some compliance with the Israeli Wills Act. 

On the other hand. a broader dispensing power could be given to the 
court. Such a provision would not be restricted to cases where the testator had 
"substantially complied" with the formalities. It is this approach which has 
been adopted in South Australia. The statute provides that a testamentary 
document may be deemed to be the will of a deceased if the court is satisfied 
beyond a reasonable doubt that the testator meant the document to be his will. 
The language of the legislation is broad enough to permit the court to admit a 
will to probate although no attempt is made to comply with the statute. 

We are of the opinion that the Supreme Court of British Columbia should 
be given the power to admit a will to probate notwithstanding that no attempt 
has been made by the testator to comply with the Wills Act. as long as the court 
is satisfied that the deceased intended the document to constitute his will. 

1141 Ibid. 
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(c) Threshold Requirements 
(i) Generally 

Although we have concluded that as a general rule. effect should be given 
to a testamentary instrument which undoubtedly embodies the testator's true 
intent. we are also firmly of the view that a general dispensing power may be 
cast too broadly. Certain forms of testamentary dispositions are so inherently 
suspicious that the benefits which might be derived from admitting them to 
probate are clearly outweighed by the inevitability of litigation and the 
probability of confusion. At the same time. if the law is to be perceived as 
arriving at defensible results, it must correspond to public expectations. Wills 
have always been regarded as documents particularly vulnerable to fraud. and 
hence the formalities of execution have been particularly onerous. The recog
nition that the application of these formal requirements is not justified in every 
case does not lead to the inevitable conclusion that every alleged embodiment 
of testamentary intent should be admissible to probate. Wills are generally 
recognized to be important documents. We therefore think it appropriate that 
the law recognize their special status by setting out certain threshold require
ments for the invocation of a dispensing power. 

We are of the view that the general public recognizes that most important 
documents should be evidenced in writing, and signed. At the same time. the 
law has traditionally regarded unusual circumstances surrounding the execu
tion of a will with suspicion, and tnis view probably reflects a genuine public 
concern that suspicious wills be closely scrutinized. This suggests three 
possible threshold requirements - writing, a signature, and an onerous 
burden of proof. 

(ii) Writing 
We are of the view that no embodiment of testamentary intent should be 

admissible to probate unless it is in writing. We would not limit our recom
mendation to handwritten documents. We prefer to leave the question of wills 
otherwise reproduced to individual cases. rather than formulating a general 
rule. Earlier in this report we noted that in some jurisdictions which adopt 
holograph wills, controversy has arisen whether a holograph will need be 
wholly in the testator's handwriting, or whether such a will is admissible if 
only its material parts are handwritten. We wish to avoid this controversy 
completely. While handwriting itself may be a valuable indicator of the 
writer's identity. that in itself does not justify refusing probate to a will 
adequately proven by other evidence. 

In recent years modem technology has brought methods of storing data, 
undreamt of by the draftsman of the Wills Act. 1837. well within the reach of 
the average testator. Home computers, tape recorders and videotape record
ers, while not ubiquitous, are easily accessible. Should a testator be able to 
videotape his wills, or to program his computer to reproduce his will on its 
screen at a given command? 

The provisions of the Wills Act and the Interpretation Act. when read 
together. leave open the possibility that a will may be probated even though the 
"writing" consists of images mechanically or electronically reproduced. 
"Writing" is defined in section 29 of the Interpretation Act as follows: 

"writing." "written" or a term of similar import includes words printed. type· 
wriuen. painted. engraved. lithographed. photographed or represented or re
produced by any mode of representing or reproducing words in visible form. 

The inherent limitation in this definition is that the words be reproduced 
"in visible form." This would, for example. rule out videotapes. tape record-
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ings and various devices le.g. floppy disks, programming cards) used to 
program computers, which in tum reproduce the words on a television screen 
or machine written copy. Although the end product of videotapes or floppy 
disks may be legible on a screen, the words themselves cannot be executed by 
the testator as required by sections 4 and 6 of the Wills Act, and by our 
recommendation. The floppy disc or videotape may be signed, but the words 
of the wiH, although reproduced on the tape or disc, are not in visible form. 
The tape or disc would not therefore constitute the "writing" required by the 
Wills Act, section 3. or the "writing" which must be signed under our 
recommendation. 

One novel form of wiH is arguably sanctioned by section 29 of the 
Interpretation Act. It would be possible to prepare a filmed will using 
animated letters and words. The words on the film would be in visible form 
without the intervention of any electronic or mechanical device, although the 
use of a projector would make viewing easier. The testator could then sign the 
film at its end, together with the two witnesses required by section 4. 

Although it is possible to foresee that in a relatively short period oftime, 
storing wills electronically, or on tape, may be advantageous, we have 
concluded that provision for such wills in a modem Wills Act would be 
premature. We are advised that the detection of tampering with electronic 
means of storing information would likely be a lengthy and expensive process, 
and that experts qua,lified to testify on such matters would not be readily 
accessible to executors in British Columbia. Moreover. the electronic storage 
and transmission of data is a rapidly changing field of technology, and for that 
reason we are not prepared to attempt to identify any new and acceptable 
medium for recording testamentary intentions. We therefore make no recom
mendation to expand the definition of "writing." 

(iii) Signature 
In the Working Paper we proposed, as a threshold requirement, that the 

document bear the testator's signature. Most people would readily accept the 
notion that affixing ones signature to a document is the usual means of 
approving and adopting its contents. We have concluded that the dispensing 
power we propose for British Columbia should require that the document be 
signed. 

This aspect of our proposal attracted some comment from the Manitoba 
Law Reform Commission. They stated: 117 

The British Columbia approach is beneficial in that it is broader than the Queens
land approach and it does cover most of the difficulties curren!ly encountered. 
Yel. circumstances can still be envisioned where strict adherence to even these 
minimal fannalities couid defeat the testator's intention. As Prof. Langbein points 
out what of the testator who is about to sign his will in front of "'ilnesses, when an 
'"interloper's bullet or a coronary seizure fells him"_ The likelihood of such an 
occurrence is small bur the fact remains there is no necessity for such limitations 
to the proposed section. In effect such requirements do not confonn with the 
funclional analysis on which the remedial provision is based. For this reason such 
a limitation is not recommendable. 

We are not of the view that the possibility of an interloper's bullet, or other 
similar and equally unlikely possibilities warrant the deletion of the require
ment of a signature. We find more persuasi ve the case of a careful testator 
who, in striving to keep his testamentary dispositions up to date, writes out 
several alternative drafts. He decides in the end not to change his will, but 
retains his final draft for future reference. It is, of course, unsigned, and is 

111 Silpro (1. 113 at 19-20. 
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found at his death among his papers. Is it valid or not? The inevitable result 
must be litigation. As we are convinced that this situation is many times more 
likelv than that which worried the Manitoba Commission. we have concluded 
that 'insisting on a signature is a valuable safeguard which will prevent 
injustice. confusion and unnecessary expense far more often than it will cause 
hardship. 

We are not swayed by the argument that such a requirement "does not 
conform with the functional analysis." In fact. we believe quite the opposite. 
We acknowledge that formality has some purpose. Here the requirement of a 
signature performs a·valuable channelling and evidentiary function. The point 
of introducing a dispensing power is to temper the arbitrariness with which 
rules respecting formalities have been applied, and not to deny the general 
desirability of formalities. We have simply concluded that the harm which 
would ensue from relaxing this particular requirement outweighs any benefit 
which would accrue from its abolition. In short. far from abandoning any 
functional analysis, in our view adopting the requirement of a signature 
recognizes that in some respects formalities serve a valuable function. It 
restricts the application of a dispensing power to documents which are most 
likely to represent attempts to communicate a settled testamentary intent. 

In recommendation 4, we proposed that a general prOVISion respecting 
signature by a person acting at the testator's direction should be enacted. We 
see no reason why this provision should not apply equally to a testator's 
signature on an informal will. 

liv) Burden cf Procf 
The South Australian provision requiring proof beyond a reasonable 

doubt raises the issue of whether a similar requirement should be imported 
into British Columbia law. We have concluded that the standard of proof 
should be the civil litigation standard of proof on the balance of probabilities. 
It is this standard which generally applies in probate malters. 

A consideration in arrivin~ at such a conclusion was the fact that the civil 
litigation standard is not itself immutable. In a lawsuit "proor'" is inextricably 
intertwined with "belief", and the readiness of a court to be persuaded of the 
existence of a certain state of affairs will depend upon factors other than the 
mere mechanical weighing up of evidence. The point was put by Dixon 1. in 
Briginshaw v. Briginshaw' " as follows: 

The truth is that. when the law requires the proof of any fact. the tribunal must feel 
an actual persuasion of its occurrence or existence before il can be found. II cannol 
be found as a result of a mere mechanical comparison of probabilities indepen
dently of any belief in its reality. No doubt an opinion that a state of facts e:-;.ists 
may be held according to indefinite gradations of cenainty: and this has led to 
attempts to define exactly the certainty required by the law for various purposes. 
Fortunately, however, at common law no third standard of persuasion was defi
nitely developed. Except upon criminal issues to be proved by the prosecution, it 
is enough that the affinnative of an allegation is made out to the reasonable 
satisfaction of the tribunal. But reasonable 5alisfaction is nota state of mind that is 
attained or established independently of the nature and consequence L)f the fact or 
facts to be proved. The seriousness of an allegation made. the inherent unlikeli
hood of an occurrence of a given description, or the gravity of the consequences 
Howing from a particular finding are conSiderations which must afiectthe ansv.er 
to the question whether the issue has been proved to the reasonable sati sfaction of 
the tribunal. 1n such matters 'reasonable satisfaction' should not be produced by 
inexact proofs. indefinite testimony. or indirect inferences. 

It has long been held that where the circumstances surrounding the 
execution of a will give rise to a suspicion that it may not represent the 

11>1 il938160C.LR. 336. 
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testator's true intent. a burden is placed upon the person propounding the will 
to dispel that suspicion by affirmative evidence. It is likely that the problem of 
determining testamentary intent where a document is defectively executed 
will be treated similarly. The cases respecting the dispelling of a suspicion 
establish that although the burden is only to establish testamentary intent on 
the balance of probabilities. the court will closely scrutinize the evidence 
before deciding to act upon it. In Re Martin: MacGregor v. Ryan"9 Ritchie 1. 
held per curia: 

Coume! for the appellant contended thai in all cas.es where the C1Tcumstanceo:, 
surroundmg the preparalion or exeeulion of the will give rise to a suspicion. the 
burden lying on the proponents of that will to show that it was the testator's free act 
is an unusually heavy one, but il would be a mistake. in my view. to treat all such 
cases as if they called for the meeling of some standard of proof of a more than 
ordinarily onerou!-. characler. The extenl of the proof required is proportionate ,,' 
the ,gravity of the suspicion and (he degree of suspicion varies with the circum
stances of each case. Jt is true that there are expressions in some of the jud~ments 
[0 which 1 have referred which are capable of being construed as meaning [hat a 
paniculLtrly heavy burden lies upon the proponents in aJl such cases. but in m:_ 
view nothing which has been said should be taken to have established the 
requirements of a higher degree of proof. 

There can be no closed list of circumstances which will cause the court to 
scrutinize the evidence jealously. The less the document resembles a standard 
will. the stricter the. proof that will be required. Where the will contains 
unusual types of dispositions. or legatees whose inclusion as objects of the 
testator's bounty is unexpected. the court's suspicion may be aroused. Un
doubtedly the court will also be concerned with the physical condition of the 
will. and in the case of informal documents such as leiters. any recital of 
unusual facts may make it more difficult to establish the requisite testamen
tary intent. 

(d) Tran"ition 
We think it important to specify that a dispensing power should apply 

only to documents signed by a testator who died after the legislation imple
menting our recommendation comes into force. Otherwise. it is possible that 
executors and beneficiaries who have acted in reliance on the invalidity of an 
informal or defectively executed document would be prejudiced. We do not 
wish to create a retroactive right to seek probate of an informal will where 
leiters of administration or a grant of leiters probate have already issued. 

(e) Recommendatiol1 
The Commission recommends that: 
5. The Wills Act be amended by adding a section comparable to the 

fol/owing: 

Dispensing Power 
Norwithstanding section 4. a document is valid as a will if 

(a) it is in writing. 
I b) it is signed by the testator. 
Ie) the testator dies after this section comes int%rce. 

and the coun is satisfied rhat the testator knew and approved of the contents of 
the will and intended it to have testamentary effecr. 

6. The definirion of "will" contained in section 1 of the Wills Act be 
amended to inc/ude a documem valid a.1 a wil/ under Recommendation 5. 

,,0/ 119651 S C.R_ 757 
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Memo 90-l23 EXHIBIT 5 Study L-3049 

Maine Statutory Will Statute 

§ 2-514. Statuto..,.. 'lfills 

(a) Any person may execute a will on the following form and the will shall be 
presumed to be reasonable. This section does not limit any spousal rights, rights to 
exempt property or other rights set forth elsewhere in this Code. 

Maine Statuto..,.. Will 
NOTICE TO THE PERSON WHO SIGNS THIS WILL: 

1. THIS STATUTORY WILL HAS SERIOUS LEGAL EFFECTS ON YOUR FAMILY 
AND PROPERTY. IF THERE IS ANYTHING IN THIS WILL THAT YOU DO NOT 
UNDERSTAND, YOU SHOULD CONSULT A LAWYER AND ASK HIM TO EXPLAIN 
IT TO YOU. 

2. THIS WILL DOES NOT DISPOSE OF PROPERTY WHICH PASSES ON YOUR 
DEATH TO ANY PERSON BY OPERATION OF LAW OR BY CONTRACT. FOR 
EXAMPLE, THE WILL DOES NOT DISPOSE OF JOINT TENANCY ASSETS OR 
YOUR SPOUSE'S ELECTIVE SHARE. AND IT WILL NOT NORMALLY APPLY TO 
PROCEEDS OF UFE INSURANCE ON YOUR LIFE OR YOUR RETIREMENT PLAN 
BENEFITS. 

3. THIS WILL IS NOT DESIGNED TO REDUCE DEATH TAXES OR ANY OTHER 
TAXES. YOU SHOULD DISCUSS THE TAX RESULTS OF YOUR DECISIONS WITH 
A COMPETENT TAX ADVISOR. 

4. YOU CANNOT CHANGE, DELETE, OR ADD WORDS TO THE FACE OF THIS 
MAINE STATUTORY WILL. YOU SHOULD MARK THROUGH ALL SECTIONS OR 
PARTS OF SECTIONS WHICH YOU DO NOT COMPLETE. YOU MAY REVOKE 
THIS MAINE STATUTORY WILL AND YOU MAY AMEND IT BY CODICIL. 

S. THIS WILL TREATS ADOPTED CHILDREN AS IF THEY ARE NATURAL 
CHILDREN. 

6. IF YOU MARRY OR DIVORCE AFI'ER YOU SIGN THIS WILL, YOU SHOULD 
MAKE AND SIGN A NEW WILL. 

7. IF YOU HAVE ANOTHER CHILD AFTER YOU SIGN THIS WILL, YOU 
SHOULD MAKE AND SIGN A NEW WILL. 

8. THIS WILL IS NOT VALID UNLESS IT IS SIGNED BY AT LEAST TWO 
WITNESSES. YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY READ AND FOLLOW THE WITNESS. 
ING PROCEDURE DESCRIBED AT THE END OF THIS WILL. 

9. YOU SHOULD KEEP THIS WILL IN YOUR SAFE-DEPOSIT BOX OR OTHER 
SAFE PLACE. 

10. IF YOU HAVE ANY DOUBTS WHETHER OR NOT THIS WILL ADEQUATELY 
SETS OUT YOUR WISHES FOR THE DISPOSITION OF YOUR PROPERTY, YOU 
SHOULD CONSULT A LAWYER. 

MAINE STATUTORY WILL OF 

(Print your name) 

Article 1. Declaration 
This is my will and I revoke any prior wills and oodiells. 

Article 2. Dispoeition of my property 

2.1 REAL PROPERTY. I give all my real property to my spouse, if living; otherwise it 
shall be equally divided among my ebildren who survive me; except as specifically 
provided below: (specific distribution not valid without signature.) 

I leave the following specific real property to the person(s) named: 

(name) (description of item) (signature) 
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othet"Wiae they ahaIl be equally divided among my ehildreD who sunive me; ueept. as 
specifirally provided below: (specific diWI'bution not valid without signatlll'e,) 

I leave the following specific itema to the person(B) named: 
(name) (description of item) (oignature) 

2.3 CASH GIFT TO CHARITABLE ORGANIZATIONS OR INSTITUTIONS: I make 
the following eash gift(s) to the named charitable organizations or institutions in the 
amount stated, If I fail to sign this provision, no gift is made, If tile charitable 
organization or institution does not survive me or accept the gift, then no gift is made, 

(name) (amount) (signature) 

2,4 ALL OTHER ASSETS (MY "RESIDUARY ESTATE"), I adopt only one Property 
Disposition Clause by placing my initials in the box in front of the letter "A", "B" or "C" 
signifying wbich clause I wish to adopt, I place my signature after clause uA" or clause 
uB", or after each individual distribution in clause "C", If I fail to sign the appropriate 
distribution(s) or if I sign in more than one clause or if I fail to place my initials in the 
appropriate box, this paragraph 2.4 will be invalid and I realize that the remainder of my 
property wm be distributed as if I did not make a WIll, 

Property Disposition Clauses, (select one). 
_ A. I leave all my remaining property to my spouse, if living. If not living, then in 
equal shares to my cbildren and the deacendants of any deceased child, 

(signature) 

B, I leave the following stated amount to my spouse and the 
remainder in equal shares to my children and the deacendants of any deceased child If 
my spouse is not living, that share shall be distributed in equal shares to my children and 
the descendants of any deceased child 

(signature) 
C. I leave the following stated amounts to the persons named: 

(name) (amount) (signature) 

(name) (amount) (signature) 

(name) (amount) (signature) 

(name) (amount) (signature) 

(name) (amount) (signature) 

2.5 UNDISTRIBUTED PROPERTY. If I have any property which, for any reason, does 
not pass. under the other parts of this will, sIl of that property shall be distributed as 
follows: (Draw a line through any unused space.) 

(this paragraph only valid if signed) 

Article 3. Nomination of guardian, conservator and personal representative 
3,l GUARDIAN. (If you have a child under 18 years of age, you may name at least 
one person to serve as guardian for the child) 

If a gnardian is needed for any child of mine, then I nominate the first guardian named 
below to serve as guardian of that child If the person does not serve, then the others 
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shall serve in the order I list them. My nomination of a guardian is not valid without my 
signature. 
FIRST GUARDIAN ________ _ 

(signature) 
SECOND GUARDIAN _______ _ 

(signature) 
THIRD GUARDIAN ________ _ 

(signature) 

3.2 CONSERVATOR. (A conservator may be named to manage the property of a minor 
child. You do not need to name a conservator if you wish the guardian to act as 
conservator. If you wish to name a conservator in addition to a guardian, complete this 
paragraph, 3.2. If you do not wish to name a separate conservator, do not complete this 
paragraph.) 

I nominate the first conservator named below to serve as conservator for any minor 
children of mine. If the first conservator does not .serve, then the others shall serve in 
the order I list them. My nomination of a conservator is not valid without my signature. 
FIRST CONSERVATOR _______ _ 

(signature) 
SECOND CONSERVATOR ______ _ 

(signature) 
THIRD CONSERVATOR ______ _ 

(signature) 

3.3 PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE. (Name at least one.) I nominate the person or 
institution named as first personal representative below to administer the provisions of 
this will. If that person or institution does not serve, then 1 nominate the others to serve 
in the order I list them. My nomination of a personal representative is not valid without 
my signature. 

FIRST PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE ________ _ 

(signature) 

SECOND PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE ________ _ 

(signature) 

THIRD PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE ________ _ 

(signature) 
I sign my name to this Maine Statutory Will on ______ at 

(date) (city) 
in the State of _____ _ 

Your Signature 

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES (You must have two wituesses.) 

Each of us declares that the person who signed above willingly signed this Maine 
Statutory Will in our presence or willingly directed another to sign it for him or ber or 
that he or she acknowledged that the signature on this Maine Statutory Will is his or hers 
or that he or she acknowledged that this Maine Statutory W~l is his or her will and we 
sign below as wituesses to that signing. 
Signature ___ _ 
Printed name ___ _ 
Address ___ _ 
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Sipature ___ _ 
Printed name ___ _ 
Address ___ _ 

(b) Forms for executing a statutory wlll shall be provided at all Probate Courts for a 
cost equivalent to the reasonable cost of printing and storing the forms. A statutory will 
shall be deemed to be valid if the blanks are filled in with a typewriter or in the 
handwriting of the person making the will. Failure to complete or mark through any 
section or part of a section in the statutory will shall not invalidate the entire will. 
Failure to sign any section or part of a section in the statutory will requiring a signature 
shall only invalidate the part not signed, except as specifically provided in paragraph 2.4. 
1983, c. 376; 1983, c. 816, * A, 7, eff. April 24, 1984. 

1983 Amendment. Subsection (a): Chapter 
816, under !he heading "Maine StatulDry Will", 
in Art. 2, 2.4, par. B, substituted "spouse" for 
"wife" aDd "that" for "her" in 2nd HDtence. 
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Memo 90-123 EXHIBIT 6 Study L-3049 

Michigan Statutory Will Statute 

U7.IH23(1) Statutory will; validity., Sec. 123a. A win 
which is executed in the form prescribed by section 123c and which is 
otherwiee in compliance with the terms of the Michigan statutory will 
form is a valid will. (MCL § 7oo.123a.) 

HIstory. Added by Pub Acta 1986, No. 61. imd elf March 27. which 
contained a oection 2 providing: 'This amendatory act ahall tat. effect July 1. 
1986. ~ 

127.5123(2) Printing and diatribution require
menta.] Sec. 123b. Persons printing and distributing the Michigan 
statutory will shall print and distribute the form verbatinJ as it appears 
in section 123c. The notice provisions shall be printed in to-point 
boldface type. (MCL § 7oo.123b.) 

HIstory. Added by Pub Acta 1986. No. 61. imd elf March 27, which 
contaiDed a sectioD 2 providing: 'This amendatory act ahall tat. effect July 1. 
1986.' 

§ 27.5123(3) Form of statutory will.] Sec. 123c. Tbe form 
of tile Michipn atatutory will fa .. foIIowa: 

MICHIGAN STATUTORY WILL 

NOTICE 

1. Any person age 18 or older and of sound mind may sign a will. 
2. There are several kinds of wills. If you chooee to complete this 

form, you will have a Michigan statutory will. If this will does 
not meet your wishes in any way, you should talk with a 
lawyer before choosing a Michigan statutory will. 

3. Warning! It is strongly recommended that you do not add or 
cross out any words on this form except for filling in the 
blanks because all or part of this will may not be valid if you 
do so. 

4. This will has no effect on jointly-held assets, on retirement 
pian benefits, or on life insurance on your life if you have 
named a beneficiary who survives you. 

5. This will is not designed to reduce inheritance or estate taxes. 
6. This will treats adopted children and children born outside of 

wedlock who would inherit if their parent died without a will 
the same way as children born or conceived during marriage. 

7. You should keep this will in your safe deposit box or other 
safe place. By paying a small fee, you may fIle the will in your 
county's probate court for safekeeping. You should tell your 
family where the will is kept. 

8. You may make and sign a new will at any time. If you marry 
or divorce after you sign this will, you should make and sign a 
new will. 
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INSTRUCTIONS: 

1. To have a Michigan statutory will, you must complete the 
blanks on the will form. You may do this yourself, or direct 
someone to do it for you. You must either sign the will or 
direct someone else to sign it in your name and in your 
presence. 

2. Read the entire Michigan statutory will carefully hefore you 
begin filling in the blanks. If there is anything you do not 
understand, you should ask a lawyer to explain it to you. 

MICHIGAN STATUTORY WILL OF 

(Print or type your full name) 

ARTICLE 1. DECLARATIONS 

This is my will and I revoke any prior wills and codicils. I Jive in 
-- County, Michigan. 

My spouse i .... _________________ _ 
(Insert spouse's name or write 'None') 

My children now living are: 

(Insert names or write "None') 

ARTICLE 2. DISPOSITION OF MY ASSETS 

2.1 CASH GIFTS TO PERSONS OR CHARITIES. (Optional) 

I can leave no more than two (2) cash gifts. I make the following 
cash gifts to the persons or charities in the amounts stated here. Any 
inheritance tax due shall be paid from the balance of my estate and not 
from these gifts. 

Full name and address of person or charity to receive cash gift. 
(Name only one (l) person or charity here) 
(Please print) of --------

(Insert name) (Insert address) 
AMOUNT OF GIFT (In figures): $----
AMOUNT OF GIFT (In words): dollars 

Your Signature 

Full name and address of person or charity to receive cash gift. 
(Name only one (1) person or charity here) 
(Please print) of -------

(Insert name) (Insert address) 
AMOUNT OF GIFT (In figures): $S----
AMOUNT OF GIFT (In words): dollars 

Your Slpaiulw 
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2.2 PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMB. 

I may leave a separate list or statement either in my handwriting 
or signed by me at the end, regarding gifts of specific hooks, jewelry, 
clothing, automobiles, furniture, and other personal and household 
items. 

I give my spouse all my books, jewelry, clothing, automobiles, 
furniture, and other personal and household items not included on any 
such separate list or statement. If I am not married at the time I sign 
this will, or if my spouse dies before me, my personal representative 
shall distribute those items, as equally as possible, among my children 
who survive me. If no children survive me, these items shall be 
distributed as set forth in paragraph 2.3. 

Any inheritance tax due shall be paid from the balance of my 
estate and not from these gifts. 

2.3 ALL OTHER ASSETS. 

I give everything else I own to my spouse. If I am not married at 
the time I sign this will, or if my spouse dies before me, I give these 
assets to my children and the descendants of any deceased child. If no 
spouse, children, or descendants of children survive me, I choose one of 
the following distribution clauses by signing my name on the line after 
that clause. If I sign on both lines, or if I fail to sign on either line, or if 
I am not now married, these assets will go under distribution clause 
(b). 

Distribution clause, if no spouse, children, or descendants of 
children survive me (Select only one). 

(a) One· half to be distributed to my heirs as if I did not have a 
will, and one·haIfto be distributed to my spouse's heirs as if my spouse 
had died just after me without a will. 

(Your Signature) 

(b) All to be distributed to my heirs as if I did not have a will. 

(Your Signature) 

ARTICLE 3. NOMINATIONS OF PERSONAL 
REPRESENTATIVE, GUARDIAN, AND CONSERVATOR 

Personal representatives, guardians, and conservators have a great 
deal of responsibility. The role of a personal representative is to collect 
your assets, pay debts and taxes from those assets, and distribute the 
remaining assets as directed in the will. A guardian is a person who 
will look after the physical well·being of a child. A conservator is a 
person who will manage a child's assets and make payments from 
those assets for the child's benefit. Select them carefully. Also, before 
you select them, ask them whether they are willing and able to serve. 

3.1 PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE. (Name at least one) 
Inominat"e~ __________________ ~ ____ ~ __________ __ 

(Insert name of person or eligible financial institution) 
OLf ________________ ~~----~--~-------------

(Insert address) 
to serve as personal representative. 

If my first choice does not serve, I nominate 

(Insert name of person or eligible financial institution) 
M ____________ ~~~~------__ 

(1Mut .... 1_) 
to _ • penoaal npriIIDtatift. 

-3-
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3.2 GUARDIAN AND CONSERVATOR. 

Your spouse may die before you. Therefore, if you have a child 
under age 18, name a person as guardian of the child, and a person or 
eligible financial institution as conservator of the child's assets. The 
guardian and the conservator may, but need not be, the same person. 

If a guardian or conservator is needed for any child of mine, I 
nominat~eL-__________ ~~~ ______ ~ ____ ~ __________ __ 

(Insert name of person) 
ofL-__ ~ __________________________________________ __ 

as guardian 
(Insert address) 

and~~~ ______ ~ ______ ~~~~ __ ~--______ --
(Insert name of person or eligible financial institution) 

OfL-________________________ ~~-----------------
(Insert address) 

as conservator. 
If my first choice cannot serve, I nominate 

(Insert name of person) 

OLf ____ ~-------------------------------------------
as guardian 

(Insert address) 
~d~~~ ______ ~------~~~~ __ ~--______ --

(Insert name of person or eligible financial institution) 
of 

{Insert address} 
as conservator. 

3.3 BOND. 

A bond is a form of insurance in case your personal representative 
• or a conservator performs improperly and jeopardizes your assets. A 

bond is not required. You may choose whether you wish to require 
your personal representative and any conservator to serve with or 
without bond Bond premiums would be paid out of your assets. 

(Select only one) 

(a) My personal representative and any conservator I have 
named shall serve with bond. 

(Your signature) 
(b) My personal representative and any conservator I have 

named shall serve without bond 

(Your signature) 

3.4 DEFINITIONS AND ADDITIONAL CLAUSES. 

Definitions and additional clauses found at the end of this form 
are part of this will. 

I sign my name to this Michigan statutory will on-----, 19--. 

(Your signature) 

-4-
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NOTICE REGARDING WITNESSES 

You must use two (2) adult witnesses who will not receive assets 
under this will. It is preferable to have three (3) adult witnesses. All 
the witnesses must observe you sign the will, or have you tell them you 
signed the will, or have you tell them the will was signed at your 
direction in your presence. 

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES 

We sign below as witnesses, "declaring that the person who is 
making this will appears to be of sound mind and appears to be making 
this will freely and without duress, fraud, or undue influence and that 
the person making this will acknowledges that he or she has read, or 
has had it read to them, and understands the contents of this will. 

(Print Name) (Signature of Witness) 

(Address) 

(City) (State) (Zip) 

(Print Name) (Signature of Witness) 

(Address) 

(City) (State) " (Zip) 

(Print Name) (Signature of Witness) 

(Address) 

(City) (State) (Zip) 

Definitions 

The following defmitions and rules of construction shall apply to 
this Michigan statutory will: 

(a) 'Assets" means all types of property you can own, such as 
real estate, stocks and bonds, bank accounts, business interests, 
furniture, and automobiles. 

(b) 'Jointly-held assets' means those assets ownership of which 
is transferred automatically upon the death of 1 of the owners to the 
remaining owner or owners. 

(c) "Spouse" means your husband or wife at the time you sign 
this will. 

(d) 'DeecendaDu' _ your chiIdrm, pouddIiIdnD. UId 
their ......... 

(e) 'n.--:leag' or 'childnD' indu.t.. ~ born or 000-

ceiftd cIuriDI marn., pencma IepIIy adopted, UId pelIODI born out 
of wedlock who would inherit if their parent died without a will. 

(f) Whenever a distribution under a Michigan statutory will is to 
be made to a person's descendants, the assets are to be divided into as 
many equal shares as there are then living descendants of the nearest 
degree of living descendants and deceased descendants of that same 
degree who leave living descendants. Each living descendant of the 
nearest degree shall receive 1 share. The share of each deceased 
dw:endent of that ..... detree &hall be divided aDIODI his or her 
dIoIc:ncIuu ill the __ meNMIr. 
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{J) 'Hein' meaDII thoee penon. who would have received yOOr 
-w if you had died without a will, domiciled in Michigan, under the 
laws which are then in effect, 

(h) 'Person' includes individuals and institutions. 
(i) Plural and singular words include each other, where appropri· 

ate. 
(j) If a Michigan statutory will states that a person shall perform 

an act, the person is required to perform that act. If a Michigan 
statutory will states that a person may do an act, the person's decision 
to do or not to do the act shall be made in a good faith exercise of the 
person's powers. 

Additional Clauses 

(a) Powers of personal representative. 
(1) The personal representative shall have all powers of adminis

tration given by Michigan law to independent personal representa
tives, and the power to invest and reinvest the estate from time to time 
in any property, real or personal, even though such investment, by 
reason of its character, amount, proportion to the total estate, or 
otherwise, would not be considered appropriate for a fiduciary apart 
from this provision. In dividing and distributing the estate, the 
personal representative may distribute partially or totally in kind, may 
determine the value of distribution. in kind without reference to 
income tax basis, and may make non pro rata distributions. 

(2) The personal representative may distribute estate assets 
otherwise distributable to a minor beneficiary to (a) the conservator, 
or (b) in amounts not exceeding $5,000.00 per year, either to the 
minor, if married: to a parent or any adult person with whom the 
minor resides and who has the care, custody, or control of the minor; 
or the guardian. The personal representative i. free of liability and i. 
discharged from any further accountability for distributing assets in 
compliance with the provisions of this paragraph. 

(b) Powers of guardian and conservator. A guardian named in 
tbiI will .... haw the _ IIIItbority wIda n.peet to the child as a 
..-t haYiDlllpi CIIItody would haw. A __ tlit« ..-.d in this 
will .... have all of the powua COIIfwNcI by law. (MCL ,7DO.123c.) 

IIbrIory. Added by Pub Acts 1986. ~o. 61. imd elf Mlll'Ch 27, which 
contained a section 2 providing: • This amendatory !let shall take effect July 1. 
1986.' 
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Memo 90-123 EXHIBIT 7 Study L-3049 

Wisconsin Basic Will 

853.50. DefInitions 

In ... 853.50 to 853.62: 

(1) "By right of representation" means that the issue of a deceased person inherit the 
share of an estate that their immediate ancestor would have inherited, if living. 

(2) "Children" includes all children whether born or adopted hefore or after a Wisconsin 
basic will or basic will with trust is executed. 

(3) "Issue" means children, grandchildren, grest-grandcbildren, and lineal descendants 
of more remote degrees, including those who occupy that relation by reason of adoption 
under s. 851.51 and children who are not legitimate and their lineal descendants to the 
extent provided by s. 852.05. 

(4) "Testator" means any person choosing to make a Wisconsin basic will or basic will 
with trust. 

(5) 'Trustee" means a person so designated in a WISCOnsin basic will with trust and any 
other person acting at any time as the trustee under a WiscollSin basic will with trust. 

(6) "WisCOllSin basic will" means a Wisconsin basic will executed in accordance with ss. 
853.50 to 853.62. 

(7) "Wisconsin basic will with trust" means a WiscOllSin basic will with trust executed 
in accordance with ss. 853.50 to 853.62. 

ill,torical Note 
Source: 

1988 Act 376, § 1, eff. May 2, 1984. 

Law Reriew Collllllflltaries 
Trust B of the Wiseonsin baa;. will may be a 

hazardous estate plan. Howard S. Erlanger and 

853.51. Exeeution of will 

Marilyn 1.. Crowley, 59 W'IS.B.Bull. 17 (Jan. 
1986). 

Library Referenees 
WlllB ~ et seq., 659 et seq. 
C.J.S. Wills §§ 1, 127(1), 1004 et seq. 

The only method of executing a Wisconsin basic will or basic will with trust is for all of 
the following to occur: . 

(1) The testator shall do all of the following: 

(a) Complete the blanks, boxes and lines according to the instructions. Any failure to 
comply with instructions described under s. 853.54(3) does not affect the validity of the 
will. 

(h) Sign the will. 

(2) The witnesses shall do all of the following: 

(a) Observe the testator's signing. 

(h) Sign their names in the presence of the testator and each other. 

illotorlcal Note 

Source: 
1983' Act 376, § 1, eff. May 2, 1984. 

853.52. Conten'" or wilJa 
(1) There are 2 Wisconsin basic wills: the WISCOllSin basic will and the Wisconsin basic 

will with trust. 

(2) The Wisconsin basic will includes all of the following: 

(a) The contents of the form for the Wisconsin basic win under s. 853.55. 

(h) The full texts of each of the following: 

1. The definitions under s. 853.50. 
2. Tbo .... __ t. 8&a.67 • 

.. '--~---., ... -.. -.,-... 
-1-
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3. The property disposition clause under s. 858.58 adopted by the testator. 
4. The mandatory C1a118e8 under s. 853.60. 

(3) The Wisconsin basic will with trust includes all of the following: 
(a) The contents of the form for the Wisconsin basic will with trust under s. 858.56. 
(b) The full texts of each of the following: 
1. The definitions under s. 853.50. 
2. The cla118e under s. 853.57. 

3. The property disposition elause under s. 853.59 adopted by the testator. 
4. The mandatory clauses under ss. 853.60 and 853.61. 

(4) Any person who prints forms for the Wisconsin basic will or basic will with trust 
shall place a signature line on each page of the printed document. A testator shall sign 
on each such line. Failure to comply with this subsection does not affect the validity of 
the will. 

Historical Note 

Source: 
1983 Act 376, § 1, eff. May 2, 1984. 

853.53. Selection of property dis_ilion clause 
If more than one property disposition clause is selected or if none is selected, the 

residuary property of a testator who signs a Wisconsin basic will or basic will with trust 
shall be distributed to the testator's heirs as if the testator did not make a will. 

HilItorical Note 
Source: 

1983 Act 376, § I, eff. May 2, 1984. 

853.54. Revocation or revision 
(1) A Wisconsin basic will or a basic will with trust may be revoked and may b<l. 

amended in the same manner as other wills. 
(2) Any additions to or deletions from the face of the form of the Wisconsin basic will 

or basic will with trust, other than in accordance with the instructions, shall be ineffective 
and shall be disregarded. 

(3) Notwithstanding sub. (2), any failure to print in the proper places, provide the full 
name of a person Or charity to receive Ii gift, include residences or 118e the phrase "not 
used" where applicable does not affect the validity of a Wisconain basic will or basic will 
with trust. 

illstorical Note 
Souree: 

1983 Act 376, § I, eff. May 2, 1984. 

853.55. Wisconsin basic will 
The following is the form for the Wisconsin basic wm: 
NOTICE TO THE PERSON WHO SIGNS THIS WILL: 
1. THIS WILL DOES NOT DISPOSE OF PROPERTY WHICH PASSES ON YOUR 

DEATH TO A.t'ilY PERSON BY OPERATION OF LAW OR BY ANY CONTRACT. FOR 
EXAMPLE, THE WILL DOES NOT DISPOSE OF JOINT TENANCY ASSETS, AND IT 
DOES NOT NORMALLY APPLY TO PROCEEDS OF LIFE INSURANCE ON YOUR 
LIFE OR YOUR RETIREMENT PLAN BENEFITS. 

2. THIS WILL IS NOT DESIGNED TO REDUCE TAXES. YOU SHOULD DISCUSS 
THE TAX RESULTS OF YOUR DECISIONS WITH A COMPETENT TAX ADVISER. 
« .. ---_ g 7 --_ ••• 
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3. THIS WILL MAY NOT WORK WELL IF YOU HAVE CHILDREN BY A PREVI· 
OUS MARRIAGE OR IF YOU HAVE BUSINESS PROPERTY, PARTICULARLY IF 
THE BUSINESS IS UNINCORPORATED. 

4. YOU CANNOT CHANGE, DELETE OR ADD WORDS TO THE FACE OF THIS 
WISCONSIN BASIC WILL. YOU MAY REVOKE THIS WISCONSIN BASIC WILL, 
AND YOU MAY CHANGE IT BY SIGNING A NEW WILL. 

5. THE FULL TEXT OF THIS WISCONSIN BASIC WILL, THE DEFINITIONS, 
THE PROPERTY DISPOSITION CLAUSES AND THE MANDATORY CLAUSES FOIr 
LOW THE END OF THIS WILL AND ARE CONTAINED IN THE PROBATE CODE 
OF WISCONSIN (CHAPTERS 851 TO 882 OF THE WISCONSIN STATUTES). 

6. THE WITNESSES TO THIS WILL SHOULD NOT BE PEOPLE WHO MAY 
RECEIVE PROPERTY UNDER THIS WILL. YOU SHOULD READ AND CAREFUL
LY FOLLOW THE WITNESSING PROCEDURE DESCRIBED AT THE END OF THIS 
WILL. ALL OF THE WITNESSES MUST WATCH YOU SIGN THIS WILL. EACH 
WITNESS MUST SIGN HIS OR HER NAME WITH YOU AND THE OTHER WITNESS 
PRESENT. 

7. YOU SHOULD KEEP THIS WILL IN YOUR SAFE-DEPOSIT BOX OR OTHER 
SAFE PLACE. 

8. IF YOU MARRY OR DIVORCE AFTER YOU SIGN THIS WILL, YOU SHOULD 
MAKE AND SIGN A NEW WILL. 

9. THIS WILL TREATS ADOPTED CHILDREN AS IF THEY ARE NATURAL 
CHILDREN. 

10. IF YOU HAVE CHILDREN UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE, YOU MAY WISH TO 
USE THE WISCONSIN BASIC WILL WITH TRUST OR ANOTHER TYPE OF WILL. 

11. IF THIS WISCONSIN BASIC WILL DOES NOT FIT YOUR NEEDS. YOU MAY 
WANT TO CONSULT WITH A LAWYER. 

[A printed form for a Wisconsin basic will shall set forth the 
abcve notice in 1().point boldface type.] 

WISCONSIN BASIC WILL OF 

(Insert Your Name) 

Article 1. Declaration. 

Tbis is my will and I revoke any prior wills and codicils (additions to prior wills). 

Article 2. Disposition of Illy Property 

2.1. PERSONAL. RECREATIONAL AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. Except as provid
ed in paragraph 2.2, I give all my furniture, furnishings, household items, recreational 
equipment, personal automobiles and personal effects to my spouse, if living; otherwise 
they shall be divided equally among my children who survive me. 

2.2. GIFTS TO PERSONS OR CHARITIES. I make the following gifts to the persons 
or charities in the cash amount stated in words ( .... Dollars) and figures ($ .... ) or of the 
property described. I SIGN IN EACH BOX USED. I WRITE THE WORDS "NOT 
USED" IN THE REMAINING BOXES. If I fan to sign opposite any gift, then no gift is 
made. If the person mentioned does not survive me or if the charity does not accept the 
gift, then no gift is made. 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFl' SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE- OR DESCRIPTION OF TESTATOR. 
CEIVE GIFl'. (Name only 
one. Please print.) 

PROPERTY. 

q. .. _--... _ ...... .., .......... 46 
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FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE- OR DESCRIPI'ION OF TESTATOR. 
CEIVE GIFT. (Name only PROPERTY. 
one. Please print.) 

. ................ 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE- OR DESCRIPI'ION OF TESTATOR. 
CEIVE GIFT. (Name only PROPERTY. 
one. Please print.) 

. ................ 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE- OR DESCRIPI'ION OF TESTATOR. 
CEIVE GIFT. (Name only PROPERTY. 
one. Please print.) 

., ........ , ...... 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE· OR DESCRIPI'ION OF TESTATOR. 
CEIVE GIFT. (Name only PROPERTY. 
one. Please print.) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
2.3. ALL OTHER ASSETS (MY "RESIDUARY ESTATE"). I adopt only one Property 

Dispoaition Clause in this paragraph by writing my signature on the line next to the title 
of the Property Disposition Clause I wish to adopt. I SIGN ON ONLY ONE LINE. I 
WRITE THE WORDS "NOT USED" ON THE REMAINING LINE. If I sign on more 
than One line or if I fail to sign on any line, the property W111 go under Property 
Dispoaition Clause (b) and I realize that means the property will be distributed as if I did 
not make a will in accordance with Cbapter 852 of the Wisconsin S"tatutes. 

PROPERTY DISPOSITION CLAUSES (Select one.) 

(a) TO MY SPOUSE IF LIVING; IF NOT 
LIVING, THEN TO MY CHILDREN 
AND THE DESCENDANTS OF ANY 
DECEASED CHILD BY RIGHT OF REP
RESENTATION. 

(b) TO BE DISTRIBUTED AS IF I DID NOT 
HAVE A WILL. 

Article 3. N omination8 of PersoDBl Representative and GuardiaD 

3.1. PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE. (Name at least one.) 

I nominate the peraon or institution named iII the first box of this paragraph to serve as 
my personal representative. If that person or institution does not serve, then I nominate 
the others to serve in the order I list them in the other boxes. I confer upon my personal 
representative the authority to do and perform any act which be or she determines is in 
the best interest of the estate, with no limitations. This provision shaD be given the 
broadest possible construction. This authority includes, but is not limited to, the power to 
borrow money, pledge assets, vote stocks and participate in reorganimtions, to sell or 
"' Dr!!' ..................... ' _ ........... ,.. 
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esdw ... reaJ or penoaaI property, and to inv.t fuDda and retain seeoritieo without any 
Hmitation by law for investments by fiduciaries. 

FIRST PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 

SECOND PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 1-___________ -1 

THIRD PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 

3.2. GUARDIAN. (If you have a child under 18 years of age, you should name at 
least one guardian of the child.) 

If my spouse dies before I do or if for any other reason a guardian is needed for any 
child of mine, then I nominate the person named in the first box of this paragraph to 
serve as guardian of the person and estate of that child. If the person does not serve, 
then I nominate the person named in the second box of this paragraph to serve as 
guardian of that child. 

FIRST GUARDlAN 

SECOND GUARDIAN 

3.3. BOND. 

My signature in this box means I request that a bond, as set by law, be required for 
each individual personal representative or guardian named in this will. IF I DO NOT 
SIGN IN THIS BOX, I REQUEST THAT A BOND NOT BE REQUIRED FOR ANY OF 
THOSE PERSONS. 

I sign my name to this Wisconsin Basic Will on .... (date), at .... (city), .... (state). 

Signature of Testator 

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES (You must use two adult witnesses.) 

EACH OF US DECLARES THAT THE TESTATOR SlGNED THIS WISCONSIN 
BASIC WILL IN OUR PRESENCE, ALL OF US BEING PRESENT AT THE SAME 
TIME, AND WE NOW, AT THE TESTATOR'S REQUEST, IN THE TESTATOR'S 
PRESENCE AND IN THE PRESENCE OF EACH OTHER, SIGN BELOW AS WIT
NESSES, DECLARING THAT THE TESTATOR APPEARS TO BE OF SOUND MIND 
AND UNDER NO UNDUE INFLUENCE. 

Signature ................................ Residence Address: 
Print Name 
Here: ................................... . 

Signature ................................ Residence Address: 
Print Name 
Here: ................................... . 

Source: 
1983 Act 376, § 1, eff. May 2, 1984. 

863-56, Wisconsin basic will with trust 
The following is the form for the Wisconsin basic will with trust: 
NOTICE TO THE PERSON WHO SIGNS THIS WILL: 
1. THIS FORM CONTAINS A TRUST FOR YOUR FAMILY. IF YOU DO NOT 

WANT TO CREATE A TRUST, DO NOT USE THIS FORM. 
'd 1M' III tat .............. ' d 1 , ' " ... ....... • • • "7 
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2. THIS WILL DOES NOT DISPOSE OF PROPERTY WHICH PASSES ON YOUR 
DEATH TO ANY PERSON BY OPERATION OF LAW OR BY ANY CONTRACT. FOR 
EXAMPLE, THE WILL DOES NOT DISPOSE OF JOINT TENANCY ASSETS, AND IT 
DOES NOT NORMALLY APPLY TO PROCEEDS OF UFE INSURANCE ON YOUR 
UFE OR YOUR RETIREMENT PLAN BENEFITS. 

3. THIS WILL IS NOT DESIGNED TO REDUCE TAXES. YOU SHOULD DISCUSS 
THE TAX RESULTS OF YOUR DECISIONS WITH A COMPETENT TAX ADVISER. 

4. THIS WILL MAY NOT WORK WELL IF YOU HAVE CHILDREN BY A PREVI· 
OUS MARRIAGE OR IF YOU HAVE BUSINESS PROPERTY, PARTICULARLY IF 
THE BUSINESS IS UNINCORPORATED. 

5. YOU CANNOT CHANGE, DELETE OR ADD WORDS TO THE FACE OF THIS 
WISCONSIN BASIC WILL WITH TRUST. YOU MAY REVOKE THIS WISCONSIN 
BASIC WILL WITH TRUST, AND YOU MAY CHANGE IT BY SIGNING A NEW 
WILL. 

6. THE FULL TEXT OF THIS WISCONSIN BASIC WILL WITH TRUST, THE 
DEFINITIONS, THE PROPERTY DISPOSITION CLAUSES AND THE MANDATORY 
CLAUSES FOLLOW THE END OF THIS WILL AND ARE CONTAINED IN THE 
PROBATE CODE OF WISCONSIN (CHAPTERS 851 TO 882 OF THE WISCONSIN 
STATUTES). 

7. THE WITNESSES TO THIS WILL SHOULD NOT BE PEOPLE WHO MAY 
RECEIVE PROPERTY UNDER THIS WILL. YOU SHOULD READ AND CAREFUL
LY FOLLOW THE WITNESSING PROCEDURE DESCRIBED AT THE END OF THIS 
WILL. ALL OF THE WITNESSES MUST WATCH YOU SIGN THIS WILL. EACH 
WITNESS MUST SIGN HIS OR HER NAME WITH YOU AND THE OTHER WITNESS 
PRESENT. 

8. YOU SHOULD KEEP THIS WILL IN YOUR SAFE-DEPOSIT BOX OR OTHER 
SAFE PLACE. 

9. THIS WILL TREATS ADOPTED CHILDREN AS IF THEY ARE NATURAL 
CHILDREN. 

10. IF YOU MARRY OR DIVORCE AFTER YOU SIGN THIS WILL, YOU SHOULD 
MAKE AND SIGN A NEW WILL. 

11. IF THIS WISCONSIN BASIC WILL WITH TRUST DOES NOT FIT YOUR 
NEEDS, YOU MAY WANT TO CONSULT WITH A LAWYER. 

[A printed fonn for a Wisconsin baaic will with trust shall 
set forth the above notice in IO-point boldface type.) 

WISCONSIN BASIC WILL WITH TRUST OF 

(Insert Your Name) 

Article I. Declaration. 

This is my will and I revoke any prior wills and codicils (additions to prior wills). 

Article 2. Disposilion of My Propert)' 

2.1. PERSONAL, RECREATIONAL AND HOUSEHOLD ITEMS. Except aa provid· 
ed in paragraph 2.2, I give all my furniture, furnishings, household items,' recreational 
equipment, personal automobiles and personal effects to my spouse, if living; otherwise 
they shall be divided equally among my children who survive me. 

2.2. GIFTS TO PERSONS OR CHARITIES. I make the following gifts to the persons 
or charities in the cash amount stated in words (. . . . Dollars) and figures ($ .... ) or of the 
property described. I SIGN IN EACH BOX USED. I WRITE THE WORDS "NOT 
USED" IN THE REMAINING BOXES. If I fail to sign opposite any gift, then no gift is 
made. If the person mentioned does not survive me or if the charity does not accept the 
gift, then no gift is made. 
-'8 'PM ................ .., ? - ...... " ............. 
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FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFl' SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE- OR DESCRIPTION OF TESTATOR. 
CElVE GIFT. (Name only PROPERTY. 
one. Please print.) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE- OR DESCRlPl'ION OF TESTATOR. 
CEIVE GIFT. (Name only PROPERTY. 
one. Please print.) 

. ............. , .. 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE- OR DESCRIPTION OF TESTATOR. 
CEIVE GIFT. (Name only PROPERTY. 
one. Please print.) 

. ............ -... 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFT SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE- OR DESCRIPTION OF TESTATOR. 
CEIVE GIFT. (Name only PROPERTY. 
one. Please print.) 

. ................ 

FULL NAME OF PERSON AMOUNT OF CASH GIFl'· SIGNATURE OF 
OR CHARITY TO RE-. OR DESCRIPTION OF TESTATOR. 
CEIVE GIFT. (Name only PROPERTY. 
one. Please print.) 

. ................ 
2.3. ALL OTHER ASSETS (MY "RESIDUARY ESTATE"). I adopt only one Property 

Disposition Clause in this paragraph by writing my signature on the line next to the title 
of the Property Disposition Clause I wish to adopt. I SIGN ON ONLY ONE LINE. I 
WRITE THE WORDS "NOT USED" ON THE REMAINING LINES. If I sign on more 
than one line or if I fail to sign on any line, the property will be distributed as if I did not 
make a will in aceordance with Chapter 852 of the WISCOnsin Statutes. 

IF YOU HAVE A SUllSTANTIAL ESTATE, CHOOSING CLAUSE (a) OR (b) MIGHT 
NOT BE THE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS TAX OPTION AVAILABLE TO YOU. If you 
have questions concerning the tax implications of theae e\auses, you should consult a 
competent tax advisor. 
PROPERTY DISPOSITION CLAUSES (Select one.) 

(a) TO MY SPOUSE IF LIVING; IF NOT 
LIVING, THEN IN ONE TRUST TO 
PROVIDE FOR THE SUPPORT AND 
EDUCATION OF MY CHILDREN AND 
THE DESCENDANTS OF ANY DE-

,', .. 1IIIt .......... _ ............ ___ ••• 
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CEASED CHILD BY RIGHT OF REPRE
SENTATION UNTIL I HAVE NO LIV
ING CHILD UNDER 21 YEARS OF 
AGE-
(IF YOU CHOOSE THIS CLAUSE AND 
YOU DO NOT WANT 21 YEARS OF 
AGE TO APPLY, PRINT A DIFFERENT 
AGE, 18 OR ABOVE, AND SIGN ON 
THIS LINE-) 

(h) TO MY SPOUSE AND CHILDREN AND 
THE DESCENDANTS OF ANY DE
CEASED CHlLD BY RIGHT OF REPRE
SENTATION IN ONE TRUST TO PRO
VIDE FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND EDU
CATION UNTIL I HAVE NO LMNG 
SPOUSE AND NO LIVING CHILD UN
DER 21 YEARS OF AGE. 
(IF YOU CHOOSE THIS CLAUSE AND 
YOU DO NOT WANT 21 YEARS OF 
AGE TO APPLY, PRINT A DIFFERENT 
AGE, 18 OR ABOVE, AND SIGN ON 
THIS LINE.) 

Artiele 3. Nominations of Personal Representative, Trustee and Guardian 

3.1. PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE. (Name at least one.) 

I nominate the person or inatitution named in the first box of this paragraph to serve aa 
my personal representative. If that person or inatitution does not serve, then I nominate 
the others to serve in the order I list them in the other boxes. I oonfer upon my personal 
representative the authority to do and perform any ad which he or she determines is in 
the best interest of the estate, with no limitations. This provision shall be given the 
broadest possible construction. This authority includes, but is not limited to, the power to 
borrow money, pledge asseta, vote stocks and participate in reorganizations, to sell or 
exchange real or personal property, and to invest funds and retain securities without any 
limitation by law for investments by fiduciaries. .. 

FIRST PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 

SECOND PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE L-I __________ ----' 

THIRD PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE 

3.2. TRUSTEE. (Name at least one.) 

Because it is posaible that after I die my property may be put into a trust, I nominate 
the person or inatitu.tion named in the first box of this. paragraph to serve aa trustee of 
that trust. If that person or institution does not serve, then I nominate the others to 
serve in the order I liat them in the other boxes. 

FIRST TRUSTEE 

SECOND TRUSTEE 

THIRD TRUSTEE 

3.3. GUARDIAN. (If you have a child under 18 years of age, you should name at 
leaat one guardian of the child.) 

If my sponse dies before me or for any other reaaon a guardian is needed for any child 
of mine, then I nominate the person named in the first box of this parajp"8Ph to ....... 60 '-r 11 ____ I ___ '" 
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guardian of the penon and estate of that child. H the penon doeo not _, theft I 
nominate the person named in the second box of this paragraph to serve aa guardian of 
that child. 

FIRST GUARDIAN 

SECOND GUARDIAN I 
3.4. BOND. 

My signature in this box means I request that a bond, as set by law, be required for each 
individual personal representative, trustee or guardian named in this will IF I DO NOT 
SIGN IN THIS BOX, I REQUEST THAT A BOND NOT BE REQUIRED FOR ANY OF 
THOSE PERSONS. 

I sign my name to this Wisconsin Baaic Will With Trust on .... (date), at .... (city), .... 
(state). 

Signature of Testator 

STATEMENT OF WITNESSES (You must use two adult witnesses.) 

EACH OF US DECLARES THAT THE TESTATOR SIGNED THIS WISCONSIN 
BASIC WIlL WITH TRUST IN OUR PRESENCE, AIL OF US BEING PRESENT AT 
THE SAME TIME. AND WE NOW, AT THE TESTATOR'S REQUEST, IN THE 
TESTATOR'S PRESENCE AND IN THE PRESENCE OF EACH OTHER. SIGN BE
LOW AS WITNESSES, DECLARING THAT THE TESTATOR APPEARS TO BE OF 
SOUND MIND AND UNDER NO UNDUE INFLUENCE. 

Signature. . ..... . ... . .... .... ...... . .... Residence Address: 
Print Name ............................ . 
Here: 

Signature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Residence Address: 
Print Name ............................ . 
Here: 

Source: 

1983 Act 376, i I, eff. May 2, 1984. 

853.57. Personal, recreational and household ltenu 

The following is the full text of paragraph 2.1 of the WISCOnSin basie will and the basic 
will with trust 

If my spouse .urvives me, I give my spouse all my books, jewelry, clothing, personal 
automobiles, recreational equipment, bousehold furnishings and effects, and other tangi
ble articles of a bousebold, recreational or personal use, together with all policies of 
insurance insuring any such itelDS. If my spouse does not survive me, the personal 
representative sball distribute those items among my children wbo survive me, and shaD 
distribute those items in aa nearly eqnal shares aa feasible in the personal representa
tive'. diseretion. If nOne of my c1u1dren survive me, the items described in this paragrapll 
shall become part of the residuary estate. 

m.torieaI Note 

IIoun:e: 

1983 Act 376, t I, efL I4a¥ 2, 198L 

',n ----"'._7.-"'---- 61 
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...... P. I • ....,..-.w. .... will 

The following is the full text of the property disposition clauses referred to in 
paragraph 2.3 of the Wisconsin basic will: 

(a) TO MY SPOUSE IF LIVING; IF NOT LIVING, THEN TO MY CHILDREN AND 
THE DESCENDANTS OF ANY DECEASED CHILD BY RIGHT OF REPRESENTA
TION. 

If my spouse survives me, then I give all my residuary estate to my spouse. If my 
spouse does not survive me, then I give aU my residuary estate to my descendants by 
right of representation who survive me. If my spouse and descendants do not survive 
me, the personal representative shall disll1bute my residuary estate to my heirs at law, 
their identities and respective shares to be determined according to the laws of the State 
of WISCOnsin in effect on the date of my death. 

(b) TO BE DISTRIBUTED AS IF I DID NOT HAVE A WILL: 
The personal representative shall distribute my residuary estate to my heirs at law, 

their identities and respective shares to be determined according to the laws of the State 
of Wisconsin in effect on the date of my death. 

Hlltori.a1 Note 
Source: 

1983 Act 376, i 1, eff. May 2, 1933. 

853.59. Residuary estete; basic will with trust 
The following is the full text of the property disposition clauses referred to in 

paragraph 2.3 of the Wisconsin basic wiU with trust, except that if a different age is 
specified by the testator in the Wisconsin basic wlll with trust, that specified age is 
substituted for 21 years in this section: 

(a) TO MY SPOUSE IF LIVING; IF NOT LIVING, THEN IN ONE TRUST TO 
PROVIDE FOR THE SUPPORT AND EDUCATION OF MY CHILDREN AND THE 
DESCENDANTS OF ANY DECEASED CHILD BY RIGHT OF REPRESENTATION 
UNTIL I HAVE NO LIVING CHILD UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE. 

(1) If my spouse survives me, then I give aU my residuary estate to my spouse. 

(2) If my spouse does not survive me aod if any child of mine under 21 years of age 
survives me, then I give all my residuary estate to the trustee, in trust, on the following 
terms: 

(A) As long as any child of mine under 21 years of age is living, the trustee shall 
distribute from time to time to or for the benefit of anyone or more of my children and 
the descendants of any deceased clu1d (the beneficiaries) by right of representation of any 
age as mucb, or aU, of the principal or net income of the trust or both, as the trustee 
deems necessary for their health, support, maintenance and education of my descendants. 
Any undistributed income shaU be accumulated and added to the principaL "Education" 
inciudea, but is not limited to, college, vocational and other studies after high school, and 
reasonably related living expenses. Consistent with the trustee's fiduciary duties, the 
trustee may disll1bute trust income or principal in eqnal or unequal shares and to anyone 
or more of the beneficiaries to the exclusion of other beneficiaries. In deciding on 
distributions, the trustee may take into account !be beneficiaries' other income, outside 
resources or sources of support, including the capacity for gainful employment of a 
beneficiary who has completed his or her education. 

(B) The trust shall terminate when there is no living child of mine under 21 years of 
age. The trustee shall distribute any remaining principal and accumulated net income of 
the trust to my descendants by right of representation who are then living. If priocipaI 
becomes distributable to a person under legal disability, the trustee may postpone the 
disll1bution until the disability is removed. In that ease, the assets shall be administered 
as a separate trust under this Wisconsin basic wlll with trust and the net income aod 
principal shall be applied for the benefit of the beneficiary at such times and in such 52 • ..____ 7 ___ 000 
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.-.... .. the tnnM co 'Hen r.ppropriata. If the baetIeiuy ... bet-. the -.l 
of the disability, the remaining assets shall be distributed to his or her estate. 

(3) If my spouse does not survive me and if no child of mine under 21 years of age 
survives me, then I give all my residuary estate to my descendants by right of 
representation who survive me. If my spouse and descendants do not survive me, the 
personal representative shall distribute my residuary estate to my heirs at law, their 
identities and respective shares to be determined according to the laws of the State of 
Wisconsin in effect on the date of my death. 

(b) TO MY SPOUSE AND CHILDREN AND THE DESCENDANTS OF ANY DE
CEASED CHILD BY RIGHT OF REPRESENTATION IN ONE TRUST TO PROVIDE 
FOR THEIR SUPPORT AND EDUCATION UNTIL I HAVE NO LIVING SPOUSE OR 
CHILD UNDER 21 YEARS OF AGE. 

(1) I give all my residuary estate to the trustee, in trust, on the following terms: 

(A) As long as my spouse or any child of mine under 21 years of age is living, the 
trustee shall distribute from time to time to or for the benefit of my spouse or anyone or 
more of my children and the desoendants of any deceased child (the beneficiaries) by right 
of representation of any age as much or all, of the principal or net income of the trust or 
both as the trustee deems necessary for their health, support, maintenance and education. 
Any undistributed income shall be accumulated and added to the principal. "Education" 
includes, but is not limited to, college, vocational and other studies after high school, and 
reasonably related living expenses. The welfare of my spouse is the primary considera· 
tion regarding distributions. Consistent with the trustee's fiduciary duties, the trustee 
may distribute trust income or principal in equal or unequal shares and to anyone or 
more of the beneficiaries to the exclusion of other beneficiaries. In deciding on distrIbu
tions, the trustee may take into account the beneficiaries' other income, outside resources 
or sources of support, including the capacity for gainful employment of a beneficiary who 
has completed his or her education. 

(B) The trust shall terminate when my spouse is not living and there is no living child 
of mine under 21 years of age. The trustee shall distribute any remaining principal and 
accumulated net income of the trust to my desoendants by right of representation who 
are then living. If principal becomes distributable to a person under legal disability, the 
trustee may postpone the distribution until the disability is removed. In that case, the 
assets shall be administered as a separate trust under this Wisconsin basic will with trust 
and the net income and principal shall be applied for the benefit of the beneficiary at such 

4 times and in such amounts as the trustee considers appropriate. If the beneficiary dies 
before the removal of the disability, the remaining assets shall be distributed to his or her 
estate. . 

(2) If no child of mine under 21 years of age survives me, then I give all my residuary 
estate to my descendants by right of representation who survive me. If my spouse and 
desoendants do not survive me, the personal representative sbaII distribute my residuary 
estate to my heirs at law, their identities and respective shares to be determined 
according to the laws of the State of Wisconsin in effect on the date of my death. 

Hl.torlcal Note 
Source: 

1983 Act 376, f 1, eff. May 2, 198<1. 

853.60; Mandatory clauses 
The Wisconsin basic will and basic will with trust include the following mandatory 

clauses: 
(1) Intestate dlspoaitlon. If the testator has not made an effective dispoaition of the 

residuary estate, the personal representative shall distribute it to the testator's heirs at 
law, their identities and respective shares to be determined according to the laws of the 
state of Wisconsin in effect on the date of the testator's death. 

(2) Powers of personal representative. (a) In addition to any powers conferred upon 
personal representatives by law, the personal representative may do any of the followmg: 

, = ........ ~_ tn. _---.... 51 
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1. Sell estate auets at publie or private sale, for cash or on credit terms. 

2. Lease estate assets without restriction as to duration. 

3. Invest any surplus moneys of the estate in real or personal property, as the 
personal representative deems advisable. 

(b) The personal representative may distrihute estate assets otherwise distributable to 
a minor beneficiary to any of the following: 

1. The guardian qf the minor's person or estate. 

2. Any adult person with whom the minor resides and who has the care, custody or 
control of the minor. . 

3. A custodian, serving on behalf of the minor under' the uniform gifts to minors act or 
uniform trsnsfers to minors act of any state. -

(c) On any distrIbution of assets from the estate, the personal representative may 
partition, allot and distribute the assets in kind, including. undivided interests in an saset 
or in any part of it; partly in cash and partly in kind; or entirely in cash. If a distribution 
is being made to more than one beneficiary, the personal representative may distribute 
assets among them on a prorated or nonprorated basis, with the assets valued as of the 
date of distrIbution. 

(3) Po .. ers of guardian. A guardian of the person or of the e.tste nominated in the 
Wisconsin basic will or basic will with trust, and subsequently appointed, shall have all of 
the powers conferred by law. 

Historical Note 
Source: 

1983 Act 376, § I, eff. May 2, 1984. 
1987 Act 191. § 1, eff. April 8, 1988. 

853.61. Mandatory clauses; basic will with trust 

The Wisconsin basic will with trust includes the following mandatory clauses: 

(1) Ineffective disposItion. If; at the termination of any trust created in the Wisconsin 
basic will with trust, there is no effective disposition of the remaining trust sasets, then 
the trustee shall distribute those assets to the testator's then living heirs at law, their 
identities and respective shares to be determined as though the testator had died on the 
date of the trust's termination and according to the laws of the state of Wisconsin then in 
effect. 

(2) Po .. ers of trustee. (a) In addition to any powers conferred upon trustees by law, 
the trustee shall have all the powers listed in s. 701.16. 

(b) In addition to the powers granted in par. (a), the trustee may: 

1. Hire and pay from the trust the fees of investment advisors, accountants, tax 
advisors, agents, attorneys and other assistants for the administrstion of the trust and 
for the management of any trust asset and for any litigation affecting the trust. 

2. On any distribution of assets from the trust, the trustee may partition, allot and 
distrIbute the assets in kind, including undivided interests in an asset or in any part of it; 
partly in cash and partly in kind; or entirely in cash. If a distribution is being made to 
more than one beneficiary, the trustee shall have the discretion to distribute assets among 
them on a prorated or nonprorated baais, with the assets valued as of the date of 
distribution. 

S. The trustee may, upon termination of the trust, distribute assets to a custodian for 
a minor beneilCiary under the uniform gifts to minors act or uniform trsnsfers to minors 
act of any state. The trustee is free of liability and is diSCIlAlged from any fIlltIIeiO 
accountability for distrIbuting assets in compliance with this section. 

(3) Trust administrative provislo.... The following provisions shall apply to any trust 
created by a Wisconsin basic will with trust: 
54 c .. __ ~ .. _.. .._cc. 
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(a) The interests of trust beneficiaries shall not be transferable by voluntary or 
involuntary assignment or by operation of law and shall be free from the claims of 
creditors and from attachment, execution, bankruptcy or other legal process to the fullest 
extent permissible by law. 

(b) The trustee shall be entitled to reasonable compensation for ordinary and extraordi
nary services, and for all services in connection with the complete or partial termination 
of any trust created by this will. 

(c) All persons who have any interest in a trust under a Wisconsin basic will with trust 
are bound by all discretionary determinations the trustee makes in good faith under the 
authority granted in the Wisconsin basic will with trust. 

Historical Note 
Sour-ee: 

1983 Act 376, § 1, eff. May 2, 1984. 
1987 Act 191, § 2, eff. April 8, 1988. 

853.62. Date of execution of will 
Except as specifically provided in ss. 853.50 to 853.61, a Wisconsin basic will or basic 

will with trust includes only the texts of the property disposition clauses and the 
mandatory clauses as they exist on the day the will is executed. 

Historical Note --1981 Act 378, f I, eft • ... , 2, 1984. 
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~.!emo 90-123 
EXHIBIT 8 STATE BAR REDRAFT Study 1-3049 

cm;m;Q!S AN!) N!SWERS NPJr '1HIS N.rnJfI!:lR .m.wI'QR¥ WILL 
'Ihe follcwin; i.nfoz:maticn, in quastia1 am. answar foca, is m!;. a part of the cal; famia 
statut:aty Will. It is designac1 to help you umetst:aD:i alx11t Wills am to decide if this 
Will meets yoor needs. 
1. m-t h1I!"'1S if I die witlJrut a Will? If ycu die withalt a Will, what you own (your 
"aM ta") in your nama alene Will be divided a:mcn:J yoor spc1lSe, children or other 
relatives a.o:xm1in; to state law. '!he ccurt Will cq:point a relative to oollect am. 
distril:IUte your assets. 

2. !tlat can a WPl do for .? In a will yol can designate '<Iho Will receive yoor assets 
at yoor death. Ycu can designate S'JI'P'"'1I8 (called an "exB"rt:or") to a;.:pMT before the 
ccurt, cxlllect yoor assets, pay your debts am. taxes, am. distril:IUte your aM ts as yol 
specify. Ycu can ncminate a guamian to raise yoz children '<Iho are under age 18. Ycu 
can designate so ......... to manage assets for your children until they teaCh aga 18. 

3. rnr a WjJl avoid. ppmte? No. Whathar or rgt ycu die with a Will, assets in your 
nama Alane us"aUy go t:1u"CIlgb. tba court p:ctAta pzo:!sz. n. ccurt's first jc:b is to 
det:e:I:mine if your Will is valid. 

4. Mwt is "...mtty 0;" At t:y? can I aive away my shore in my Will? If you am married 
am yaIl or ycur spa,.. eamad money durin;J ycur marriage frail liOt'lt am. wages, that rsaet 
(am. the assets to"if": with it) is <Xl!l!lmity ptql&Lty. Yc:ur will can only giva awy your 
Cl!1IHlalf of <Xl!l!lmity pLq:e:Lty. Yc:ur Will cannot give lI!Rf your spc1lSe's cne-balf of 
CXI!I!!!mity pLope:Lty. 

5. P7" my wm give away "1l of my '77 ts? !» a11 ur" .. go thmx!h P"""t"'t-? No. 
Money in a joint tenancy bank ao:omt autaaat.ically belCl1gB to the other named owner 
withalt pzctAte. If your spo'. or c:bild is en the deC to yoz hcuse as a joint tenant, 
the hcusa aut.cmatic:ally ~5Sn to tUm or her. Life ilIsuranca am. ret:iJ:emsnt: plan 
benefits 1II!/tf t=US dimctly to the J1IIIIIId benaficiazy. A Will does m!;. lie ssarily cuiuol 
hew thelia types of ''ncrt-pI:c:bate'' am ta pasa at ycur death. 

6. Are there diUa:gmt !d.nda of Wm,? Yes. 'nIaJ:e are ban:iwritten Wills, typewritten 
Wills, a~ Wills am. statutory Wills. All are valid if dale precisely as 
the law~. Ycu stxlIlld sea a lawyar if yol do not want to use this statutory Will 
or if yol do rgt un:larstarIi this fom. 

7. Who may use this Will? nus will is based an california law. It is designed for 
only califo!:nia residents. Ycu 1II!/tf use this fom if you are sin;le, narried or 
diVOlued. Ycu must be aga 18 or older am. of SCIll1i mini. 

8. Am there my m"'1S why I 'hr!"d mr 11!'" this statutgzy Will? Yes. nus is a 
sillple Will. It is 1m designed to reduce death or 8lrf other taxes. Talk to a lawyer to 
de tax plaruti.D;, partiallarly if (i) your assets will be worth m::Ire than $600,000 at your 
death, or (ii) yol own bJsiMsa rel.atad assets, or (ill) you want to create a trust furd 
for your children'. edI.Jcatia1 or other ~lIes, or (iv) you own assets in saII8 other 
state, or (v) you want to c:ii.sjnh,erlt your spalM or descan:iants, or (vi) ycu have 
valuable intel:ests in persicn or pLOfit sharin1 plans. Ycu shrnJ.d talk to a lawyer Who 
Jma..1s alx11t estate ~ if this Will does not meet yoor needs. nus Will treats met 
adqlted dlildren like natural adldran. Ycu shculd. talk to a lawyer if yol have 
step-children or foster c:hildren '"- yol have mt adcpt:ed. 

9. May I add or ern'" rut any words ell this will? No. If ycu do, the ccurt 1II!/tf ignore 
the c.:ban;e or the arc • ad cut or added WCI:tls. Ycu nay ally fill in the blanks. Ycu may 
sign a separate amen:JmauL (ca11ed a cn:!icU) to this Will. Talk to a lawyer if ycu want 
to do SCIIIBthin; with yoz assets wen is not allowed in this fOlll!. 

10. May I chaooe my Wi]]? Yea. A will is not effective until ycu die. Ycu rre.y make 
am. sign a I'lSIf Will. Ycu my cl'IaD;Ia your Will at any tilDa, I::A1t only I::ry an Cill&dliEut 
(called a cxxiici J ). Ycu can give rl'rlI!II:/ or sell yoor assets befOle your death. Yc:ur Will 
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only affects what ycu CJo'Il at death. 
11. Where stpnld I keep my Wn? After ycu ani the nh s sign the Will, keep ycur 
will in your safe deposit bax: or ather safe place. You shalld tell trusted family 
T!!E!JJbers where your Will is kept. 

12. When sholllrl I dJame mv Will? You shalld make ani sign a new will if ycu many or 
divorce after ycu sign this Will. Divorce (dissolution of marriage) or anrulment 
autaoatically can::el.s (a) all prqlerty stated to pass to a fozmer husban:l or wife I.Il'Xier 
this Will, ani (b) designation of a fozmer spouse as executor, custoclian or guardian. 
You shalld sign a new Will when you have more dlildren, or if your spouse or a dlild 
dies. You may want to chan:Je ycur Will if there is a large charJ3e in the value of ycur 
assets. 

13. What can I do if I do not ",.."..rstaJri sgnet:him in this Will? If there is anyth.i.rq in 
this will you do not understarxi, ask a lawyer to ~ it to ycu. 

14. What is an E"f'f?!tar? An "exec::ut:or" is the petSUl ycu naJIB to collect your assets, 
pay your debts ani taxes, ani distribIt:e your assets as the c:x:mt directs. It may be a 
person or it may be a a qualife:i bank or CXl%p:aation. 

15. What is a 9'F'nii 1ID? Do I "....., to dreirmte one? If you have dlildren urDer age 18, 
you should designate a guardian of their "~SCiIS" to raise them. You may also want. to 
designate a guardian of their "estates" to manage their assets for them until. they reach 
age 18. At age 18, they receive their assets outright. SCIDe peqlle prefer to designate 
a "custodian" to manage assets until. as late as age 25 (see question 17 below). 

16. Should I regllirn a borxi? You may require that a guardian or executor post a 
''bon:l.''. A bcni is a fom of insuraIDa (the cost of the bcni is paid fran the estate's 
assets) to repl ace assets that may be mismanaged or stolen by the guardian or executor. 

17. What is a mEtrrliim? A "alStodian" is a persc:tl ycu may designate to manage assets 
for sarenne who is not CNer age 25 ani who receives assets urDer your will. until any 
age you choose (up to ani ircl~ 25), the custodian manages the assets and pays as 
IMJCb. as the custodian deteI:mines is pzqoer for health, SUfPJ:t't, maint.erIaooe and 
education. Arr/ ~ assets pass outright at any age ycu choose (up to ani ircludirg 
25). No bon:i is required of a custodian. 

18. What is a trust? A trust is a lClJ3"-term ~ where a manager (calle:i a 
"trustee") invests and manages assets for sma ne (calle:i a ''beneficiary'') who may be 
~, or ilIInat:ure, or elderly, or who has a problem or disability. A trust may be 
created in a Will or outside of a Will. 'l1le trustee invests and manages the assets for 
the the beneficiary umer the tems ycu specify. Ttusts are too CCIIplicated to be used 
in this siDple Will. You shall.d see a lawyer if ycu want to establish a trust. 

19. !?hr!,l rl I ask P'P?le if t:hey are nllW to serve before I rle'jgnate than as an 
executor or 9'F'n!iao or mst9'li;oo? Prtilably yes. SCIDe peqlle ani entities may not 
consent to serve or may not be qualifie:i to act. 

INSmJC1'IctIS roB a:MPIEl'lN:l mrs WTT:r. 
1. Fill in the blanks. Read the Will first. Fill in the blanks. You may choose only 
one d'loice under ~ 3 ani only one choice urDer paragraItl 5. Sign your name in 
the box to show which choice ycu select. If you do not choose any choice, or if you 
choose JIDre than one choice, the c:x:mt will distribIt:e your assets as if you die:i without 
a Will. '!his means that your assets oalld pass to distant relatives, or relatives of a 
predeoease:i spc:use, or both. 

2. Date and sign the Will and haye two .. ·itrmsm sign it. You lIIlSt date ani sign this. 
will. Two (2) witn as sballd watdl ycu sign this Will. '!be witnesses should DQt be 
people who will receive assets umer this will. 'l11ey should read the laIJ3Uag& 
j1I!!!f!(liately abaIIe their signatures before signin;J. 



CAT,! f!WI""A Srl4WiM¥ mr, OP' 
I ::J 

1. HW. 'lb1a U 'IIIJ Will. I rwaka all pd.ar Willa and cxd1011 •• 

3. It=rgp of Pwpal. pwert;y. I giw all 'IIIJ f\lmit:ur., ~, ha.Isabal.d items, 
clot:h1n;, j..uy, ....... ·id' • and pcaaal it.. u fal.l.CMI (SEtJX"T gm <XIICE ami In 
SIQmG IN 'l!IE AfPRJii1UATB B:IX): 

a. (]pi,.. Qwl U I II1II lUI 1Imrla:I, to 'IIIJ PL II:: &pC'_, 
if livin;: otbuwiM ... 1Jy ...., 'IIIJ mUdrtn (with any 
dpcpeee' mUd' ..... pain; to thII r1e IIIr) cbild'. 
diIaoIrdanta). II--_____ __l 

b. om,.. 'l\!p: Nc:It:hinJ to 'IIIJ 'IpCI_ ·(if I _ arrled); all 
""ally IIIIICDJ "I m1Jdnn (any.:1p 71:1 cbild' • .tw:. shall 
pass to that ctJild'. dMcm:IIntII). 

c. om"': 1JbrM: All to t:ha fal.l.aw:iDJ pm:aau 

d. (]pi,.. frUr: m:,all y IIIIICDJ tha fal.lcwirq pc". 
lob:) smviw _ (INSI!Rr l!XH P.EiiSCi1"S NlIMB): 
~ of Erm.: 

4. Qwh run;,. I IIIIM thII fallClfirq cub gifts in thII 8IIEIUI1ta .tat.d., an:!. I sign 'IIIJ 
z.- in thII tx:ac after ..:h gift. U I dcn't aign in tha tx:ac, I do not 1IIIkII a gift. If a 
l'lIIIIBl pet ... ~ not smviw _, thII qift to that PC'" is void. No cleath tax shall be 
paid frail theM gifts. SIGN APlm l!XH GI!'l'. 

Yeu sign hare 

5. ll!!1'"9' at Jtl An two I giw tha balance of 'IIIJ at:h8r anita ... ptOI7idad I:ial.cw 
(SEtJX"T gm aDICE ami B! SIGHDG IN 'IBB APPklPlUAD: B:IX). U I sign in ~ than one 
bcDc: or if I dcn't aign in any tx:ac, thII cxmt will distril:luta 'IIIJ auats as if I did not 
make a Will. 

a. Qpi,.. Qwl U I _ new JErled, to 'IIIJ Pz: I II:: &pO_, 
if livin;; ~ ... 11y IIIIICDJ "I m1Jdrtn (with any'" :1 ,.-_______ -, 
cbild'. abara 1"'.h1; to thII dpcpe'" cbild'. is .dant:a). I~---------l 

b. Mq 'l\!p: Nc:Ithi:1J to 'IIIJ &pC"M (if I i!IIII mazried); all 
'"'lIBll Y IIIIICDJ 'IIIJ d1il.dran (any dpcpe'" child's share shall 
pass to that dlil.d's dss eIDants). 
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c. Qr1" 'Itl1'M; !'q1llJy IIIIDIJ the ~ ...... 
'ootICI auz:vt .... _ (any .... 1 paLMlI". abam Iiball be ectWc! 
eql1I] ly IIIIir:I1IJ the auz:vi~ 1* •••• ' .... ): 
"- gf b± pa: _______________ _ 

d. Qpi", fgyr: To t:bcM pc". a..ignatm undar 
califamia law u if I did nat twv. a Will. 

6. eri ,] pmy1,iqp tar PIrIcIw !!txJer 25. Ua part:ica of 11lJ estate pi Etc a 
PCCA'l undrIr ~ 25, that part:ica Iiball be bel4 u fnlla.. Cbo1ce cr. 91- it I 
don't sign tithE lxIc. (sp:r..,. gm ama: ctaH BlC SICmlG Dr'lHE: APl'kJPl(lMZ Em): 

a. Qp1" cr.: Qzt:ri;bt to the PC'" (am if the pc .... 
is undrIr ~ 18, to the Q,.."im of the ..... ,'. PwpaLLy 
~ 111 P'1'd' al" 7 bIl.car) 

b. Qpj" Tjp: To the pc ... r.-d bIl.car ~ m:t:1iIr 
~ u a..tcxU.m for the PC"" until ~ L..J (u..rt: any 
• bIiLI .. m18 am 25, if yau do nat MlecL an~, ~ 21 will 
i!RIly) undar the Oil1tamia unifarm 'l'1mafa&:. to M1Dzw Act (am 
if I don't ~ a a..tcxU.m, the CDlrt my ~ aw): 

7; eum11'D, U I have a ctdld undar ~ 18 am the chil.c:I does net haw a li~ parent 
at 1IIf death, I ncmnata the fol.lDorinq pc .... tc ac:v. in t:ba 0I:dar daa1.I;natal as 
guamian of Mcb of 11lJ c:bildrwl 'ootICI ~ aw (a PCCA'l can ac:v. .. guardian of the 
Plll:Mll'1, at' of the PwpaLLy, at' of both. A c:mpxaLicn can ac:v. CIlly .. gI1IJ:dian of the 
PlC4*LLy) : 

IN- of F1rst QJIm:iian of tha P1:C4*LLy 

8. EmnzMr. I I'ICIIinata t:ba fol.l.c::JIdnq pc .... at' cutpClLatiaw to ac:v. in the 0I:dar 
designatad .. ~ ('l!W JaY IWIB am, 'l1I) CR 'l!IREZ PEkSkON CR a:maIATIQIS TO SERVE 
~; IF 'l!W IXII'T IWIB ANY, 'lBB CXlJRr WILL AP.EOINr am FCR Yal) : 

of First EXacutcr To sew 

of 'lhixd ExaoJt:mo To sar.. 
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9. Itm. ~ signature :in this I:x:ac __ a l:x:n:1 is n:lt raquirad for any fEL"', MIBi as 
exacutor or guardian. A l:x:n:1 IIIlSt be required if I do n:lt sign :in this I:x:ac: 

No l:x:n:1 shall be raquirad. 

(001'ICE: YaJ KIST SIGN '!HIS WILL m '!HE ffiI!SE!tIa! OF 'IWJ (2) WI'INESSES. '!HE wrlflESSES 
IflST SIGN 'IHEm Nl\MI!S m YCIlR PR1!SJ!1CE AND m El\QI OIHER' S :E'Ri!Sl!Na:. YCJJ MUST ~ READ 
10 'lHEM '!HE :rou.amJ:; 'IWJ sm:rENC:!S). 

'Ihis is 7lq Will. I ask the fELSCl1S lotto sign below to be 7lq witnes Signed 
an , at , california. 

(date) (City) 

signature of Maker of will 

Clm'ICE '10 wn!U§$F8: 'IWJ (2) MXJTrTS KIST SIGN AS Wl'nImSPS. El\QI WI'ImSS ~ READ '!HE 
~ CUDSE Wcm: SIQIIm. 'IHI!: Wl'mESSFS KIST mr BE RElATED '10 '!HE MlIKER AND 
sa::mn mt RfX!i!ilVE ASSE1'S tH'ER '!HIS WILL) • 

Each of us decl Bl:'!IB umar penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of caJ.ifomia 
that the fol.l.cwiD; is true an:!. ccnect: 

(i) CIt the date written below the IIISkar of this Will dec:Jared to us that this 
:i:nstrument was the lIISkar's Will an:l. rapasted us to act as wit- as to it: 

(il) we I.Illde:i:slard this is the lIISkar's Will: 
(iii) the IIISkar signed this Will :in CIlt' pt SelDa, all of us bein;J pt S lit at the same 

tilae: 
(iv) we rxr.r, at the lIISkar's ~, and :in the lIISkar's and each other's pz unce, 

sign below as wit 15: 
(v) we beli_ the 1IIIkar is of sound. mini an:!. lIIBiiilty; 
(vi) we bel~ that this Will _ not procured by an-, menace, fraud or urxiue 

influen:e: 
(vii) the lIII!kar is age 18 or older: an:l. 
(viii) each of us is rxr.r age 18 or older, is a CXIIpeLent witness, and raides at the 

aci:iress set forth after his or her MIIIB. 

Dated: ·19 

Signature 1..,1 :::--_______ ----'1 Residanca Address: _________ _ 
Print Name Here: ___________________________ _ 

Signature 1 1 Rssi.darv:la 1d:h ss: __________ _ 
~Nae~~=--e-:--------~ __________________ _ 

NJ! IFAST 'IWJ Wl'nIESSes ~ SIGN 
A NOrARlC IS 1m REX:mRED CIt StlFFICIENl' 
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nat1nit1 .... , RIll.- of o:aattmt1m alii 'l'8Xt 
of t:ba C>ll tnmia st.atIItmy Will 

1. pef1n1t1'IP agI Bnl. of o:awU,rt1m , 'n- a.tinitiaw an:i ~ gcII8m tl:w 
ccawUoot1 ... of t:biII caHtamia statutaty Will. 

Cal "Spera," __ t:ba ..ar'. m.tmd or wife at tl:w t1lDa t:ba malaIr ai9IW tlw 
("all fom1.a statut:=y Will. 

(b) ''EIIIaaztar'' __ IxIth tl:w pat .... ~ as an .".,..".. in a cal i f"nda 
statutmy Will an:i arf/ otMr 1*I!1iQft act:1D; at arf/ t1lDa .. .".,..".. or adIIIiniIItrata of a 
callfomia statut:=y Will. 

Cd) ''awtcdian" ... t:ba par8Ci1 ct.ignatad ... a c:ustcdian in a callfomia statut:ary 
Will aid arf/ otb£ p6L8CU act:in;J at arf/ t.iIa u t:ba ell• ali en undar tl:w callfcZni.a 
unifcm ~ to JI:ID:zs Act, or t:ba calltomia unifcm Gifts to M1rms Act, or tmf 
othar stata'. tlUfcma'lUiafaL. to JI:ID:zs Act or thifanD Gifts to JI:ID:zs Act. 

(e) ~ '. t:ba .... aa. or .... aaw dMic)nat8d u ~ of t:ba 1*,61, or 
guudiIm of t:ba p&:qMLty of a IIiIIar in a C>l i fom1.a statutmy Will an:i an:i arf/ ot:bar 
.... aa, a.::tm; at I6rf t1lDa u a c:x:m:t ~ 9'ant1an of tl:w 1*' aa. or .tate of • 
minar. 

(t) """ .denta" __ c:bil ...... , gtM·Jr:hl1drtn, an:i tl:wir lizwal. d :.daaO of all 
gIIlIIrIItiaw, with the mlatimsbip of para'It an:i .... Ud at ...n giiwtat1m I:IeilIJ 
ciate ... 1nIIIi _ praridisd in cal1tnmia P1ctata Cede f!e:tlm 6l52. A z:iifet ... to 
"1 .daaatr' in the plmal. inc1J ..... a aiJr;le 1 .dimt w.re tl:w ccaatext 80 nrldrea. 

(Ii) It mllne ptaLIIIW im1n'" t:ba t-inirle, alii plmal. an:i ~ lIIZdII ilx:l1X1e 
aacb otMr, ...... CQILC4ILiate. 

(h) P1qMLty to be diIItr1J::ut.s undar a califamia st.atIItmy Will to ......... ·s 
~ abal.l. be cti.vidsd into u any 8IIBl ar. _ t:bsm are (1) that livin; 
j ,.xll1uta of tl:w lIiiiiLest 1sg&:_ of livinq 1aicai1anI:s an:i (2) cle .e' 1 • "',its of 
that _1sg&:W WIo.leava livin; 1 :.,"'"t*. BIdllivin;' .datzt of t:ba IMIDISt 
1sgLw au. mcsiw .... an. b an of eIICil .... 1 1 datzt of that _ 
1sgLw abal.l. be cti.vi.1e1. IIiiaIJ hill or bE 1 ..... ct;s in tl:w __ lIE. 

(i) "Pat ... - in:'I' .... ~Vlc'·,· am ax. :1&" ..... 

2. PI"Arty Q1=:r='t'm r!I'1l77S. 

a. n. toll.cIwiJIq are t:ba tull taxta of IE ....... 3a thJ:cI.9l 3d inc1Jl8iw of this 
cal.itomia statutmy Will: 

(1) PaJ:&;JL&t*l 3. C<boice Qwl: It I _ IIIIft'iacl an:i lIf pt: iL spcI_ SUJ:Vives 
ma, I giw lIf spcI:we allllf i:Ioc:lb, ja.l.ly, cJ.ct:ti1n;, lDJtarb11ee, hoJspMlj turn.ishin;s 
am etta::ta, an:i otMr tan;Jible artiel • of • tin. hr:Ild or .... aaal use. It lIf pt: S ilL 
spa_ doW net amviw _, I giw ~ i~ to lIf c:bil""m in ~ IIhIIrw (with the 
share of arf/ thai r1e -ad c:bild P hll to that 1sceeepf mUd'. than livin; 
d'*'Sldanta) • It nms of lIf mil ...... or otMr 1 :lIIldants BUJ:Yiws _, ~ itara shall 
tw i ". part of tl:w l:Ialancs of lIf ..tate. 

(2) Pata;jJ:4b 3b (<bo1ce 'nID): I giw all 11If boak:s, j~, cl.ot:bin;, 
aut. HI" ,11., tin .,t»ld fUm1sbhlJl an:i ere.::t., alii otMr tan;ril)le articl. of • 
how htld or psnonal1l88 to 111 chU ...... in ~ sbaJ:w (with tl:w an of any than 
dec-"" c:bild pe.h", to that 'e T~ c:bild'. thai livinq 1 .idants). It iICII8 of '!!rj 
ad ldren or othar d_ .domta III.Il:Viws ma, thsM itaa shall be ' liM part of the bal.an::le 
ot 11If estate. 



(3) Pu;ap:cqtl 3c (ClJoica'lhrae): I give all. J1lf boc:icB, jewalJ:y, cl<XMrq, 
autan'*d l ., hc;J. hjld ~ ani effects, and at:har"t.zlrlPble articl. of II. 

ho1Sfix?ld ar: l*Lsaal. use to the peL5Ci1 JI2IIIB:l l:lel.c:At. It the mmad. l*L5Ci1 does net: 
survive me, t:haaa ir- shall. be i Hi. part of the balance of J1lf estate. 

(4) Pa!:ap:¢ 3d (ClJoica Falr): I give all. J1lf books, jewalJ:y, clat:hin;J, 
autcIII:i:lilas, hCJ!1Sfix?'" ~ ani effects, ani other t:arqibl.e articles of a 
ha.1sehold ar: l*Lsaal. usa to thcaa of the l*LiICI. mmad. llel.cw who survive me, to be 
divided aDICIIJ thai in as nearly apU sbaras as practical in J1lf EIXIIICUtor's discret:ial. 
'1be share of any mmad. per&al who dcea nct: survive me is void. If ncme of the named 
per ... survives me, ~ item shall. be i Hi. part of the baJ..anca of J1lf estate. 

b. 'lba followirq are the fUll teKts of per-.. gLCqilS sa t:hro.J;Ih. 5d inclusive of this 
california statutmy Will: 

(1) Pal.a:p:¢ sa (ClJoica a.): If I am msrrled ani J1lf Pl , It IpO .. ,survives 
me, I give J1lf IpOlM the baJ..anca of J1lf estate. If J1lf pc , It IpOlM dcea not survive lie, 
I give the bal.anca to J1lf c:hil.dnn in ecpIl sbaras (with the shua of any than ...... swJ 
dlild p""in; to that ...... serf dlil.cl'. tban livin; descerDmts). If none of J1lf dlil.dJ:en 
ar: at:har d-'J81mnt:s survives me, I give the balance to J1lf hairs at law. 

(2) Plnaj'd,i. 5b (ClJoica '1\10): I give the balance of J1lf estate to wq. mtldren 
in equal shares (with the shua of any that .,......, dlild passirq to that .,......, 
dlild', then livin; descerDmts). If none of J1lf children ar: ather descendants survives 
me, I give the bal.anca to J1lf hairs at law. 

(3) Pa!:¥¢ 5c (ClJoica 'lbna) : I give the bal.anca of J1lf estate to thcJe of 
the persa1S mmad. belCIII who survive me, to be divided aDICIIJ thai in equal shuaJ. 'Dla 
share of any NImd l*Lsa, who ex- not survive 1118 is void. If none of the mmad. persalS 
survives me, I give the balance of J1lf estate to J1lf hairs at law. 

(5) Par.a:p:¢ 5d (Clloica Falr): I give the balance of J1lf estate to J1lf heir.; at 
law. 

c. 'lba followirq are the fUll texts of par"gLCq"'1s 6a ani 6b of this california 
statutory Will: 

(1) Par-agLdfil 6a (Clloioe One) : If a par:ticn of trrj estate passes to II. perscn 
who has not attainacl age 18 years, said partial shall. be distribltad to the Guardian of 
the per&al" Plop&LLy. 

(2) Par.a:p:dfil 6b (ClJoice '1\10): If II. portiCX1 of J1lf estate passes to II. perscn 
who has not attainad. age _ yaars, said partial shall. be distribltad to the perlOllS named 
below in the ar:dar designater:i as Olst.od.ian far: the l*LlOIl until. aga _ years umer the 
califomia unifaI::m Transfers to Hincm h:L. If no age between 18 ani 25 is inserted in 
the two blanks abaIra, than age 21 shall. !if:Ply. If no custodian named below is able and 
willing to JerW at any time (ar: if I have failed to'desi.gnate II. custodian), the cx:urt 
supervisirq adIIIinist.1:at of J1lf pca:al:a estate may designate a custodian. 

3. Mamatcrv Cl 8 1lses. '1be man:latozy clauses of this california Statutory will are as 
follows: 
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b. EX'nttarls Pq4rI. 

(1) 'lba eacutar has all ~ rar or later CCIIferred upon exacutaI:II by 
caJ.ifcmia law. 'Ibis irclll"'" all ~ grantacl un::Jar the Iniapadaut I!dIIIinistmtic of 
EstataB Act. 'Ibis also .in::l.1daa the ~ to: (A) sell estate us te at p1bJic or 
private sale with or witbalt nati.ca, for casb. or CI1 ctadit term, (B) 1 __ tata a ts 
witbalt rastri.ctiat as to duratiat, an:!. (C) invest any aurpluII JD:Il8YII of the _tate in 
real or paLa:a1lll PLC4*Lt.y, as the axar::utor daaIII advisable. 

(2) 'lha axar::utor l1a'f distril::uta estate a" .... ot:hmwisa di.st:riJ:lutaI to a 
minor benaficiaxy to (A) the guarclian of the minar's paa:SCIl or estate, (B) any:dllt 
paLSCI'l with whaa the minor resides an:!. who has the care, cust.ody, or cxuUUl. of the 
minor, or (C) a custcdian for the minor~ 'lba -=utor is fIa of liabil ity an:!. is 
discbargad frail any fUtt::bir ....,."JntabiJity far dist:riJ:ut1n;J a"ita pmIUmIt to this 
pa%agzcq;h. ~ . :=IV.':~. 

(3) Q\ any distril:Iuticn of u tz ~ the _tate, the -=utor shI!]) 1Bve the 
discrat:icm to part:it.i.Cll, allot, an:!. c:ti.st:riblta the asaat:s (A) in kim, inc1!J,"..,
urI1ividad intet.-a& in an asset or in any ~ of it, or (B) ~y in casb am l"'rtly in 
kim, or (C) entirely in casb.. It a d1stril:iut1alis lIIIide to Dm8 than ale bawtlcivy, 
the executor shall have the d1sc:rat1cn to cl.istrll:uta a ta a.:n; thaa CI1 a pro rata or 
rJOr.-pLo rata basis, with the as ta valued as of the date of c:l.i.strll:iut 

c. Gn,m"",'s P!:!wars. A guarclian of the pal ..... JXIIIinated in the callfamia . 
stat:utoty will has the _ authori.ty with respect to the pal ..... of the ward as a parent 
haviDJ legal cust.ody of a d11l.cl wculd have. A guazdi.an of the estate ncminata:l in a 
california st.atut:my Will has all of the ~ CCIIferred by california law. All p:M!rS 
grantacl to guardians in this p&OMj'¥ l1a'f be axarc1srd witbalt ccurt autbcrizatiat. 
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